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Abstract 

With the rise of ICT in smart cities, citizens actively contribute to city governance. Citizens 

contribute through sensing and processing capabilities of smart phones, thus developing an 

innovative collaboration paradigm, called “citizen-sourcing”, which fosters public 

engagement and participation in a collaborative governance. However, implementing such 

citizen-sourcing implies a collaborative process that is more complex than traditional 

bureaucratic procedures, and involves a wider range of data. Indeed, it faces various challenges, 

which include governance process, data, and IT architecture. Governance process challenge 

relates to the stakeholder engagement and participation, accountability, communication and 

collaboration. Data challenge includes not only data openness, generalization, heterogeneity, 

but also, with unstructured data, data duplication and information trustworthiness. Finally, IT 

architecture challenge addresses scalability, business-IT alignment, and accessibility.  

Our main contribution is a framework, called G-CSF (General Citizen-Sourcing Framework 

for city services), which defines reference collaboration processes, a reference data model, and 

a reference architecture. G-CSF stems from a benchmark to evaluate citizen-sourcing systems 

in terms of process, data, and architecture.   

Within G-CSF, the reference collaboration process addresses four stakeholders, namely 

Feed Producer, Feed Coordinator, Feed Consumer, and Feed Contractor, which, respectively, 

represent (a) stakeholders who submit service request (e.g., citizens, customers), (b) 

collaboration coordinators (e.g., municipality officers), (c) city departments who answer the 

service request, and (d) field staff (e.g., service response teams) who deliver services.  

In order to integrate heterogeneous data into a unique exchangeable format, we propose a 

reference data model, namely General City Feed Specification (GCFS), which facilitates the 

service configuration and data sharing for city service providers.  

In order to better support a scalable business-IT alignment and efficient data integration and 

processing, we define a Publisher / Subscriber architecture, which supports a distributed data-

driven service composition and orchestration, and provides an easy-to-configure and easy-to-

deploy environment for stream data processing; Additionally, we illustrate distinctive 

automated services, namely automated feed detection, credibility assessment, similarity 

analysis, and automated feed dispatch.  
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The key innovations of G-CSF include: a) a supervised incremental text classifier (KLD-

Star) for detecting feeds in OSN (Online Social Network); b) a hybrid credibility assessment 

approach for assessing information credibility of feeds, which assesses credibility on user 

reputation, semantics, and similarity of nearby feeds. By far, G-CSF is the first citizen-

sourcing solution addressing automated feed detection, credibility assessment and de-

duplication.  

We illustrate two case studies as proof of concept, namely CITY FEED and MOBANA. 

CITY FEED manages city issues, and it has been deployed in Pavia, and Basiglio, a small 

municipality in Milan, Italy. MOBANA focuses on the public transit domain, and proves the 

scalability and processing efficiency of the proposed architecture.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The world population is city-based. Nowadays 3.6 billion people live in the cities and in 

2050, 68% of the world population will be in cities [1]. As a result of increasing urbanisation, 

cities face a series of challenges as social tensions, environmental and health risks, and 

government service provision challenges, with their resources and infrastructure are placed 

under ever-increasing strain [2]. With the rise of ICT, various cities around the world have been 

experimenting “Smart City” concept for years by making use of these technologies to solve 

wide range of city issues, e.g., Singapore, Amsterdam, and Santander [3][4][5]. We consider 

the basic building blocks of a smart city to be smart management of urban services (also known 

as smart governance), smart energy, smart living, smart mobility, smart economy, and smart 

citizens [6]. The first five blocks have been studied and stressed more than the final block - 

smart citizens. However, according to Ericsson’s 2014 consumer insight summary report, smart 

citizens are major drivers of a smart city [7].  

With the rise of IT in smart cities, smart citizens have been actively participating in the 

monitoring, interpreting, and decision-making processes in the other five blocks of smart city, 

especially smart governance. Basically, smart citizens can use mobile smart devices (e.g., 

smartphones) to contribute to the collective monitoring of the city through sensing and 

processing capabilities of those devices. This concept gives rise to a collaboration paradigm, 

namely “citizen-sourcing”, which fosters public participation and engagement for a 

collaborative governance [8]. The term citizen-sourcing has been defined by many researchers, 

and two of them are listed as follows: 

 Citizen-sourcing is “the act of taking a task that is traditionally performed by a 

designated public agent (usually a civil servant) and outsourcing it to an undefined, 

generally large group of people in the form of an ‘open call’.” [9] 

 “Crowdsourcing for the public sector is referred to as citizen sourcing which is to 

outsource governmental activities to citizens.” [10] 
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In the traditional city governance scenario, governments provide services to citizens, who 

consume services without questioning or participating policies and decisions. While with 

citizen-sourcing, the government becomes a consumer to whom citizens provide services and 

information, and perceives citizens as service providers [11]. In this perspective, citizens and 

civil servants are “tool makers” and “tool users” [12]. Therefore, citizens and government 

stakeholders, and the collaborative social phenomenon in e-government 2.0 is emerging [13]. 

Citizen-sourcing is increasingly used in Smart Governance to provide more functional 

services [14][15][16], e.g., citizen feedback systems. Indeed, such services can deliver 

following benefits: a) “wisdom of the crowd” assists cities in providing citizen-oriented 

services; b) time and space restrictions are overcome by public participation in supporting, 

evaluating and improving services; c) knowledge is shared among citizens, and strengthens the 

relationship between citizens and government stakeholders; d) citizen-sourcing fosters virtual 

communities, which launch multiple communication channels across citizens, governments and 

other relevant stakeholders [17][18][19].  

As a typical citizen-sourcing service, the citizen feedback system for non-emergency and 

emergency incident reporting (also known as city incident reporting system) has been 

implemented in many cities in the last decade [20]. With the development of ICT, such systems 

have shifted from telephone, helplines and websites to recent new platforms, e.g., smart phones. 

However, in order to be “smart”, implementing such citizen-sourcing systems is not a plain 

road, because it implies a more complex and fuzzier process than the traditional and straight 

bureaucratic procedure, and, therefore, it faces various challenges, which address governance 

process, data, and IT architecture [21][22][23][7].  

1.1.1 Challenges in Governance Process 

When adopting citizen-sourcing, smart cities shall improve and modify governance process 

to support the delivery of e-services [24]. Such e-services can be either an automated version 

of existing services or a new service designed specifically for a digital platform. City 

administrations shall shift from front-end improvements and digitization, towards end-to-end 

improvement by including back office processes. Hence, it can be expected that a large part of 

city administration process is impacted [21].  

1) Collaboration and coordination: The first challenge is on stakeholder collaboration and 

coordination. Collaboration across the organizations who provide city services is critical for 

addressing crises, completing tasks, and increasing the efficiency of daily operations. However, 

coordinating different domains is not easy. The cross-domain collaboration capability 

gradually becomes bottleneck of urban management. When adopting citizen-sourcing systems, 

city governance processes shall be modified and coordinated, if not totally transformed, and 

city service providers should accept changes. However, many smart city initiatives are 

uncoordinated and the operation efforts are performed independently by city departments. The 

e-strategy departments have not been pervasive enough to establish that coordination role, 

although it is known and recognized in the different departments [21].  

Another challenge which hindering the collaboration and coordination is “accountability” 

issues [20], which addressing the portfolio management and priority setting. Municipalities 

want to make sure that issues get to the correct department, enforcing citizens to send issues to 

a specific department. Thus, it enforces citizens who want to report issues to be aware of how 
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their municipality is organized. The usability of citizen-sourcing applications are thereby 

affected by incorporating several mandatory steps before the submission of an issue. Also, 

issues are assigned to the wrong city departments when citizens choose the wrong options [10]. 

2) Stakeholder engagement and participation: Stakeholder engagement and participation 

is critical. Some researchers, e.g., authors in [18], have identified the citizen engagement and 

participation as the key success factor which influences the outcome of a smart city project, and 

they also indicate that without citizen engagement, willing to co-create and shared knowledge, 

a smart city ambition is bound to fail. If technology is going to be a major enabler in making 

the city smart, it should be available to anyone in order to avoid exclusion of the weaker groups 

in society [21]. However, many cities are using wrong approaches to tackle digital 

transformation when adopting citizen-sourcing, e.g., “…outsource the transformation without 

being involved” [25], or leave the citizen reported incident non-replied. Another factors which 

affect citizen participation are communication and information transparency. Scott et al. argue 

that the two-way communication could increase citizen participation in citizen side, and 

increase transparency in local government’s side [26]. However, it is difficult to balance the 

information transparency and citizen privacy. The citizen-sourcing solution requires 

coordinators to view all issues before publishing them in order to protect the privacy of citizens 

[10].  

1.1.2 Challenges in Data 

Data challenges in citizen-sourcing systems address information islands, heterogeneity, and 

trustworthiness.  

1) Information islands: In smart cities, systems between smart service initiatives rarely 

compatible with each other. Critical information is often stored in different systems, which 

makes it difficult for various city departments to coordinate emergency response efforts. 

Furthermore, the systems lack a unique, integrated view of service requests, issues, events and 

incidents, which hinders a sustainable service delivery for the city. However, it is difficult to 

overcome this issue because the systems were built as cities were developing, which becomes 

the bottleneck of urban operation capability [10]. To facilitate the data sharing and increasing 

the information transparency between stakeholders, “open data” strategies are to be adopted to 

meet the requirement of openness, generalizability and standardization. 

2) Information heterogeneity: Smart cities involve data from various sources, such as open 

data from dedicated systems and web, crowd data from citizens, social media data streams from 

Online Social Networks (OSN), and real-time data from Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure. 

Such availability of data makes a city “a huge nervous system, even tiniest stimulation can be 

perceived” [23]. However, the key challenge arises from the diversity of such data. Data may 

be geo-spatial, environmental, numerical, and, also, may involve a wide range of data holders. 

Because of the multiplicity of information sources, data models and types, the integration and 

analysis of these data are difficult [27]. Additionally, the diversity of data sources require to 

understand the semantics, and to solve semantic ambiguity, instance representation ambiguity, 

and data inconsistency [28]. 

3) Information trustworthiness: In citizen-sourcing systems, mobile technologies enable 

citizens get a response for service requests without providing personal contact information. This 

creates an uncertainty within municipalities on how to reply on service requests. Also many 
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garbage information may be submitted when people can be anonymous [10]. Additionally, the 

use of social network data brings the opportunity of collecting the real-time city issues and 

complaints disseminated through a large group of users for municipalities. However, it is a 

challenging task to identify the “misinformation” (e.g., tweets contains rumors or misleading 

information) from large amount of User Generated Content (UGC) in OSN. In order to shift the 

general UGC to a better quality UGC, i.e., valid UGC, such information trustworthiness (or 

credibility) issues in OSNs has long interested researchers. The typical solutions are user 

reputation based approaches and vote (or ranking) based approaches. However, in citizen-

sourcing context, it is still a complex and difficult task because: a) when a citizen chooses to be 

anonymous, the credibility evaluation on his reputation is not allowed; b) when an issue is 

submitted in the location out of a community, where no other citizens can vote (i.e., confirm) 

on its credibility, the vote based approaches become meaningless. Thus, a more comprehensive 

information credibility assessment approach is needed to cover different situations.  

1.1.3 Challenges in Architecture 

Architecture challenges include scalability, and business-IT alignment, which require a 

general, open, collaborative and scalable architecture to collaborate various governance 

services.  

1) Scalability: Innovation in a smart city environment calls for an eco-system approach [16] 

where local governments and systems do not act in isolation but in collaboration with the 

stakeholders in the eco-system. However, the management of ecosystem faces various 

challenges, including scalability and the balance of control-creativity, standardization-variety, 

and individual-collective [21]. To adopt citizen-sourcing and forge a scalable city service eco-

system, system architecture need to be open and scalable to integrate different systems in 

multiple city departments and other organizations. However, the integration is expensive and 

time consuming, and furthermore, it requires an intellectual control [29]. 

2) Business-IT alignment: Business-IT alignment is a core management issue that is 

especially relevant for smart city strategies with a strong digital presence. Since the smart cities 

requires substantial investments in digital infrastructure, information systems scholars can 

explore several issues related to the design, implementation, and maintenance of digital 

infrastructure in urban settings. One of the typical issue is addressed by Van den Bergh et al. 

[21], who indicate that the incorrect choice of IT technologies can be a blocking factor rather 

than an enabling factor. However, in some smart cities, IT choices are rather budget driven than 

strategy driven, e.g., Ghent, Belgium. Thus, the cost-effective IT architecture, which aligns the 

e-strategy of smart cities is needed.   

1.2 Objectives 

The thesis targets on citizen-sourcing based city service systems, in particular the purpose is 

to overcome above mentioned governance process, data and architecture issues by proposing a 

novel citizen-sourcing framework, namely General Citizen-sourcing Framework (G-CSF). 

Specifically, the framework consists of: 

 Reference city service management processes which support the whole lifecycle of city 

issue management. The process defines four general stakeholders, representing the 
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citizens (or customers), city service providers, coordinators and field staff. The whole 

collaboration process between stakeholders are specified. The objective of the 

reference process is to provide a guidance of best practice collaboration process which 

clarified the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders, and forge the clear 

“accountability” mind in managing city issues. Furthermore, the process provides two-

way communication channels between citizens and city governance stakeholders, 

which aims to increase the stakeholder involvement, participation and information 

transparency.   

 A novel city service data model which aims to a) facilitate the configuration of 

organization structure and service taxonomy (issue type) for city service providers; b) 

integrate heterogeneous issue reports from multiple data sources, e.g., social networks, 

sensors and open public transit data; c) facilitate data sharing and exchange by unique 

reference data format.  

 A reference architecture for designing and implementing citizen-sourcing systems. The 

architecture is based on a data-driven Publisher / Subscriber model, which composites 

service components and collaborates services by combining the Distributed Messaging 

System (DMS) and Distributed Stream Processing Engine (DSPE). The objective of 

this model is to provide a distributed easy-to-configure and easy-to-deploy architecture 

for stream data processing and collaborative service composition.  

 Distinctive data services, such as automated feed detection, credibility assessment, and 

automated feed dispatch. The objectives of the services are: a) extending information 

sources and giving resilience to the framework; b) solving the veracity issues (e.g., 

information credibility) of heterogeneous UGC in citizen-sourcing systems; c) 

supporting an efficient issue discovering and administration by such automated 

services. Novel feed detection and credibility assessment approaches are proposed to 

meet the particular requirements of citizen-sourcing systems in streaming data context.  

Furthermore, a novel citizen-sourcing maturity benchmark is proposed to comprehensively 

evaluate a citizen-sourcing system, in terms of the maturity level of their governance process 

(stakeholder engagement, collaboration and communication), data (data openness, 

generalizability, standardization, integration and quality) and system architecture (scalability, 

function completeness, and accessibility). The evaluation of data, in our opinion, is the critical 

part in the proposed benchmark. The benchmark is also used as a guideline in design and 

implementing a mature citizen-sourcing system.   

1.3 Thesis structure 
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Figure 1 thesis structure 

 

The thesis structure (see Figure 1) is organized as follows: 

 Chapter 1 - Introduction: first, the background and challenges of citizen-sourcing 

systems for smart cities are introduced; second, the proposed city service 

management and processing framework is briefly introduced, including the main 

contributions; finally, the thesis structure and description of acronyms used in the 

thesis is listed; 

 Chapter 2 – Related Work: this chapter reviews and compares the current states of 

citizen-sourcing models, citizen-sourcing based city service systems, and state of art 

techniques and approaches in solving the key issues in implementing such systems 

are summarized. The state of art citizen-sourcing systems are evaluated and 

compared by a maturity framework and benchmark.   

 Chapter 3 – General citizen-sourcing City Service Framework: the details of the 

General Citizen-Sourcing Framework (G-CSF) for city services are illustrated, 

which contain the reference feed management process, reference architecture for 

service feed processing, and the reference data model for heterogeneous data 

integration and data sharing. The key services in the proposed framework are 

presents, including automated feed detection, credibility assessment, and automated 

feed dispatch.  

 Chapter 4 - CITY FEED Case Study: this chapter presents a case study on the 

CITY FEED project in Pavia and Basiglio, a city issue management and feedback 

system which follows the reference process, data model and architecture of G-CSF; 

 Chapter 5 – MOBANA Case Study: this chapter presents a case study on 

MOBANA (MOBility ANAlyzer), a public transit performance analysis system, 

which adopts G-CSF to integrate and process public transit data stream and detect 

public transit feeds from social networks; 

 Chapter 6 - Conclusion: the chapter presents final conclusions and future research. 
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1.4 Acronyms 

Acronyms used in this thesis are listed in Table 1.  

Table 1 acronyms 

Acronyms Definition 

AFD Automated Feed Dispatch 

ATSED Automatic Targeted-domain Spatiotemporal Event Detection 

BPMN Business Process Model and Notation 

CFP Cyber Feed Producer 

CPS Cyber Physical System 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CRF Conditional Random Field 

DFM Dimensional Fact Model 

DMS Distributed Messaging System  

DSPE Distributed Stream Processing Engine 

DP Data Producer 

EM Expectation-Maximization 

FCD Feed Coordinator 

FCS Feed Consumer 

FCT Feed Contractor 

FMS FixMyStreet 

FP Feed Producer 

GCFS General City Feed Specification 

G-CSF General Citizen-Sourcing Framework 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GTFS General Transit Feed Specification 

ICT Information and Communication Technology 

IoT Internet of Things 

IT Information Technology 

KLD Kullback–Leibler Divergence 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

LDA Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

MOBANA MOBility ANAlyzer 

NER Named Entity Recognizer 

NLP Natual Language Processing 

NBMU Naive Bayes Multinomial Updatable 

OSN Online Social Networks 

PFP Physical Feed Producer 

POS Part-of-Speech 

ROC Receiver Operator Curve 

SCF SeeClickFix 

SOVC Sense of Virtual Community 

SVM Support Vector Machine 

TF-IDF Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency 

UGC User Generated Content 

VSM Vector Space Model 
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 

The objective of this chapter is to identify initiatives, experiences, models, approaches and 

best practices on analysis, design and implementation of citizen-sourcing based city service 

systems. The research question (RQ) is “What is the actual state of the art on citizen-sourcing 

systems for city services?” More specific research questions are listed below: 

 RQ 1: How to evaluate a citizen-sourcing system for city services?  

 RQ 2: What is the actual state of the art of citizen-sourcing based city service systems? 

 RQ 3: How the state of art solutions and approaches solve the addressed process, data 

and architecture issues?  

 RQ 4: How the state of the art techniques and works solve the particular issues in 

citizen-sourcing, i.e., heterogeneous data integration, feed detection and information 

trustworthiness assessment?  

 RQ 5: What is the best-practice to design and implement a mature citizen-sourcing 

system?  

In this chapter following aspects are illustrated: 

 An overview of state of the art citizen-sourcing models, frameworks and evaluation 

approaches.  

 An overview of state of the art citizen-sourcing systems for city services / public 

services. 

 An overview of state of the art techniques and approaches to solve particular issues 

mentioned in RQ 3. 
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 Recommendations of a best practice for citizen-sourcing systems.  

2.1 Citizen-sourcing Systems for City Services 

In this section we answer the RQ 1, 2 and 3. Currently, citizen-sourcing systems are widely 

implemented by combining UGC with web and mobile applications. Related systems and 

researches are summarized and evaluated by a maturity framework. Firstly, to answer RQ 1, 

we summarize state of the art citizen-sourcing frameworks and approaches, and propose a 

citizen-sourcing benchmark. Secondly, to answer RQ 2 and 3, we evaluate and compare state 

of the art systems using the proposed benchmark. 

2.1.1 Citizen-sourcing Frameworks and Approaches for E-

Government Domain 

Given the complexity in new technologies and governance processes, and given the 

challenges in governance process, data and system architecture, the citizen-sourcing systems 

continuously evolve [30]. To evaluate such evolution and the maturity of such systems, many 

stage models have been proposed. A typical model is the “stages of growth” model. Layne and 

Lee [31] defines a four-stage model, which contains Catalogue, Transaction, Vertical 

Integration, and Horizontal Integration. Accordingly, four e-government functionalities are 

identified, namely online presentation, online transaction, integration among similar functions 

and services, and integration across different functions and services. The staged models reflect 

a positivistic mind, according to which the progress starts from isolated innovation, and climbs 

toward integration. Afterwards, more multi-stage model were proposed, e.g., a seven-stage e-

governance model proposed by Chourabi et al. [2] and a five-stage model proposed by Valdés 

et al. [25] J. Lee [33] conducts a qualitative meta-synthesis on a twelve-stage model. Based on 

the analysis result, a common reference framework to model e-government stages is proposed. 

In this framework, eight selected stages have been allocated into two groups, namely citizen / 

service and operation / technology. However, most of them are only the extension of the 

traditional “stages of growth” model [32]. These stage models fail to address what is specific 

to the new citizen-sourcing systems within e-government domain, because: a) most of them 

are more technology-oriented rather than citizen-oriented, and they address more transactional 

services rather than analytical services, which are essential for continuous service monitoring 

and improvement; b) some proposed models can measure the participation and engagement of 

citizens, but the scope is limited to the collection of citizens’ opinions and the support of 

citizens’ side decision; c) the evaluation on the emerging heterogeneous data integration with 

the unstructured and semi-structured data is missing [34].  

In order to fill these gaps, we have proposed a city service maturity framework in [35] 

(shown in Figure 2), which measures service support level, and information integration level. 
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The service support levels include 1) publishing, 2) interacting, 3) transacting, 4) collaborating, 

and 5) evaluating. Respectively, these stages represent 1) information display, 2) online 

processing, 3) online interaction, 4) collaboratively issue solving, and 5) holistic analysis. 

Information integration illustrates the evolution of data integration from simple key-value data 

integration to complex heterogeneous data integration. However, the evaluation on the level 

of information openness, generalizability and scalability are missing in this maturity 

framework, which are essential in data sharing and information transparency. Nam [9] 

proposed a framework assessing citizen-sourcing systems, which evaluates design, process 

and outcome. In process evaluation, information openness is evaluated in various aspects, e.g., 

participation and collaboration, operation and decision made by governance. However, such 

openness evaluation is not quantitatively specified in the framework, and still, evaluation on 

generalizability and scalability is not included. Finally, none of these models so far, evaluates 

the capability of “misinformation” filtering and information de-duplication for UGC, which 

may generates noises and overwhelm city service providers with unnecessary validation work.  

 

 

Figure 2 the city service maturity framework [35] 

 

In order to solve above issues, we propose an evaluation benchmark in the next section.  

2.1.2 An Evaluation Benchmark for Citizen-sourcing Systems 

To answer the RQ 1 (How to evaluate a citizen-sourcing based city service system?), an 

evaluation benchmark for citizen-sourcing systems is proposed in this section. The benchmark 

is an extension of our city maturity framework proposed in [35], and evaluates city services 
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by process, data and system architecture. Process evaluation contains the level of stakeholder 

engagement and participation, collaboration (equivalent to “Collaborating” stage) and 

communication (equivalent to “Interacting” stage). Data evaluation includes information 

generalizability, level of standardization, data integration (equivalent to heterogeneous and 

relational data integration) and data quality assurance. Architecture evaluation address 

accessibility of system (equivalent to “Publishing” stage), scalability, and the coverage of 

functions (“Evaluating” stage is included). Table 2, 3, 4 gives the description of evaluation 

classes and specifies performance level for each class. 

  

Table 2 specification of citizen-sourcing assessment benchmark - process 

Class Description Performance Level 

SH 

The degree of 

stakeholder 

involvement and 

participation 

3: Advanced – All related stakeholders are getting 

involved. i.e., citizens, coordinators, city departments and 

workers.  

2: Moderate – Limited involvement without coordinators. 

i.e., citizens, city departments and workers.  

1: Basic – Basic involvement. i.e., citizens and city 

departments.  

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future.  

CO 

The degree of 

collaboration between 

stakeholders 

3: Advanced – Workflow is defined across all 

stakeholders, including citizens and all other city 

governance stakeholders.  

2: Moderate – Collaboration workflow across 

organizations.  

1: Basic – Collaboration within organizations.  

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future. 

CM 

Communication 

channels between 

stakeholders 

3: Advanced – End to end bi-directional communication 

channels between stakeholders (community).  

2: Moderate – Business driven streamline (one-way) 

communication pattern between stakeholders. 

1: Basic – No direct and instant communication channel 

available between citizens and city governance 

stakeholders. 

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future. 
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Table 3 specification of citizen-sourcing assessment benchmark - data 

Class Description Performance Level 

GE 

Generalizability of 

data, i.e., can data 

format support 

configuration of service 

types? Can data support 

different city service 

domain and 

organization setup, etc.  

3: Advanced – Data format supports configuration of 

service types, organization structures and service domains.  

2: Moderate – Data format support specific service 

domain. Service types and organization setup are 

configurable.  

1: Basic – Data format supports specific service domain. 

Service types and organization setup are pre-defined and 

fixed.  

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future. 

ST 

The level of data 

standardization 

3: Advanced – support standard data formats for multiple 

service domains.  

2: Moderate – support standard data format for specific 

service domain 

1: Basic – self-defined data format which aligns or partially 

aligns domain standard.  

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future. 

OP 

Degree of data 

openness and data 

sharing 

3: Advanced - data are shared among stakeholders, and are 

open to anyone.  

2: Moderate - data are shared among stakeholders, and are 

partially open.  

1: Basic - data are isolated between departments.  

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future. 

IN 

The integration level of 

data sources 

3: Advanced - support heterogeneous data integration 

AND relational data integration.  

2: Moderate - support heterogeneous data integration OR 

relational data integration.  

1: Basic - no integration supported.  

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future. 

DQ 

The degree of data 

quality assurance, 

including data 

deduplication and 

information credibility 

assessment.  

3: Advanced - data cleaning, filtering, deduplication and 

information credibility are supported.  

2: Moderate - data cleaning and filtering are supported.  

1: Basic - raw data are used without filtering.   

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future. 
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Table 4 specification of citizen-sourcing assessment benchmark - architecture 

Class Description Performance Level 

SC 

The scalability level of 

the system architecture 

3: Advanced - Scalable for multiple cities. 

2: Moderate - Scalable for multi-regions. 

1: Basic - Scalable for basic functions. 

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future. 

FC 

The level of business-

IT alignment, and 

coverage of functions 

3: Advanced – The functions align all process and cover 

all data processing requirements, including the analytical 

functions for the whole lifecycle.  

2: Moderate - The functions align all process and cover all 

data processing requirements, and analytical function is 

limited.  

1: Basic - Only basic functions are provided, analytical 

function is missing.    

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future. 

AC 

Accessibility of the 

system 

3: Advanced – stakeholders can access system using 

multiple platforms, including smart phones and web; 

preliminary steps are not mandatory for quick accessing, 

e.g., registration.  

2: Moderate - stakeholders can access system using 

multiple platforms, including smart phones and web; 

preliminary steps are required for new users.  

1: Basic - stakeholders can only access system by single 

platform.     

0: Absent - to be introduced in the future. 

 

The framework and benchmark can be used as a reference portfolio for citizen-sourcing 

systems as shown by the assessment grid in Table 5. The cells of the grid contain the 

description of current solutions or colors which indicate performance levels. Furthermore, the 

grid can be used for fit-gap analysis, by comparing “as-is” and “to-be” situations. Next, to 

answer the RQ 2 and 3, the state of the art citizen-sourcing systems for city services / public 

services are evaluated and compared by our proposed benchmark.  
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Table 5 citizen-sourcing assessment grid - an example 

Service 
Process Data Architecture 

SH CO CM GE ST OP IN DQ SC FC AC 

A            

B            

C            

D            

Colors represent the performance level: black - 0, red - 1, yellow - 2, green - 3 

 

2.1.3 Existing Citizen-sourcing Based City Service Systems 

In the last decade, many large cities in US deployed citizen-sourcing systems for city 

services, e.g., New York and Boston. Given the rise of web 2.0 technologies, most of them 

enable citizens report emergency and non-emergency incidents via website or smart phones. 

Some of them originated from the initiatives who are focusing on local government 

transparency, such as the US based platform “SeeClickFix” [36], developed in 2008; New 

York City initiated “311Online” system (now is NYC 311 [37]) since 2009, which was based 

on “Open 311” protocol [38]; “Citizen Connect” was initiated since 2010 by Boston’s “New 

Urban Mechanics” group inside city hall, and implemented by Connected Bits [39]. Following 

the citizen-sourcing systems in US and “Open 311” protocol, similar systems were 

implemented in other countries, e.g., FixMyStreet [40] in UK, Ushahidi [41] in Kenya, and 

IRIS [42] in Venice, Italy.  

In the rest of this section, to answer the RQ 2 and 3, the state of the art citizen-sourcing 

systems (Open 311 systems such as BOS 311 [43], FixMyStreet, SeeClickFix, Ushahidi) are 

reviewed and compared with the proposed maturity benchmark.  

Open 311 Systems – BOS 311 

In order to improve generalizability and standardization, standard protocol is needed to 

unify the citizen-sourcing city service systems. In 2009, a new standard under the name 

“Open311”, is developed in the course of the first “Apps for Democracy Contest” [36]. The 

Open311 protocol is now supported by most 311 systems across the US and Europe. Until 

September, 2016, 32 municipalities established Open311 based citizen-sourcing systems for 

city issue reporting and service tracking [44]. The nature of open standards makes it possible 

to use a wide range of different clients, platforms and interfaces, while having the advantage 

of a standardized, machine-readable data stream that allows citizens and companies to build 

own applications on top of the existing data infrastructure [45]. Online 311 systems fall within 

the domain of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) systems, including city issue 

reporting systems such as BOS 311, and accountability focused initiatives such as Ushahidi. 
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Here, BOS 311, one of the latest Open311 system is evaluated. In 2015, BOS 311 was released 

to replace the former citizen-sourcing city issue reporting system (Citizen-Connect). As is 

shown in Figure 3, BOS 311 enables Boston’s residents to improve their neighborhoods by 

reporting issues such as potholes and graffiti.  

 

 

Figure 3 the main functions of BOS 311 

 

Process – In BOS311, the service reports submitted by citizens are forwarded to external 

work order systems so that they can be tracked and assigned to service teams. Citizens can 

follow the status of their request, by using a unique tracking number for each case. They can 

also share their reports with others, or tweet about them with their friends. However, no real 

collaborations are built between stakeholders. Users are not able to comment or provide further 

information on reported request. Furthermore, instant bi-directional communication channels 

are not provided to citizens.  
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Data - BOS 311 supports the Open311 protocol, which empowers the data openness and 

sharing. Furthermore, Open311 protocol aims to solve the legibility issue. From the city 

government perspective, the integration level with the organizational structures of the 

departments is one of the most important factor for the success of a citizen feedback system 

[20]. A service request in a free-form is convenient for the citizen, but is difficult to parse and 

act upon on the government side. On the other hand, using internal service taxonomies for 

service requests is most actionable for the city, but opaque for the citizen. Open311 does not 

provide a standard service taxonomy, instead offers functions to query the service types 

available in a specific location. BOS 311 integrates city request data and workflow data from 

Spot Workforce, and provide data dashboard to government stakeholders. However, BOS 311 

does not manage the data duplication, ignores sophisticated data integration on other city data, 

e.g., social media data.   

Architecture - the key factor of OPEN 311 systems is the high accessibility for users. 

Citizens can report city issues by web, mobile application and 311 hotlines. Regarding to 

system scalability, BOS 311 current only serves Boston city. Its original system, namely Spot 

Reporter, has been adopted in more than 10 city municipalities, e.g., San Francisco. 

Furthermore, Open311 systems can be deployed on cloud infrastructures, e.g. Open 311 

system for city of San Antonio.  

Table 6 shows the maturity benchmark for BOS 311.  
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Table 6 maturity benchmark for BOS 311 

Class Performance Level 

SH 
1: issue reports are sent to a local government department based on the location of the 

report and its categorisation.  

CO 
2: The collaboration across organizations is supported by another system called Spot 

Workforce.  

CM 
1: Communication via Email when submitting or updating service requests. No direct 

communication channels provided.  

GE 
2: Service types and organization setup are configurable. BOS311 supports specific 

public service domain.  

ST 2: It supports Open 311 standard.  

OP 2: Data can be shared among stakeholders.  

IN 

2: BOS311 supports relational integration and back-end integration for other CRM 

systems. Heterogeneous data (e.g., social network data and sensor data) are not 

integrated.  

DQ 1.5: Issue reports are manually validated.  

SC 
2.5: BOS311 are currently used for Boston city, the original system, called Spot Reporter, 

is used for different US cities, e.g., San Francisco.  

FC 2: BOS311 provides limited analytical functions.   

AC 
3: It support web and smart phones (IOS, Android), registration and login are not required 

before submitting a service request.  

 

FixMyStreet 

FixMyStreet (FMS) is one of the first citizen-sourcing systems for local public services in 

UK, with the inspiration to make service “transformation”. The system establishes a citizen-

sourcing network for citizens to report, view and discuss local problems (e.g., broken street 

lights). The system also enables issue and resolution tracking. After the system had been put 

online, in the first six months, 3,000 problem reports were generated and nearly 10,000 

registered users were getting involved.  
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Figure 4 the main functions of FMS 

 

The main functions of FMS can be summarized as follows: 1) user submits an issue report, 

which can be described by words and pictures, issues could cover infrastructure, traffic, 

environment and so on; 2) users can track the whole process of resolution and share comments; 

3) the submitted report is sent to related organizations by email; 4) system will automatically 

contact submitters to check the status of problem fixing after four weeks; 5) in any time, 

submitters and other citizens can collaborate to report the latest status of issues; 6) users can 

search for others’ issue reports by zip code or address; 7) users can choose to receive 

notifications of new reports via email or RSS (Really Simple Syndication); 8) it supports the 

web, iPhone and Android. Figure 4 shows the main functions of FMS.  

Process - FMS provide an easy workflow for users to report a problem without worrying 

about to which department the report should be sent. However, it lacks SOVC (Sense of Virtual 
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Community) which encourages the online communication [46]. It does not establish a platform 

for each stakeholder to make discussion or share ideas, and issues are simply routed and the 

communication path is a straight line. That is, a line from citizen to administrator, and from 

administrator to city departments, no direct channel between citizens and these departments. 

Furthermore, FMS does not implement a real collaboration process within or across 

organizations.  

Data - The key factor of FixMyStreet is transparency. FMS supports the Open311 standard, 

which empowers the data openness and sharing. Furthermore, FMS can also publish issues 

directly to the existing systems which support the Open311 protocol. However, FMS hasn’t 

yet provided a solution to manage the data duplication, which seriously affects the system 

performance. Finally, FMS ignores sophisticated evaluation and data integration.   

Architecture - FMS for Council is open-source and fully customizable. It provides a cloud 

based architecture which is scalable for multiple cities. The functions well covers the process, 

and they can be extended by connecting existing workflow systems via Open311 protocol. 

However, analytical functions are primitive, only a simple performance statistics are visible to 

administrators.  

Table 7 shows the maturity benchmark for FMS.  

Table 7 maturity benchmark for FMS 

Class Performance Level 

SH 
1: Issue reports are sent to a local government department based on the location of the 

report and its categorisation.  

CO 

1: No collaboration workflow defined within or across city organization. Only 

collaboration between citizens are defined and implemented, e.g., the “moderate” 

function which enable other citizens correct existing reports.  

CM 1: Communication via Email when submitting or updating service requests.   

GE 
2: Service types and organization setup are configurable. FMS supports specific public 

service domain.  

ST 2: FMS supports Open 311 standard.  

OP 
2: Data can be shared among stakeholders. Part of performance data are only available 

for administrator accounts.  

IN 
2: FMS supports relational integration and back-end data integration. Heterogeneous data 

(e.g., social network data and sensor data) are not integrated.  

DQ 1: Raw data are used and displayed without validation.  

SC 3: FMS are currently used for multiple cities thanks to its cloud based architecture.  

FC 2: FMS provides limited analytical functions.   

AC 
2: It support web and smart phones (IOS, Android), registration and login are required 

before submitting a service request.  
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SeeClickFix 

See Click Fix (SCF), a “one-stop” city service platform, is an example of the growing 

government 2.0 eco-system in USA. It enables residents to take care of and improve their 

neighborhoods with reports on non-emergency issues. The system is available on various 

platforms, e.g., web interfaces, smart phones, and Facebook. Until August, 2015, it has 

received issue reports from more than 25,000 towns and 8,000 neighborhoods with more than 

200,000 registered users. SCF is one step ahead of other similar systems, because 1) it provides 

a fast communication channel (the “@mention” function) and provides workflow management 

tools for city public service departments and field teams, thus fostering SOVC and 

collaborations, 2) it implements a feature-rich analytical tool to visualize performance, and 

provides detailed insights to stakeholders. Figure 5 and 6 shows the key features of SCF.  

 

 

Figure 5 the main functions of SeeClickFix for citizens 
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Figure 6 the key functions of SeeClickFix for governments 

 

Process - the key factor of SCF is its end-to-end communication between all stakeholders. 

Such communication is supported using “@mention” mechanism, which is very popular in 

many social network systems. For fast end-to-end communications, instant calling functions 

are provided. Furthermore, SCF support the compliant reporting within community and 

neighborhoods. Thus, SCF has achieved the best SVOC and citizen-engagement so far 

comparing to other similar systems. Six stakeholders are getting involved in the system: 

citizens, communities, media organizations, city hall, public service departments and field 

staff. The collaboration between these stakeholders are well defined.  

Data - compared to FMS and PDX Reporter, SCF deployed its Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) system, namely SCF-CRM, which enables officials to manage, engage, 

and analyze issue data. The dashboard provides the insight of reports sorted by statuses, 

categories, time, regions, departments and other dimensions. It also provides the ranking called 

“Top Performing Cities” and “Top Users”. However, the data integration is still elementary, 

since it does not involve other data sources, e.g. social network data, and data deduplication 

and information credibility assessment are missing.   

Architecture - SCF has been adopted in multiple cities and communities, in either city level 

or local level. It is open-source for developers to create customized city services, which allows 
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any city manager to launch their city service platform according to the local features. The 

functions of SCF well covers the process. However, the task management and scheduling 

functions for field staff are not defined.  

Table 8 shows the maturity benchmark for SCF.  

 

Table 8 maturity benchmark for SCF 

Class Performance Level 

SH 
3: Citizens, city hall, public service departments and field staff are getting involved. The 

coordinator role is defined to assign issue reports.  

CO 
3: Citizens are able to track and collaborate with other stakeholders in the whole issue 

lifecycle; collaborations across organizations are well supported.  

CM 
3: End to end bi-direction communication is supported via “@mention” function between 

all stakeholders in the whole lifecycle.   

GE 
2: Service types and organization setup are configurable using administration and CRM 

functions. SCF supports specific public service domain.  

ST 2: SCF supports Open 311 standard.  

OP 
2: Data can be shared among stakeholders. All performance data are only available for 

city government stakeholders.  

IN 
2: SCF supports relational integration and back-end data integration. Heterogeneous data 

(e.g., social network data and sensor data) are not integrated.  

DQ 
2: Data publicity can be controlled and filtered. No data deduplication and information 

credibility assessment implemented.   

SC 3: SCF are currently used for multiple cities thanks to its cloud based architecture.  

FC 
2: SCF covers all collaboration process and implemented a feature-rich analytical system 

in the SCF CRM system; it doesn’t support the task management functions for field staff.  

AC 
3: It support web and smart phones (IOS, Android), registration and login are not required 

before submitting a service request.  

 

Burgernet 

Burgernet (“Civil Network”) is a collaborative platform to manage local security issues (e.g., 

missing people, incidents, and crimes), running in Netherlands. Citizens can report issues via 

various communication channels (e.g., SMS, emergency calls, voice messages, emails, and 

web and mobile apps). For each confirmed issue, police will open a virtual chatroom for real-

time information reporting and updating. In 2012, more than 400 Dutch communities joined 

Burgernet, and, by the end of July 2015, more than 1.5 million participants (9% of Dutch 

population) have reported or updated issues [47]. Burgernet shows a good practice on 

“interacting” and citizen participation, thanks to the full availability of various communication 
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channels. However, it does not involve other city data, and no evaluation data is opened to 

public. 

 

 

Figure 7 the key functions of Burgernet App 

 

The workflow of Burgernet can be simply summarized as follows. 1) Citizens report issues 

via website or mobile applications; 2) According to the information provided by citizens, 

system would open an emergency call. And if there is specific or useful description of the 

suspect or missing person, the police operator would activate the Burgernet community by 

sending text messages, SMS (Short Message Service) or voice messages; 3) Those Burgernet 

participants who are in the immediate environment of the crime would receive the messages 

and then be asked to report to the police what they see or recently have seen; 4) With the 

provided information, the operator directs the nearby police units about the key characteristics 

of the missing or suspect person; 5) All participants are getting informed about the results of 

the intervention. Figure 7 shows the key functions of Burgernet.  

Process - the key factor of Burgernet is a community to community communication. When 

an issue is confirmed, a virtual community is created as well, and the stakeholders (citizens, 

operators, and local police units) within the community can share clues by multiple 

communication channels, e.g., voice messages, which are received by all stakeholders in the 

community. Other communication channels include SMS, emergency call and Email. 

Moreover, social media can receive real-time Burgernet messages, which provide the platform 

for public discussion and tracking, thereby fostering the information sharing nationwide and 

attracting more social attention. Burgernet establishes the collaborative workflow among 

stakeholders, which makes it easier to solve issues by clues shared by citizens.  
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Similar to FMS, the citizens report issues serving as the volunteer, which is called self-

reinforcing loop. Because some security issues are closely associated with their daily life, and 

also because they can get great benefits if the issues are solved, so citizens are eager to provide 

important information. However, it still lacks a completed incentive mechanism. In some cases, 

the witnesses might lose the motivation to offer key clues in the consideration of personal 

interests or threatening from the criminals. 

Data - Burgernet is implemented dedicated for public security domain, thus the data are not 

fully open due to the security concern. Burgernet doesn’t support standard data formats, e.g., 

Open311, and doesn’t integrate other data sources. Furthermore, data analytics are supported, 

which provides the statistical data through the form of dashboard, including citizen activity, 

the amount of resolved issues, the number of generated messages, top performance cities and 

so on. However, the analytic functions are only open for internal police departments.    

Architecture - The architecture of Burgernet is scalable for multiple cities and for the 

requirements of stream data processing on instant messages. Due to the public security concern, 

Burgernet requires the voice verification for registration, and sign-in is required before 

reporting security issues.  

Table 9 shows the maturity benchmark for Burgernet.  

 

Table 9 maturity benchmark for Burgernet 

Class Performance Level 

SH 
3: Citizens, police operation center, local police units are fully getting involved in 

Burgernet. Operators in police operation center play the role of coordinators.  

CO 3: Collaboration process between citizens and police officers are well defined.   

CM 

3: Community to community communications: various instant communication channels 

are available for stakeholders in the same community, including voice message and 

instant call. Such communication channels are open to community members when the 

virtual community is created.  

GE 
1: The system is specifically designed and implemented for security issue management. 

The issue types are pre-defined.  

ST 1: No standard data format used in Burgernet.   

OP 2: Data can be shared among stakeholders. Analytical data are not open to public.  

IN 
2: FMS supports relational integration and back-end data integration. Heterogeneous data 

(e.g., social network data and sensor data) are not integrated.  

DQ 1: Data are manually validated by operators.  

SC 3: Burgernet is centralized and multiple cities joins the Burgernet in a unique view.   

FC 2: Burgenet provides limited analytical functions.   

AC 
2: It support web and smart phones (IOS, Android), registration and login are required 

before submitting a service request.  
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Ushahidi 

Different from previous citizen-sourcing solutions for non-emergency services, Ushahidi is 

implemented for crisis reporting. In 2008, Ushahidi was released for violence reporting, which 

allows people anonymously send reports via SMS or website. Now Ushahidi has evolved from 

a dedicated crisis reporting platform to a general citizen-sourcing eco-system, which contains 

three applications: the basic Ushahidi platform, Crowdmap [48] and SwiftRiver [49]. The 

basic Ushahidi platform is an open-source software that enables citizen-sourcing information 

using mobile phones, email or the internet; Crowdmap is hosted by Ushahidi and is available 

via the cloud to allow the platform to be quickly deployed without the need for a server 

installation. It has an add-on feature which allows users to add their own tags to its sites. 

SwiftRiver is a free and open source intelligence platform which enables the filtering and 

verification of real-time data from multiple data sources, e.g., SMS, Email, social networks 

and RSS feeds.  

 

 

Figure 8 the key functions of Ushahidi 

 

Process - data are the major concern of Ushahidi. Thus its process mainly covers data 

collection, data management and data analytics (shown in Figure 8), only basic collaboration 

process is defined between issue reporters and administrators. Ushahidi opens many data 

sources to collect crisis reports from people, while no bi-direction communication channels 

are provided. Reporters have to wait for the further contact when administrator verifies reports.  

Data - heterogeneous data integration is the key feature of Ushahidi. It supports “data source” 

function for service providers to collect reports from SMS, Email, social networks and RSS 

feeds. However, such integration is in early stage, e.g., reports from Twitter are collected by 

predefined keywords, hashtags and user mentions rather than data mining. Another key feature 
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of Ushahidi is data verification due to the high priority and severity of the reports. If a reporter 

could be identified, they were contacted for verification; if anonymous, a certain volume of 

similar reports was considered verification [50]. Unverified reports were posted in any case, 

but were tagged as unverified. However, the verification is also in an early stage because in 

fact the verification is voted by administrators or other users. Other aspects such as information 

content and user reputations are not evaluated. Furthermore, real-time sensor data are not 

considered. Finally, compares to other similar systems, Ushahidi achieves the best 

generalizability by supporting multiple service domains thanks to its high configurability on 

service type, fields, options and data sources.  

Architecture - Ushahidi has been adopted in multiple cities and organizations in different 

service domains, e.g., emergency and crisis reporting, survey and election. To support its 

generalizability and data integration, one-click cloud hosting services are provided. Ushahidi 

is open-source for developers to create customized city services, and support third party 

plugins. Data analytic functions are provided and are open to any stakeholder when necessary.  

Table 10 shows the maturity benchmark for Ushahidi.  

 

Table 10 maturity benchmark for Ushahidi 

Class Performance Level 

SH 
3: Issue reporter, administrator, and other configurable roles are defined. Administrator 

is the coordination role, who verify and forward issues to appropriate stakeholders.   

CO 2: Collaboration across organization is defined but limited.   

CM 1: No direct communication channel available between stakeholders.  

GE 3: Post types, post fields, options and data sources are configurable.    

ST 1.5: Open311 can be supported by third-party plugins.     

OP 
3: Data can be shared among stakeholders. Analytical data can be open to public if 

necessary.  

IN 
2.5: Ushahidi supports relational integration and basic integration on unstructured data 

from social network (e.g., Twitter).  

DQ 2: Data filtering and basic data verification are supported.  

SC 3: Ushahidi is scalable for multiple cities thanks to its cloud deployment.  

FC 
2: Ushahidi provides limited analytical functions. It only support basic collaboration 

functions.  

AC 
3: It support web and smart phones (IOS, Android), registration and login are not required 

before submitting a service request.  

 

Discussion 

In previous sections RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 are answered by evaluating five typical citizen-

sourcing city service systems using proposed maturity benchmark. The five cases have 
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different concern, leveraging the process (stakeholder engagement, collaboration and 

communication), data (generalizability, standardization, openness and sharing, integration, 

deduplication and trustworthiness assessment) and architecture (scalability, business-IT 

alignment and accessibility). In the following, we discuss how these cases solve above three 

issues.  

For process design and implementation, five cases follow two paradigms, namely 

“minimalist” and “social” [20]. Minimalist paradigm aims to respond city issues as fast as 

possible. Thus collaboration and communication process are simplified. Open311 systems 

(e.g., BOS 311) and FMS follow minimalist paradigm. Social paradigm forges SOVC, i.e., to 

design the collaboration and communication process using an OSN-like approach. The main 

differences between the two paradigms are: 

 The role of coordinators. Normally, minimalist paradigm skips the coordinators and 

directly sends service requests to dedicated departments. Due to the system legibility 

issues, citizens may not send service requests to the correct city departments, so 

coordinator role is needed to verify the request and contact reporters for more 

information. However, for the large cities, limit number of coordinators in social 

paradigm may overwhelmed by large amount of service reports. Thus a gap exists 

between the automated service request routing and manually coordination.  

 Collaboration process across organization in minimalist paradigm is supported by 

other workforce management systems, while in social paradigm such process is 

supported by city service system. In minimalist paradigm, minimized collaboration 

process also minimizes the impact of organization structure when adopting city service 

systems. The simplified collaboration is efficient when accountability is clearly 

defined and workforce is well supported by existing CRM systems. However, such 

simple collaboration may reduce the level of citizen participation and communication 

(e.g., the BOS 311 case).  

 In minimalist paradigm stakeholders communicates each other by Email or hotlines, 

while social paradigm provides more instant communication channels, e.g., comments 

and voice message. The availability of new communication channels can enhance the 

collaboration and citizen participation by building local communities (e.g., Burgernet 

and SCF). However, to implement functions to support these communication channels 

requires a higher development effort. Furthermore, the new OSN-like communication 

channels are not specified in existing open standards, e.g., Open311. Thus, open 

standards should support various communication channels in the protocol 

specification to promote the implementation of these channels. 

From evaluation benchmarks, it can be seen that the level of data maturity is low in most 

cases, and the design of data models only considers the non-emergency public service domain.  

Other service domains, e.g., emergencies, crisis, election and public transit, are not supported. 
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In the five cases, only Ushahidi supports both emergency and non-emergency domains thanks 

to its flexibility and configurability. However, Ushahidi does not support any standards, while 

other cases all support Open311 standard, which facilitates data openness and data sharing. 

For data integration, only Ushahidi integrates heterogeneous data sources (e.g., Twitter). So 

far, none of them integrates sensor data due to the difficulties in heterogeneous data integration 

and high cost in real-time data processing. Furthermore, data de-duplication and information 

credibility are not considered in state of art systems. As a negative effect of adopting citizen-

sourcing systems, the high level stakeholder participation may increase duplicated reports. 

Citizens may discover and report the same issue in different time or incorrectly specify the 

issue type. After an interview to operators of SCF, the best performing citizen-sourcing system, 

Budde et al. [51] confirmed that the frequent occurrence of duplicate reports is in fact an actual 

problem in such systems. Additionally, another negative effect of high citizen participation is 

the fake or spam service reports. Normally, such reports are manually identified by 

coordinators and administrators, e.g., SCF and Burgernet. Ushahidi enables users tag the 

untrusted reports. However, for citizen-sourcing systems, many fake reports are identified until 

field staff verify on-site. Thus, the automated issue categorization and trustworthiness 

assessment using machine learning and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are 

needed to avoid being overwhelmed by incorrect and untrusted data.  

In order to support above missing features and answer the RQ 4, the state of the art issue 

detection techniques and information credibility assessment approaches are reviewed in 

following sections.  

2.2 Event / Issue Detection Approaches for OSN 

UGC in OSNs is an important information source which enables individuals, corporations, 

and government organizations to stay informed of “what is happening now” [52]. People 

would be interested in getting opinions, facts, or updates on events [53][54][55]. Cities and 

organizations increasingly use OSN to a) advertise and recommend services; b) build and 

maintain reputations; c) analyze people’s or customers’ opinion and sentiments regarding their 

services; d) respond to service requests or complaints; e) improve service quality and decision 

making [56][57][58][59]. OSNs are also used as quick communication channels for gathering 

and spreading events or news [60][61][62]. Therefore, exploiting UGC in OSN results a new 

sensing paradigm, i.e., citizen-sensing [63], which helps governments quickly identify and 

respond emergency and non-emergency issues / service requests.  

State of art event / issue detection approaches utilize machine learning and NLP techniques, 

and the approaches can be categorized to unsupervised, supervised and hybrid. In following 

sections we review and summarize these approaches.  
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2.2.1 Unsupervised Approaches 

Unsupervised approaches, e.g., clustering algorithms, are used for unspecified event 

detection since they do not require pre-labelled data for training. However, given the 

increasingly large volume of data and high velocity of real-time data streams, clustering 

algorithms should be fast enough and scalable. Furthermore, such algorithms should not 

require any prior knowledge, because OSN data (e.g., Twitter streams) are dynamically 

evolving and new events arise over time. Therefore, clustering algorithms such as K-means or 

other approaches based on the Expectation-Maximization (EM) [64] are not suitable because 

they require a prior knowledge of the number of clusters. To solve this issue, three categories 

of approaches are proposed, namely threshold-based, graph-based (i.e., similarity-based) and 

feature-based.  

Threshold-based incremental clustering approaches have been proposed to detect tweet 

topics [61][65]. Incremental clustering approaches are appropriate for grouping of 

continuously generated text, by setting a maximum similarity between new tweets and any of 

the existing clusters. When the similarity is greater than a pre-defined threshold, the new tweet 

is merged with the closest cluster; otherwise, it is considered as a new event and a new cluster 

is formed. However, these thresholds are typically set empirically using the training data and 

assumed to generalize to unseen messages. Fragmentation occurs when tweets that talk about 

the same event are grouped in different clusters. Fragmentation is inherent to incremental 

clustering and depends on threshold settings. To solve such issues, authors of [62] suggested 

a periodic second pass to merge similar or duplicate clusters. 

Another type of clustering algorithms is graph-based / similarity-based. Wong and Lee [66] 

proposed a modularity-based graph partitioning technique, which splits the graph into 

subgraphs each corresponding to an event. They also proposed the power iteration method 

employed in the PageRank algorithm to alleviate the computational burden associated with 

finding the largest eigenvalue of the modularity matrix. In general, graph-based clustering 

approaches are not suitable for large datasets because they require a large size similarity matrix, 

which contains the pairwise similarity between groups [67][68]. In addition, scalable graph 

partitioning algorithms may not capture the highly skewed event distribution of Twitter data 

as they are biased toward balanced partitioning [67].  

Feature-based clustering typically employ various features, including the weighted term 

vector according to TF-IDF computed over some period [66][69] and combine other features 

e.g., hashtag [62][71]. In addition to word and hashtag frequency, some authors proposed other 

features such as word entropy [72] and proper names [61]. Because of their discriminating 

power, and for improved efficiency, the hashtag features have been recently used without any 

additional features [68]. Cosine similarity is most commonly used within these online 

clustering algorithms to compute the distance between the term vectors and the centers of 

clusters. The approaches based on spectral analysis and weighted graphs [66][68][72] 
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inherently detect the bursty events associated with the previously considered features over 

time. On the other hand, clustering approaches typically exploit OSN information, which 

reflect the bursty events, to rank the resulting event clusters and their associated messages 

before presenting the most relevant real-world events. This includes ranking event clusters 

according to the number of tweets, retweets, users, and followers [61][69]. 

However, clustering based approaches are not feasible in detecting events / issues which are 

only reported by one user. Furthermore, the data which have more noises may lower the 

performance of clustering approaches. Thus, in this situation, supervised approaches are used.  

2.2.2 Supervised Approaches 

For specific categories of events / issues, supervised approaches are more feasible. When 

some event descriptions are known, filtering techniques can be used to reduce irrelevant 

messages and make it easier for a human expert to label smaller datasets. Furthermore, filtering 

according to specific event descriptions, such as keywords, location, or time, would also 

reduce the size of datasets and allow the detection algorithms to process a restricted set of 

tweets. 

Several supervised classifiers have been used for specific event detection, e.g., Naïve Bayes, 

SVM [73], and Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT) [74][75]. These classifiers are 

normally trained by a small set of Tweets collected over a few weeks or months and then 

filtered and labelled. The labelling procedure usually requires human annotators with specific 

domain knowledge. An agreement measure, such as Kappa statistics [76], is used to evaluate 

the level of inter-annotator agreement. Ambiguous events with a high level of disagreement 

are discarded. 

In addition to filtering out part of the irrelevant messages, when the detection task involves 

specified events, additional features (other than word or hashtag frequency) could be included 

in the detection algorithm for improved system accuracy. These features may vary widely 

depending on the target event and its description. For instance, in addition to word frequency, 

Long et al. [73] considered special keywords mentioning an “earthquake”, its variant, or 

related words (e.g., “shaking”) as well as the contextual information surrounding these 

keywords. For detecting controversial events about celebrities, Popescu and Pennacchiotti [74] 

employed a large set of linguistic, structural, burst, sentiment, and controversy features from 

Twitter and external features such as news buzz and web-news controversy. For improved 

event detection accuracy and event description quality, [75] augmented this set with more 

sophisticated features based on information retrieval and NLP techniques, such as relative 

positional information and Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging. 
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2.2.3 Hybrid Approaches 

To embrace the benefits of both unsupervised and supervised approaches, some hybrid 

approaches for event / issue detection are proposed. Hua et al. [69] proposed Automatic 

Targeted-domain Spatiotemporal Event Detection (ATSED) approach which first 

automatically generates labels for the historical data using EM, and trains a supervised 

classifier (i.e., SVM) to classify positive and negative events. ATSED avoid the human effort 

on labelling training data, and still exploiting the benefits of supervised learning approaches. 

However, it only support classification of targeted domain, i.e., multiple-domain classification 

is not supported.  

Some approaches identify relevant or important tweets before clustering. A trained classifier 

used to discriminate between events and non-events would help reduce the data size provided 

for clustering and hence improve system efficiency [77]. However, this approach is sensitive 

to the classification accuracy and threshold settings; relevant real-world events could be 

discarded before reaching the clustering stage. Other approaches first proceed with a clustering 

and then attempt to classify whether a cluster contains relevant information about real-world 

events. Because the clusters constantly evolve over time, the features are periodically updated 

for old clusters and computed for newly formed ones.  

Finally, some approaches uses Named Entity Recognizer (NER), a Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) tool which identifies specific entities of tweet text. Benson et al. [78] 

proposed a hybrid approach which identifies tweet corresponding to concert events using a 

factor graph model, which extracts the artist name and location of the event by a supervised 

Conditional Random Field (CRF) classifier and then clusters them according to event type and 

induces a canonical value for each event property. Liu et al. [79] developed general NLP tools 

to detect topics of tweet text. The tools include a POS tagger, a shallow parser, and a NER 

based on supervised CRF models. Such approach can detect related information of events, e.g., 

time, location and organization. However, NER requires a big effort of annotating entities for 

different topics of training sets.  

2.3 Information Credibility Assessment Approaches 

The information credibility assessment on UGC from web and OSN have been discussed 

by many researchers. Generally, the assessment approaches can be categorized to a) machine 

learning based approaches, b) ranking based approaches, and c) hybrid approaches. Machine 

learning based approaches extract various taxonomies of features and train supervised or 

unsupervised classifiers; ranking based approaches define evaluation models to rank the 

credibility levels of UGC and decide the credibility by pre-defined threshold; hybrid 

approaches combine the previous two approaches and evaluate credibility in a comprehensive 

way. Next, all three types of approaches are reviewed and discussed.  
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2.3.1 Machine Learning Based Approaches  

Machine learning based approaches can be categorized by two dimensions, i.e., the feature 

dimension and the paradigm dimension. Feature dimension indicates the feature taxonomies 

extracted for training classifiers. The feature taxonomies contain a) user based features, i.e., 

user profile features and user activity features; b) Tweet features, i.e., tweet meta-data, text 

features and sentiment features; c) Graph based features, i.e., the propagation of tweets. 

Paradigm dimension indicates the type of machine learning techniques used in the approach, 

i.e., supervised classifiers and unsupervised classifiers (clustering based classifiers).  

The work proposed by Castillo et al. [80][81] is the first work which addresses tweet 

credibility, studying the predictability of newsworthy and credible topics on Twitter. The work 

extracts user-based features (e.g., registration age), message-based features (e.g., length of 

text), topic-based features (e.g., hashtags) and propagation-based features (e.g., the depth of 

retweet tree). Multiple supervised classifiers are trained and they archived the best 

performance using a tree based classifier (J48). Many approaches 

[82][84][85][86][87][88][89][90] in this domain follow Castillo’s features extraction and 

classification methods with slight difference in their contributions. However, from the 

evaluation results in [81], propagation-based features have very low performance, because 

some rumors may propagate fast, which always happens in OSN. Furthermore, the 

propagation-based features are useless to evaluate tweets which are not noticed by other users. 

Lorek et al. [91] use reconciliation roles to label tweets to improve precision. However, it only 

consider user profile, like authors concluded, it is more important that what they said, not only 

who they are.  

Ito et al. [92] assess information credibility using two new features, the “tweet topic” and 

“user topic” features derived by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model. Another two 

features, namely “bias” and “expertise” are computed. The “bias” feature measures the topic 

distribution of a user against all users. If the distribution diverges much from the average topic 

distribution of all users, the user might be a spam bot or a very biased user, and the tweets 

posted by the user should have lower credibility. The “expertise” feature is to measure the 

topic distribution of the user against all topics. If a user posts more tweets on specified topics, 

the user might know much about those topics, and the tweets posted by the user on this topic 

should have relatively higher credibility. The Random Forest is chosen as classifier to classify 

the credibility on these features and authors conducted experiments to verify effectiveness of 

these features. They conclude that bias features work better than expertise features.  

Castillo et al. [81] propose a better approach to extract credibility features from large and 

noisy dataset. They argue that the absence of a standard definition of credibility that led to a 

difficulty in comparing different related studies. According to the proposed approach, this 

article would serve as a useful reference for the research community, taking into account that 

the underlying ground truth values of credibility should be reliable and the underlying network 
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context should be quantified and documented. As the next step of [81], Castillo et al. combine 

supervised classifier and unsupervised classifier for computing message reliability in [93]. 

First, they use supervised classifiers to find a predictive model based on network features. 

Second, they use a maximum likelihood formulation (i.e., a cluster based classifier) to find 

messages that are confirmed by reliable news sources. Finally, authors address the trade-off 

between concentrating only on true messages which leads to the filtering out many credible 

ones, versus combining the two to introduce credible but not easily verifiable information.  

In above mentioned literature, the feature “retweet ratio” is used (e.g., [81]) as a single 

feature included in one big feature set. Yu Suzuki in [83] restricts the credibility assessment 

of a tweet on the retweet behavior only. He assumes that a credible tweet is frequently 

retweeted by many users with a small number of edits. Therefore, if a tweet is not credible, 

the message is ignored and not retweeted by the other users. However, in some cases, rumors 

are retweeted frequently, which contradicts this assumption. Thus, information credibility 

shall be comprehensively assessed based on multiple perspectives and assumptions to 

eliminate the impact of extreme cases (i.e., outliers).   

Recently, sentiment features are considered in information credibility assessment. 

According to literature, sentiment analysis techniques can be categorized to a) lexicon based 

approaches, containing a list of labelled words with specific emotions and the overall 

sentiment is calculated by a function of the labels of the component words; b) classifier based 

approaches, which train classifiers with the sentiment features. Batool et al. [94] analyzes 

sentiment of tweet using Alchemy and WordNet. Ito et al. [92] extract sentiment features using 

Takamura (a sentiment dictionary) to classify a word as negative or positive. However, in this 

work the extraction of sentiment features are only lexicon based. They argue that even though 

the proposed methods for sentiment analysis are effective in theory, they may not conform to 

the nature of social networks such as Twitter due to the extremely informal nature of the 

medium as well as the length restriction of a tweet.  

However, above approaches didn't consider the similarity between tweets, which can be 

regarded as an agreement to the information credibility. Ravikumar et al. [95] propose a 

similarity analysis method using soft-TFIDF and Jaro-Winkler distances to rank the agreement 

and relevance of tweets. The work uses popularity to rank the credibility, however, the single 

tweet which has less agreement cannot be ranked. Furthermore, it only considers tweet text. 

Zhao et al. [96] evaluate tweet contextual similarity in textual, spatial and temporal features. 

However, their approach doesn’t take more available media into account, e.g., the images.  

2.3.2 Ranking Based Approaches  

Different to machine learning based approaches, ranking based approaches define models 

and benchmarks to compute information credibility, and thresholds are defined to determine 

the tweet is credible or not. Jin et al. [97] extract various features, i.e., text content features, 
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such as text length, count of hashtags, social features such as post time, count of retweets, 

count of comments, and user features such as count of followers, count of followings. They 

exploited features by a hierarchical propagation model to assess the credibility of an entity 

which is represented by an event, a sub-event and a message. The result is a credibility score 

that is compared to a pre-defined credibility threshold to be determined as credible or not. 

Zhao et al. [96] propose a trust ranking method and a trust propagation method based on 

relationship, context, spatial and temporal. The method enables a context-based 

trustworthiness estimation to focus on credibility in a specific topic domain. It utilizes credible 

news reports to infer trustworthiness of tweets and combines semantic and contextual 

information with social networking information for trustworthiness propagation exhibiting 

contextual similarity in textual, spatial and temporal features.  

However, the ranking based approaches are generally used for topic-oriented scenarios, 

which requires a higher degree of information propagation. For the single tweets that address 

important information to be evaluated, such approaches are not suitable. Thus, the integrated 

approaches which comprehensively evaluate a tweet are needed.       

2.3.3 Hybrid Approaches  

To solve above issues in machine learning based and ranking based approaches, the hybrid 

approaches are proposed to combine the machine learning techniques, ranking models and 

other approaches. Gupta et al. [80] proposed “TweetCred”, a real-time web-based system to 

assess tweet credibility. The proposed system computes credibility score using a supervised 

classifier (SVM-rank) trained by 45 features. Then, these features were tested by a ranking 

model to rank the feature impact. The result shows that most of the top 10 features are tweet 

based features rather than user based features, which implies that for information credibility 

assessment, concerning what they say is more important.  

Gupta et al. [98] exploit three types of features to develop an automatic approach for the 

credibility assessment, enhanced by an event-based graph optimization. The authors indicate 

that the available approaches for the credibility assessment are based on machine learning 

classifiers, neglecting inter-entity relationships. Meaning that, with a higher probability a 

credible user would provide a credible tweet. The method trains a machine learning classifier, 

and to make the classifier entity-aware, two more algorithms are developed and used, namely 

the Basic Credibility Analyzer and the Event Graph Optimization based Credibility Analyzer.  

Alrubaian et al. [99] propose a new reputation-based source credibility assessment method. 

Their method combines analysis of the OSN’s link structure and users’ sentiments to identify 

and evaluate topically relevant and credible sources of information in the OSN. (Graph: how 

popular the user is; Sentiment: how sentimental the user is). The method avoids the 

computational costs of machine learning as well as the inconsistency and unreliability of 

human judgment and evaluations.  
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A multi-stage credibility analysis framework is proposed in [100] to identify implausible 

content in Twitter in order to prevent the proliferation of fake or malicious information. They 

used Naïve Bayes classifier and it is enhanced by considering the relative importance of the 

used features to improve the classification accuracy. The relative importance is computed by 

the pairwise comparison by human experts. 

The above hybrid approaches fully integrated the available features, including graph 

features and sentiment features. Also crowd-sourcing approach is used to verify the credibility. 

However, the tweet semantic features are not fully exploited, e.g., the grammar structure of 

the text, and furthermore, the images are not considered, which can be an import factor for 

credibility assessment.  

2.4 Summary 

From above evaluation results on state of the art citizen-sourcing based city service systems, 

and approaches dealing with the critical data issues, we can conclude a recommendation of 

best-practice (i.e., the to-be situation) in design and implementing such systems for RQ 5: 

 Stakeholder engagement: at least four stakeholders should be involved, i.e., citizens, 

coordinators, governance staff and field staff. Coordinators are the key stakeholders 

to bridge the collaboration between citizens and city governments. They verify and 

assign the service requests to correct departments, and communicate to two sides for 

coordination operations if needed. With the help of automated functions which exploit 

machine learning techniques, most human coordinators’ work can be replaced by 

system modules.   

 Collaboration and communication: as stated above, coordinators coordinates the 

collaboration on two sides. The collaboration procedure is driven by communications 

between citizen side and city side. The communication should be bi-directional, which 

is available for both side for end-to-end, one to many or many to many (community to 

community). For non-emergency service requests, end-to-end communication is 

enough, e.g., by notification message, Email, hotline, user mention; For urgent service 

requests which may affect and are interested by group of people, one to many and 

many to many instant communication is needed, e.g., voice message, dedicated chat 

channels, comments. The collaboration process should be defined to enable all 

stakeholders track the service requests in real-time, and get noticed when status of 

service request changes. Furthermore, compensation options should be available, e.g., 

negotiation, re-open the closed service request, etc.   

 Generalization, standardization and data sharing: in order to share data from 

different organizations, systems and service domains, standard data format for 

multiple service domains should be supported, e.g., Open311 for public service 
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domain, GTFS for public transit domain. The use of standard data format can also 

forge an eco-system for a city by collaborating with other existing organization and 

systems. Furthermore, the service types and organization structure should be highly 

configurable for fast alignment to different scenarios.  

 Heterogeneous data integration: OSN data (e.g., tweets) can be integrated for city 

issue detection. To do this, data mining and NLP techniques are required. To detect 

events / issues in real-time, an efficient supervised classifier is trained with a pre-

defined training set, and classify (or filter) candidate issues. Then, the model of 

classifier can be incrementally updated for new training data without retraining the 

whole dataset. Furthermore, the classifier should support multiple event / issue types. 

Sensor data stream can also be integrated to discover anomalies in infrastructure and 

public transportation, e.g., public transit data streams, sensor data from smart phones. 

To support above data integration and real-time data stream processing, efficient data 

processing tools and approaches are needed.  

 Information credibility assessment: To shift from raw UGC to valid UGC, the 

information credibility of the detected candidate issues shall be evaluated. The 

evaluation considers multiple aspects, regarding the user reputation, tweet meta-data, 

text and votes by other users. The votes are derived by the occurrence of similar tweets. 

The evaluation of similarity should not only consider spatial-temporal similarity, but 

also semantics, and furthermore, images, which are neglected by most of similar 

researches and solutions. Here graph and network features are not recommended 

because: a) a relation matrix should be maintained, when network grows, the network 

matrix will grow explosively, which makes it hard to maintain; b) crawling relations 

is costly.  

 Architecture: the architecture should support two-fold requirements: a) cost-effective 

data integration, stream data processing, and analysis; b) flexible service composition 

and collaboration. Therefore, the architecture should be scalable, which implies the 

use of cloud environment, and efficient big streaming data processing techniques. The 

system architecture should also support all collaboration process, as well as 

performance monitoring. Finally, the system should be accessible by multiple 

platforms, e.g., web and smart phones.  

To meet above requirements, in the next chapter, a novel citizen-sourcing framework for 

city service management and data processing is proposed.  
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Chapter 3 

A General Citizen-Sourcing Framework 

for City Services 

In this chapter, the General Citizen-Sourcing Framework (G-CSF) for city services is 

proposed and illustrated.  

3.1 Overview 

In order to overcome the emerging challenges of design and implementation of citizen-

sourcing system for city services, the General Citizen-Sourcing Framework (G-CSF) for city 

services is proposed, which provides guidelines of best practices in designing and 

implementing citizen-sourcing process and systems. Figure 9 shows an overview of the 

framework, which consists of following parts: 

 Reference Collaboration Process: stakeholders and collaboration process between 

stakeholders are defined. Section 3.2 and 3.3 details the definitions and process.   

 Reference Architecture: a reference architecture which contains feed processing 

services, and a data-driven Publisher / Subscriber based service composition approach 

to support the distributed collaboration and composition of service components.  The 

proposed architecture is illustrated in section 3.4.  
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 Reference Data Model: the General City Feed Specification (GCFS) is proposed to 

facilitate: a) the integration of heterogeneous feed data; b) the configuration of service 

request types and organization structure for city service providers; c) exchanging and 

data sharing of feed data. General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) is also included 

to integrate public transit feeds generated by sensors and public transit agencies. The 

data model is illustrated in section 3.5.  

 Distinctive Data Services: the distinctive services in G-CSF are proposed, namely 

automated feed detection (in section 3.6), feed credibility assessment (and a three-fold 

similarity evaluation approach is included, see details in section 3.7), and automated 

feed dispatch (in section 3.8). Finally, G-CSF provides a real-time data analytics 

approach (in section 3.9) for stakeholders to get insights in city performance.  

 

 

Figure 9 overview of G-CSF 

 

3.2 Problem Formulation 

In this section the stakeholders and entities in the service management process are defined.  
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3.2.1 Stakeholder Definition  

First, we define stakeholders. The feed management process involves various stakeholders, 

namely Feed Producer, Feed Coordinator, Feed Consumer and Feed Contractor.  

Definition 1 – Feed Producer (FP): FPs are the abstract stakeholders who produce the 

service requests, i.e., feeds (see Definition 5).  

Feed producers are the source of feeds. In citizen-sourcing system, the feed producers can 

be one of the following classes: 

 Physical Feed Producer (PFP): the system users, e.g., citizens, volunteers, 

outsourcing organizations, or group of dedicated staff;  

 Cyber Feed Producer (CFP): the sensors which detect city issues and automatically 

generate feed reports, or software modules which detect issues from various online 

data sources, e.g. OSN, news websites. 

Definition 2 – Feed Coordinator (FCD): FCDs are the high-level brokers who receive, edit 

and dispatch service requests to Feed Consumers (FCS). FCDs also negotiate feed details and 

dispatch operations with FCSs and PFPs.  

The FCDs can be a group of dedicated staffs, e.g., city officers, volunteers, or “topic 

experts”, the users who have high reputations (i.e., successfully reported many credible feed 

reports) in specific feed topics; the Feed Coordinators can also be the automated decision 

making modules which automatically dispatch the issue report to related organizations. 

Generally, FCDs are physical stakeholders. However, similar to FPs, FCDs can be “cyber” 

stakeholder when necessary, e.g., in a city which generates large number of feeds every day, 

physical FCDs cannot verify all the feeds in time.  

Definition 3 – Feed Consumer (FCS): FCSs are the stakeholders or organizations who 

will respond to the specified type(s) of feed reports dispatched by FCDs. 

FCSs can be regarded as second-level brokers, who confirm the feed reports and generate 

the trouble tickets (e.g., repairing tasks) and assign them to appropriate contractors. The FCSs 

can be the city departments, e.g., police office, department of transportation.  

Definition 4 – Feed Contractor (FCT): FCTs are the work units who execute the feed 

repairing tasks (i.e., trouble tickets).  

FCTs are assigned to fix the issues and update the fix progress and send feedback to 

stakeholders who concern these issues. Generally, in a feed management system, the FCTs are 

the field staff or technicians, e.g., electricity service technicians in energy supply companies. 

Please note that all the stakeholders are the general stakeholders, for specific scenario and 

service domain, the physical stakeholders can be replaced by the automated system modules. 

Additionally, the stakeholders in a citizen-sourcing system are not “fixed”, for example, a 

trusted FP can also be authorized as a FCD if necessary.  
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The definition of stakeholder FCD is to solve the social accountability issue in similar city 

issue feedback systems, i.e., to avoid the system re-shaping due to the re-negotiation of 

departments’ boundaries and relationships by repeatedly “drawing lines in the sand” [101].   

3.2.2 Entity Definition  

Definition 5 – Feed: in a citizen-sourcing system for city services, a feed is one of following 

classes of service requests produced by a Feed Producer for a specific topic / domain, which 

occurs in a certain place during a certain period of time: 1) an anomaly or issue report; 2) 

service update, which describes the changes of city services. 

 The feed report is described by the description text, geo-location, and / or the picture(s) of 

the issue. According to the definition, a feed Fi is modelled in (1): 

 

 iiiiiiiii dlstetscF  ,,,,,,,                                        (1) 

 

Where 

 ci: the class / topic of feed Fi, and ci ∈ T, where T is the set of pre-defined feed types 

by service providers (see Section 3.4), e.g., graffiti, pothole.   

 tsi ,tei, are the creation time and the closure time of the feed Fi.  

 si is the impact scope (in meters) of the feed, it is an optional property of a feed, and 

si  ≥ 0. E.g., for a traffic accident, si =300 means the impact area is 300 meters around 

the issue. By default si is set to 0.  

 li is the geo-location ({latitude, longitude}) of feed Fi.   

 di is the description text of the issue.  

 τi is the credibility of the feed Fi, i.e. the probability of being credible, and τi ∈ [0, 1].  

 i  is the current status of feed Fi, which is enumerated in <submitted, confirmed, open, 

closed, rejected>, where  

 Submitted means the feed has been received and it is waiting for the 

confirmation by FCDs; 

 Confirmed: when a FCD confirms the feed and dispatches it to a related FCS, 

the ςi is changed to confirmed;  

 Open: when a FCS creates the trouble ticket for the feed, and assign it to an 

available FCT, the i  is changed to open.  

 Closed: when a FCT repairs the feed, the i  is set to closed. 

 Rejected: when Feed Coordinator rejects the feed, the i  is set to rejected.  
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Example 1 - a feed with the values {“Pothole”, 1429619723, NULL, 500, {45.181312, 

9.166960}, 0.86, “Open”} means that the pothole feed was created at 21/04/2015 12:35:23, 

the impact scope is 500 meters, where all road sections 500 meters around the issue are affected, 

and the issue is located at Viale Partigiani 4, Pavia, Italy; the reported feed has 86% of 

probability to be credible, and the trouble ticket has been created and assigned FCT is 

proceeding to repair the issue.  

Definition 6 – Trouble Ticket: a trouble ticket is a repair request of a feed, which is created 

by FCS (s), updated by FCT (s) and tracked by all related stakeholders.  

The trouble ticket Ti of the feed Fi is defined as  

 

 iiiii ectpT ,,,                                                   (2) 

 

Where: 

 pi is the priority of Ti, which indicates the severity of the issue.  pi =[1, 5] where 5 is 

the top-priority, and 1 is the lowest priority.  

 δi is the repairing progress, where  δi ∈ [0, 1]. δi =0 indicates that the assigned FCT has 

not started to repair the trouble ticket. δi =1 means the repairing work is finished. When 

δi=1, ςi of Fi is set to “closed”. 

 ict is the timestamp when the trouble ticket is created. 

 ie  is the timestamp when the trouble ticket is closed.    

Example 2 – a trouble ticket for Example 1 is described as {5, 0.6, 1429619723, NULL}, 

which means the trouble ticket is created at 21/04/2015 12:35:23 with the top priority, and 

approximately 60% of the repairing work has been done.   

Definition 7 – Credibility: the credibility of a feed is the probability of the feed can be 

believed.  

The credibility Crei of the feed Fi is defined as follows 

 

                                                                                                     (3) 

 

Here 𝛼, 𝛽 are the weight of (𝐶𝑖 + 𝑅𝑖), and 𝑆𝑖 respectively, and  

 

       

1                                                            (4) 

 

 Usually, we set  as 0.6 and  as 0.4. However, these weights may varies with different 

feed types (i.e., topics) and data. The credibility of feed Fi (Crei) has three components, namely  

  iiii SRCCre  
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1) Ci: the trustworthiness of the feed content, i.e., the probability of the feed content is 

telling the truth, where Ci ∈ [0, 1]. Ci=0 when the feed content is identified as “fake”, and Ci=1 

when it is identified as “real”.  

2) Rj: the reputation of the FPj who produces the feed Fi, i.e., the probability of the FPj can 

be trusted, where Rj ∈ [0, 1]. Rj=0 when the FPj is evaluated as “untrusted”, Rj=1 when Feed 

Producer is identified as “trusted”. In an issue management system, by default the Rj of the 

authorized Feed Producer is set to 1.   

3) Si: the similarities (i.e., distances) between the feed Fi and existing nearby feeds (F1, 

F2 ,…, Fk), where Si ∈ [0, 1], and . Si=0 if Fi is totally different with compared feeds, Si=1 if 

the compared feeds are completely the same to each other. Si is computed by 

 

  



n

k

iki S
n

S
1

1
                                                           (5) 

 

Here Sik is the similarity between Feed Fi and Fk. n is the number of nearby feeds whose ςk 

is not rejected.  

In Chapter 3.7 the details of credibility assessment on feed report derived from OSN will 

be illustrated.  

3.3 The Reference Citizen-sourcing Processes for City 

Services 

In order to support the collaboration and communication between stakeholders for city 

services, the reference citizen-sourcing processes are proposed. Figure 10 shows the proposed 

reference processes for city services. The processes cover the whole lifecycle of a feed reported 

by citizens. The key processes include feed detection and creation, feed verification, feed 

dispatch, feed repairing and closure. Let us illustrate the key processes below.  
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Figure 10 BPMN of the reference citizen-sourcing process 

 

3.3.1 Feed Detection and Creation  

As described in section 3.2.1, a feed is either detected by CFP or manually created by PFP. 

A PFP can anonymously sends the feed report. When the feed report is produced, a privacy 

preservation operation will be performed to check the occurrence of privacy information, e.g., 
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pictures with human faces, banners of cars, houses, identities. The privacy information will be 

automatically masked by system, or manually masked by FCDs. The notifications which 

describe the feed details are sent to this FP, and stakeholders who subscribe the same class of 

feed in the same district, and FCDs. Since the feeds are coming from multiple types of FP (i.e., 

PFP and CFP), the quality and trustworthiness of the report is unknown, therefore, the feed 

reports should be verified.  

3.3.2 Feed Verification  

Feed verification involves following steps: 

 Feed de-duplication: the similar open feeds are identified to reduce the redundancy. 

A three-fold similarity analysis is performed by comparing the existing open feeds to 

the new feed. Firstly, all open feeds of the same class c within specific distance (e.g., 

500 meters) are selected; Secondly, the image describers of the new submitted feed 

(i.e., the features of the image) are extracted and match to the pre-stored describers of 

images of feeds filtered from previous step, if the image is highly matched to existing 

images, the feed can be identified as duplicated, else the text similarity will be 

analyzed; Thirdly, if feeds with the similar semantics are detected, the new feed will 

be classified as duplicated feed and merged to the similar group. Finally, the 

duplicated feed will be voted to be credible and the result will be an input of the 

credibility assessment step. In section 3.7 the details of the feed de-duplication will be 

illustrated.   

 Credibility assessment: to avoid the unnecessary effort of on-site examination, and 

ensure the quality of the feed report detected from OSNs, the credibility of reports and 

the trustworthiness of users who submit the reports are both evaluated. The credibility 

assessment will also consider the results from feed de-duplication step, and classifies 

the feed as credible, unknown or fake. Furthermore, the credibility assessment also 

analyzes the severity of the feed by exploring the sentiment or attitude features 

extracted from feed text, and assign a priority level to the feed. In section 3.7 the 

details of the proposed credibility assessment approach will be illustrated.  

3.3.3 Feed Dispatch  

The credible feeds identified in the previous step will be automatically assigned to the 

related FCSs; unknown feeds are verified and assigned manually to related FCSs by FCDs; 

the fake feeds will be automatically rejected, and are sent to FCSs, who can review it again 

when necessary. FCSs receives the dispatched feeds and create trouble tickets, i.e., the 

repairing tasks, and assign trouble tickets to available contractors. When automated FCD 

modules are enabled, trouble tickets are automatically created and assigned using an 

automated feed dispatch strategy explained in section 3.8. The strategy predicts the estimated 
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response time of candidate contractors and assigns the trouble ticket to the contractor who will 

first respond to the request.  

Negotiation is an important step, which enables FCDs re-assign service requests if they were 

wrongly assigned or rejected by automated modules. FCSs can initialize the negotiation by 

various communication channels, e.g., instant messages, user mentions, phone calls. FPs, i.e., 

citizens can negotiate with FCDs by sending a re-open request, or by commenting on closed 

reports.  

3.3.4 Feed Repairing and Feed Closure  

Contractors receives the trouble tickets, update repairing progress and status. The repairing 

sequence is ordered by two parameters, namely the task priority and the distance between 

current location and the location of the feed. The task priority is identified in credibility 

assessment step or feed dispatch step by FCDs. When the repairing task is finished, all related 

stakeholders will get noticed.  

3.4 Reference Architecture of G-CSF 

To implement citizen-sourcing system which support the above process, we propose a 

reference architecture (as shown in Figure 11) based on a data-driven Publisher / Subscriber 

model. The design of the architecture concerns: 1) the integration of heterogeneous data 

sources, 2) effective and distributed data stream processing, 3) service composition, 4) the 

collaborative abstract components which align the collaboration processes between 

stakeholders, and 5) scalability and reusability of system.  

For data integration and processing, the architecture adopts Distributed Messaging System, 

a data centric middleware paradigm which decouples data producing and data consuming by 

data queues, and enables an effective and distributed processing on data streams, e.g., social 

network and sensor data streams. Such architecture also supports particular requirements of 

functions, e.g., real-time data analytics, incrementally updating event detection model in the 

Feed Detector, and recursively updating credibility ranks in Credibility Evaluator. Thanks to 

the nature of DMS, the modularized components (consumers) support an easy distributed 

deployment in cloud environment.  

For service composition and orchestration, the architecture follows a data driven Publisher 

/ Subscriber model by utilizing Distributed Stream Processing Engine (DSPE). The details of 

the model is illustrated in section 3.4.2.  
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Figure 11 G-CSF - the reference architecture 

The architecture is designed in four abstract layers, namely data layer, service layer, 

collaboration layer and front-end layer. The details of four layers are illustrated as follows. 

3.4.1 Data Layer  

Data Layer consists of five data components, namely Name Server, Brokers, Data Producers, 

Data Queues and Data Consumers. The detailed description can be found in Table 11, where 

the bold components are required, and others are optional. The five components align the 

objects in most of DMSs, e.g., Apache Kafka1, RocketMQ2, who have implemented Name 

                                                      

1 Apache Kafka: http://kafka.apache.org/ 

2 RocketMQ: https://github.com/alibaba/RocketMQ 
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Server and Brokers for developers. The components follow the Publisher / Subscriber model, 

which decouples data producing, data storage, data consuming in a distributed way: 

 

Table 11 data components  

Components Description Required? 

Name Server 

A stateless server cluster that registers brokers and topics. Producers 

and consumers get route information of master brokers which serve 

specific topics from name server. 

Optional 

Brokers 

The server cluster that receives data of pre-defined topics and stores 

messages in “commit_log” and message queues, which are the files in 

which messages are stored. Brokers follow the master / slave model, 

which enables consumers to consume data from slave brokers when 

messages accumulate in a master broker.  

Optional 

Data Queues 
Group of light-weight message queues where only meta-data of 

messages are stored. Data are written and consumed in sequence. 
Required 

Data 

Producers 

Producers send messages to brokers that serve the same topics. 
Required 

Data 

Consumers 

Consumers consume messages from brokers of topics they subscribe. 

The consumers should support fault-tolerant message consuming, when 

there are errors consumers will re-consume the data. 

Required 

 

 Name server registers the Brokers and data topics, and provides route information for 

Data Producers and Data Consumers;  

 Brokers manage the activities of Data Producing and Data Consuming, and maintain 

the Data Queues;  

 Data Producers access the data sources by dedicated APIs, and send the retrieved data 

stream to data queues in different data topics. The producers can be many-to-many, 

i.e., receive data from multiple data sources and send them to multiple topics of data 

queues;  

 Data queues are created and maintained by brokers. They are also many-to-many, 

means each data queue can store data tuples from different data topics. Generally, Data 

Queues are implemented as First-In, First-Out (FIFO) queues;  

 Data Consumers process data in specific topic in one-to-one relationship, e.g., social 

network data can be only consumed by Data Consumers who register the topic of 

“OSN_Data”. 

The key benefits of using DMS and Publisher / Subscriber model in this layer are: 

 Data Queues decouples the data producing and data consuming. Thus, it enables 

developers build distributed data producing and data consuming modules.  
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 The separation of the two parts also enforces developer consider the balance of speed 

of data producing and consuming, which optimizes the efficiency of data producing. 

Normally, DMS provides such feature-rich functions to monitor the status of data 

producing and data consuming, e.g., RocketMQ.  

 DMS is fast and fault tolerant, which is essential in processing data streams.  

 DMS supports a scalable and easy-to-configure deployment of data producing and 

data consuming components.  

 DMS can be used to reduce the peak load for DSPE, which assessable the processing 

services in Service Layer.  

In proposed architecture, four types of consumers are to be implemented, namely Crowd 

Data Consumers, Social Data Consumers, Sensor Data Consumers and Open Data Consumers: 

 Crowd Data Consumers and Social Data Consumers process data from legacy issue 

reporting systems and social media by APIs, e.g., Twitter. The two consumers convert 

the raw data to GCFS format feeds, and send them to upper level service components 

for further processing, e.g., feed detection, feed deduplication and information 

credibility assessment.  

 Sensor Data Consumers and Open Data Consumers process sensor data streams and 

open public transit data streams generated by public transit agencies. The public transit 

data are mapped to GTFS format, and send to upper level services for further 

processing, e.g., feed integration and anomaly detection.  

In this layer, data in different data sources are converted to two type of data feeds, i.e., 

GCFS and GTFS, representing the general feeds and public transit feeds respectively. In the 

next layer, the two type of feeds are further analyzed and integrated.  

3.4.2 Service Layer  

In this layer the services and service components used in collaboration processes are 

implemented. The key distinctive services and service components of this framework include: 

1. Feed Detector: it automatically detects city issues from data stream produced by Crowd 

Data Producer and Social Data Producer. It extracts and analyzes features of candidate feed, 

and classifies the type of the feed. The details of feed detection are illustrated in section 3.5.  

2. Feed Integrator and Credibility Evaluator: Feed Integrator de-duplicates and 

integrates the similar feeds detected by Feed Detector and submitted by Feed Producer. We 

propose a three-fold similarity analysis approach which checks if multiple feeds concern the 

same issue, by addressing geo-location, text description, and image. Furthermore, the 

similarity analysis is also a part of information credibility assessment process, since duplicated 

feeds can be regarded as a confirmation of the credibility of detected feed. The more duplicated 

feeds are detected, the higher the credibility is. Other parts of credibility assessment include 

reputation assessment of Feed Producer and trustworthiness assessment on feed content. The 
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credibility Evaluator combines the evaluation results of above three parts, and generate 

credibility report to Feed Coordinators as a reference of further actions. In section 3.6 the 

details of credibility assessment and the three-fold similarity analysis approach are illustrated.  

 3. Automated Feed Dispatcher (AFD): the decision making module which dispatches 

processed feeds to appropriate contractors. The AFD dispatches the feed based on feed priority, 

geo-location, and workload of contractors. It predicts the Estimated Response Time (ERT) of 

contractor candidates, and choose the first contractor who respond to the feed. In section 3.7 

we describe the details of AFD.  

 

 

Figure 12 data-driven Publisher / Subscriber based service composition 

 

4. Data-driven Publisher / Subscriber based service composition: the service 

components are composited to services which align the collaboration processes and 

components, namely Feed Creation Services, Feed Verification Services, Negotiation Services, 

Trouble Ticket Services, Performance Monitoring Services and Route Planning Services. 

DSPE (e.g., Apache Storm) is used to composite the service components, which provides an 

efficient distributed processing pipeline for the components. Figure 12 shows the topology of 

DSPE and DMS, and how they assemble the services. In this figure, service components are 

invoked by the Bolt components defined in Apache Storm. Logically, the Spout and Bolt are 

similar to producer and consumer in DMS respectively. The differences are that Bolts can be 

pipelined and merged by configuring the topology (i.e., a graph which specifies how Spouts 

and Bolts are organized and deployed) in each data topic consumer defined in data layer, and 
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the Bolts produce data processed by service components to the next Bolt defined in topology. 

Thus, the data streams are propagated through service components, and finally, data services 

are composited. Furthermore, the deployment of the components in DMS and DSPE are 

different. In DMS, the producers and consumers are separately deployed by developers, while 

in DSPE, the Spouts and Bolts are centrally configured and deployed by Apache ZooKeeper3, 

a third party coordinator server. In short, the use of DSPE can forge an easy-to-configure, 

easy-to-deploy and distributed service composition.  

3.4.3 Collaboration Layer 

This layer represents the orchestration of services, which align the collaboration processes 

of stakeholders. The concrete instances of stakeholders defined in section 3.2.1 (Feed Producer, 

Feed Coordinator, Feed Consumer and Feed Contractor) are to be implemented in this layer. 

Still, similar to the Data Layer, the collaboration layer adopts the same Publisher / Subscriber 

model by introducing two data stacks, i.e., Feed Stacks and Trouble Ticket Stacks, respectively 

representing the feed reports to be verified by Feed Coordinators, and the trouble tickets 

assigned to Feed Contractors. Different to the Data Queues, Feed Queues and Trouble Ticket 

Queues are priority queues rather than FIFO queues, because priorities of feeds has been 

identified. Logically, Feed Consumers are the consumers of the feeds. However, they are 

acting like a producer as well.  In this case, Feed Coordinators and Feed Contractors are also 

consumers in different stages of the feed lifecycle.  

As described in Figure 11, the C-FCDs (Cyber FCD) can also be configured to replace the 

role of FCSs depends on the requirements and the structure of related organizations. In this 

case, C-FCDs are both consumers for original feed reports and producers of trouble tickets.  

Similar to the Data Layer, DMS and DSPE can still be used to implement this layer because 

they are helpful in delivering effective functions and decoupling the collaboration components. 

Since data has been integrated and significantly filtered in Service Layer and Data Layer, 

developers can also use alternative techniques to implement the collaboration flow.  

3.4.4 Front-end Layer   

Multi-platform front-end applications are implemented. The candidate applications and 

functions to be implemented for different stakeholders are:  

 City feed reporting application: which enables citizen report and track city issues. It 

also provide multiple channels (e.g., by text messages, voice messages and voice calls) 

to citizens to communicate to the city departments and contractors about the issues.  

                                                      

3 Apache Zookeeper: https://zookeeper.apache.org/ 
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 Work collaboration application: which is implemented to assist the workflow of FCDs, 

FCSs and FCTs. It also provides the automated functions, e.g., task scheduling and 

route planning for FCTs.  

 Performance monitoring system: which provide particular performance analysis to 

stakeholders. The analysis results can help city departments track the service level, 

and improve their service quality.  

3.5 General City Feed Specification (GCFS) 

In order to support exchangeable and cross-platform feeds shared by different city 

organizations, the specification of a general data format, named General City Feed 

Specification (GCFS) is designed. GCFS defines the general vocabulary of a city issue 

management system and tries to solve following problems in existing city geo-feed 

specifications (e.g., Open311): 

1. The availability of workforce tracking, especially for citizens. GCFS support the feed 

type which enables a real-time position and status tracking on public works. 

2. Legibility issues. In a city issue feedback system, citizens, city departments and system 

developers have different concern, knowledge background and perspectives, therefore, the 

presentation of the same feed is separated to normal feed report and a trouble ticket, which 

target to citizens and city authorities respectively.   

3. Specification on communication types. No similar works so far, defines the specification 

of communication types and channels for stakeholders to discuss geo-feeds. GCFS defines the 

many-to-many communication feeds, which encourage the cities and application developers 

provide more communication methods to users.  

4. GCFS defines motivations, sentiment and credibility of feed report (tone of report), which 

implies the severity, priority and trustworthiness of the feed request. 

Our framework also support other data standard for city services, i.e., Open311 and General 

Transportation Feed Specification (GTFS), a reference public transportation feed format 

proposed by Google4. Therefore, the public transit feeds (e.g., service alerts, trip updates) can 

also be integrated and shared.   

For ease of data production, GCFS can be packaged as simple CSV (Comma Separated 

Values) files, which are preferred by non-programmers, e.g., city officers. For developers, 

GCFS can be shared as web APIs in XML or JSON schema.  

Figure 13 shows the data structure of GCFS and relationships of entities.  

                                                      

4 GTFS Static Overview: https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/ 
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Figure 13 Structure of GCFS 

 

GCFS contains two parts: 

 Static data specification, which contains the data of city related entities, i.e., 

municipality, departments, zones, contractors, and the configuration of feed types. 

The specification of static data are for city service providers, who is mainly non-

programmers. The data are published as CSV data packages, and each entity is 

specified in a CSV document, e.g., municipality.csv, zone_shape.csv. Table 12 

describes the static data entities.  

 Real-time data: the specificat1ion of real-time feeds are for service developers. 

Developer can generate real-time feeds, trouble tickets, and progress notifications 

in JSON or XML format. The static data specified above by service providers will 

be referenced. Table 13 describes the real-time data entities.  
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Table 12 static data entities of GCFS  

Entities Description Required? 

Municipality One or more municipalities provide feed services.   Required 

Department 

The city department in a municipality. One department respond to 

one or more types of feed requests. Normally, departments are 

equivalent to Feed Consumer (FCS).  

Required 

Contractor 
The stakeholder who solve the feed requests. It is equivalent to 

Feed Contractor (FCT).  
Required 

Contact 
The contact information of departments and contractors, e.g., 

address, Email and phone number.   
Optional 

Zone 
It defines the geographic scope for departments. It is optional 

when departments respond to feeds of all city area.  
Optional 

Zone_shape 
It defines the geo-location of a key point in a zone polygon. 

Optional when Zone is not specified.    
Optional 

Feed_type 
It defines the taxonomy of feeds. A department responds one or 

more feed types.  
Required 

Service_calendar It defines the service times for departments and contractors.  Optional 

 

Table 13 real-time data entities of GCFS  

Entities Description Required? 

Feed 

It defines the detailed properties of service report, which contains 

report descriptions, additional media, motivations and sentiment 

expressed in feed content, credibility level, etc.  

Required 

Media 

The media items which contain more information on the feed 

report. The media items can be pictures, videos or voice messages. 

It is optional when no media items uploaded with the feed report.     

Optional 

Trouble_ticket 

The repair task assigned to a contractor. The trouble ticket links to 

the related feed report, and provides more instructions and 

information by departments, e.g., priority of the feed.      

Required 

Update_progress 

The progress report generated by contractors, which contains the 

description of the repairing progress, and the estimated resolution 

time.  

Required 

Negotiation 
The request of negotiation for incorrect feed assignment by Feed 

Coordinators, e.g., the request of feed rejection.  
Optional 

 

The detailed specification of each entity can be found in Appendix I.  

3.6 Automated Feed Detection 

In this section, an automated feed detection approach on the content of the feed from Online 

Social Network (OSN) is proposed.  
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3.6.1 Overview of Automated Feed Detection 

As described in section 3.2.1, FPs produce feed reports, which are observed by citizens (i.e., 

Physical Feed Producer), and / or detected by sensors or software modules (i.e., Cyber Feed 

Producer). Due to the timeliness nature and open accessibility, OSN is an important feed 

source which enables the real-time dissemination of latest updates of city issues [102]. In the 

reference architecture of G-CSF, Feed Detector is to be implemented to supplement feeds 

reported by PFP. Following aspects should be concerned in implementing Feed Detector: 

 Efficiency in processing social stream data, since the number of tweet streams is big 

in large cities (e.g., in London, the total number of geo-localized tweets in June, 2012 

is 57.24 million [103]). 

 Single issues that are reported by small number of PFP should also be detected.  

 The Feed Detector should be able to learn and involve as quickly as possible when 

facing new feeds.  

In order to fulfil such requirements, in next section we propose an incremental text classifier 

for multiclass feed detection, named KLD-Star (KLD*).  

3.6.2 KLD-Star: a Text Classifier for Feed Detection 

 We propose KLD-Star, an improved light-weight online classifier based on Kullback-

Leibler (KL) distance [104] which detects the multiple categories of feeds by mining tweet 

content. Figure 14 shows the overall process of the classifier, which contains following steps: 

 

 

Figure 14 steps of KLD-Star 

 

 Pre-processing: First, stop words, URLs, user-defined hashtags, user mentions, and 

emoticons are removed. Second, text is tokenized by an N-gram tokenizer. Normally, 

the combination of Unigram, Bigram and Trigram tokens are kept for the next step.  

 Feature extraction: In feature extraction phase the probability of word 𝑤𝑘 (i.e., a text 

token) in class 𝑐𝑖, and the probability of word 𝑤𝑘 in document 𝑑𝑗 (i.e., the collection of 

tokens of a tweet / feed) are computed by  
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 ik cwTF ,  is the frequency of the word 𝑤𝑘 in class 𝑐𝑖,  jk dwTF ,  is the frequency of 

word 𝑤𝑘 in document 𝑑𝑗, and  
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휀 is the threshold probability given for the words not in 𝑑𝑗  or given for the words not in 

𝑐𝑖 . 𝛾 and 𝛽 are the normalisation coefficients that can be estimated by 
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Let 𝑉 be the vocabulary of all words in all classes, and equation (6) and (7) must respect 

following constrains: 
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We improved the KLD classifier described in [104] by introducing smoothing functions 

to compute 𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑘 , 𝑐𝑖) and 𝑇𝐹(𝑤𝑘 , 𝑑𝑗) by equation (15) and (16): 
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where  kk dwWC ,  is the count of word wk in the document dk, 
kdL is the size of 

document dk , Di is the count of documents in class ci, ),( ik cwDF  is the count of 
documents that contains word 𝑤𝑘  in category 𝑐𝑖, D is total number of documents in all 
classes, )( kwDF is the count of documents in all classes that contain the word wk. Please 
note that in order to improve the performance for feature extraction from stream data, 
the smoothing functions are implemented to be incremental updated. Algorithm 1 
illustrates the incremental updating on TF. Two global Hashmaps are maintained to 
update D and DF. The first Hashmap (M1) stores statistics of D for each class, where 
the key is the index of class, and the value is the list of event description; the second 
Hashmap (M2) stores statistics of DF for each class, where the key is the index of class, 
and the value is a Hashmap which counts the number of events that contain word wk. 
Thus, when new text instances come, step 1 is performed on these instances, and M1 
and M2 are updated by adding new words and updating the statistics stored in M1 and 
M2. Afterwards, WPC and WPD are updated by equation (6) and (7), and normalization 
coefficients (𝛾 and 𝛽) are reset by (11) (12) (13) (14).  

 

Algorithm 1 Incremental Updating on Smoothing Functions 

Input: event description d, class index c 

Get global Hashmap M1 and M2 

If key c is not in M1 

       add key c in M1 and M2 

add w to M1(c) 

Let Dc=M1(c).size(), 𝐷 = ∑ 𝑀1(𝑘). 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒()𝑘∈𝐶  

Let Hashmap M=M2(c) 

For word wi in w 

       If key wi is in M 

             M (wi)++ 

       Else 

             M (wi) = 1 

       Update M2(c)=M 

       Let DF(wi, c)=M (wi), DF(wi)= ∑ 𝑀2(𝑘)𝑘∈𝐶 .get(wi).size() 

       Compute TF(wi, c) and TF(wi, d) by (9) and (10) 

End For 

 

 Classification: In the classification phase, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance between 

document 𝑑𝑗  and category 𝑐𝑖  is computed by  
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Then the KL distance is to be normalized because distances between categories are 

rather different; the normalized distance can be computed by 
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Finally, the document 𝑑𝑗  is classified into the category 𝑐𝑖  in all categories 𝐶  with 

minimal normalized KL distance: 
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 Instead of using unsupervised classifiers, the KLD-Star is based on supervised learning, 

which is enable to detect feeds and events from a single tweet. However, duplicated feeds can 

be detected. Hence, the Feed Integrator is to be implemented, which performs a three-fold 

similarity analysis (proposed in [105]) to identify duplicated feeds. Feeds are held to be similar 

if they satisfy all of three conditions:  

 Condition 1: the feeds come from the same area.  

 Condition 2: the feeds have similar text content.  

 Condition 3: the feeds have similar images.  

According to above conditions, the similarity analysis steps are:  

 Step 1 - geographic similarity analysis, which finds active feeds in the event database 

that are in the same geo-cluster as the detected feed.  

 Step 2 - if detected feed is in a geo-cluster, text similarity is evaluated. If text similarity 

is beyond a given similarity threshold, image similarity is evaluated.  

 Step 3 - it checks the similarity feed images, on image colour and Euclidean distance 

in HSV (Hue, Saturation, and Value) colour space.  

The details of the similarity analysis are illustrated in section 3.7. 

3.6.3 Evaluation of KLD-Star Classifier 

We evaluate the performance of our proposed classifier (KLD-Star) on feed detection. First, 

the performance metrics used in the evaluation are specified; then a real world tweet dataset is 
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used in the evaluation; we choose 5 incremental classifiers and 4 traditional classifiers as 

baselines, and compares proposed classifier with the baselines.   

Performance Metrics 

 In the experiments for tweet credibility classifiers, various performance measures are used. 

Let  

 TP: the count of True Positive results, i.e., hit;  

 TN: the count of True Negative results, i.e., correct rejection;   

 FP: the count of False Positive, i.e., false alarm; 

 FN: the count False Negative, i.e., miss.  

 Following measures are computed by TP, TN, FP and FN.  

 1) Accuracy Rate (ACC): the accuracy is the degree of closeness of measurements of 

a quantity to that quantity's true value. ACC is defined as follows:  

 

FNTNFPTP

TNTP
ACC




                                           (20)  

                     

 2) Precision (also known as Positive Predictive Value): the fraction of retrieved instances 

that are relevant. Precision is defined as follows: 

 

FPTP

TP
precision


                                                  (21) 

                      

 3) Recall (also known as Sensitivity, True Positive Rate): the fraction of relevant instances 

that are retrieved. Recall is defined as follows: 

 

FNTP

TP
recall


                                                    (22) 

 

 4) Fall-out (also known as False Positive Rate): the proportion of non-relevant instances 

that are retrieved, out of all non-relevant instances available. FPR is defined as follows.  

 

TNFP

FP
FPR


                                                     (23) 
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 5) F-measure (also known as F1 score): the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The 

F1 metric weights recall and precision equally, and a good retrieval algorithm will maximize 

both precision and recall simultaneously. F1 score is defined as follows: 

 

recallprecision

recallprecision
F






2
1                                               (24) 

 

 6) Kappa statistics [106]: a metric that compares an Observed Accuracy with an Expected 

Accuracy (random accuracy). The kappa statistic is used not only to evaluate a single classifier, 

but also to evaluate classifiers amongst themselves. Kappa is defined as: 
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 In (26) and (27),  

FNFPTNTPTotal                                           (28) 

 

 7) Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC): it takes into account true and false positives 

and negatives and it is generally regarded as a balanced measure which can be used even if the 

classes are of very different sizes. MCC is defined as:  

 

       FNTNFPTNFNTPFPTP

FNFPTNTP
MCC




                    (29) 

 

Dataset 

We trained KLD-Star with 1,200 Chinese tweets, where 400 tweets are labeled as traffic 

event feeds, 400 are labeled as infrastructure feeds, and 400 are labeled as others. The dataset 
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was collected from Weibo in Weihai area, and the traffic event feeds and infrastructure feeds 

are collected from five authorized accounts which post dedicated topics of reports in urban 

area.   

Baseline Approaches 

The proposed classifier (KLD-Star) are compared to following baseline approaches: 

1) Five incremental classifiers, i.e., KLD [104], Hoeffding Tree (HT), KStar (KS), Naïve 

Bayes Multinomial Updateable (NBMU) and Passive-Aggressive (PA) [107]. 

2) Four traditional classifiers, including vector based classifier, i.e., Support Vector 

Machine (SVM); tree based classifiers, i.e., Random Forest (RF) and C4.5; and neutral 

network based classifier, i.e., Bayes Net (BN). 

Experiment Results 

We performed a 3-fold cross-validation and evaluated Accuracy (ACC), Precision, Recall, 

F1 score, Kappa statistics and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) using Weka [108]. 

We compared KLD-Star to the incremental and traditional classifiers. Table 14 shows the 

evaluation results on classification accuracy and efficiency using Weibo dataset, the boldface 

values indicates the best results. From the results we can see that KLD-Star out-performs all 

baseline incremental classifiers (with F-measure 0.979) in classification acuuracy, and the 

performance is very close to SVM, which achieves the best performance (with F-measure: 

0.981) in traditional classifiers. The execution time of KLD-Star (4.63s) is only higher than 

PA (2.982s). In our opinion, such trade-off between classification accuracy and efficiency of 

KLD-Star well satisfies the requirements of detecting events / issues from OSN.  

 

Table 14 3-fold cross-validation using Weibo dataset (weighted avg.)  

Classifiers ACC Precision Recall F1 Kappa MCC 
Exec. 

Time (s) 

Incremental 

Classifiers 

KLD-Star 0.981 0.980 0.979 0.979 0.9689 0.970 4.630 

KLD 0.963 0.967 0.963 0.963 0.9442 0.947 4.852 

PA 0.961 0.964 0.961 0.960 0.9407 0.943 2.982 

NBMU 0.969 0.970 0.969 0.969 0.9533 0.954 4.559 

KS 0.959 0.964 0.959 0.960 0.939 0.942 - 

HT 0.922 0.937 0.922 0.923 0.8835 0.890 104.697 

Traditional 

Classifiers 

SVM 0.981 0.982 0.981 0.981 0.9713 0.972 10.882 

RF 0.977 0.979 0.977 0.977 0.9659 0.967 213. 230 

C4.5 0.962 0.964 0.962 0.962 0.9426 0.944 301.551 

BN 0.935 0.946 0.935 0.936 0.9032 0.910 69.177 

The execution time of KS is not included because KS takes quite a long time.  
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3.7 Credibility Assessment 

3.7.1 Overview 

In this section, we propose a novel credibility assessment approach for feeds, especially the 

feeds detected from OSN. The approach votes the credibility of a feed report based on user 

profile, feed properties, text content, sentiment and images. Thus, multiple classes of features, 

namely text features, semantic feature, sentiment features, semantic features, tweet meta-data 

features, user features, image features are extracted. A supervised classifier was trained using 

extracted features, and classify tweets as true or fake. A three-fold similarity analysis is used 

to reduce the duplicated issues, which encompasses geo-location, text, and images. At the 

same time, the de-duplication step also votes to the credibility of the issue report. Two experts 

in specific topics (i.e. classes of issues) with high credibility, i.e. reputations, are automatically 

chosen to vote the uncertain issues.  

The proposed credibility assessment approach aims to solve various issues in automated 

credibility assessment on OSN content. The credibility of issue reports depends on various 

factors, e.g., reputation of users, user behaviour, text (i.e., what people say), images, and the 

sentiment expressed. However, such diversity makes assessing information credibility a 

challenging task. Most information credibility evaluation approaches only consider one or two 

aspects, and none of them use images, an essential media in OSNs. To solve such issues, a 

hybrid credibility assessment approach is designed, which contains following main steps 

illustrated in Figure 15:  
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Figure 15 credibility assessment process in G-CSF 

 

 Step 1 - Pre-processing. For the tweet text, stop words and the special words and 

URLs are removed. Here the original text, which keeps the removed words, is 

copied for the further feature extraction. Afterwards, lemmatization can be 

performed to transform the words to the common base form. It is optional depends 

on the dataset. Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging is performed to mark up the particular 

part of speech of each word. This step is used for extracting tweet content features, 

e.g., number of nouns, number of verbs; sentiment features, e.g., number of positive 

sentiment words; and semantic features, where the document structure is analysed, 

e.g., dependency-based parse trees [109]. Finally, N-gram tokenizer is used to 

tokenize cleaned tweet text to N-gram tokens. It usually mixes tokens with two or 

three different values of N, e.g., N=1 (unigram) and N=2 (bigram), N=1…3 

(unigram + bigram + trigram).  

 Step 2 - Feature extraction. In this step, two classes of features are extracted, i.e., 

text content features and user reputation features. Text content features are statistics 

of tweet text, sentiment and semantic structure, e.g., count of punctuations, count 

of negative sentiment words, is the tweet text has the tree pattern #3 or not. The text 

features can be extracted by Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools and 
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algorithms, e.g., Stanford NLP toolkit5; user reputation features are statistics of 

tweet meta data and user profiles, which indicates the behaviour and relationship 

network of users, e.g., count of retweet, count of favourites, number of followers, 

the follower-friend ratio. The user reputation features are extracted by social 

network APIs. Additionally, image features are extracted using computer vision 

tools when the tweet contains images.  

 Step 3 - Feature selection. Extracted features are ranked and top-N ranking 

features are selected. This step aims to improve the prediction accuracy by reducing 

feature dimensions and selecting relevant features when the size of dataset is big. 

The candidate feature selection methods contain wrapper based approaches and 

filter based approaches. The wrapper based approaches train the model using every 

possible subset of features and choose the subset with the best prediction accuracy, 

however, for high-dimension datasets, the wrapper based approaches are time 

consuming (may take days); Filter based approaches search the feature subsets by 

computing the feature score, e.g., Information Gain, Mutual Information, 

Correlation Coefficient. Generally, filter based approaches are faster than wrapper 

based approaches. However, it cannot guarantee to search the best feature subsets. 

In our proposed framework, six filter based feature selection approaches are used 

in the testing engine, which is used to tune classification models (see section 3.7.4).  

 Step 4 - Credibility prediction. This step consists mainly of two parts: the first 

part ranks the trustworthiness of tweet content and user reputation using supervised 

classifiers, and the second part ranks the tweet similarity using a threefold similarity 

evaluation approach. For the first part, supervised classifiers is trained by the 

features extracted from datasets and predict the trustworthiness of tweet content 

( iC ) and user reputation (Ri). In G-CSF, incremental supervised classifiers (e.g., 

Naïve Bayes Multinomial Updatable, KLD-Star) are used because: 1) from our 

experiments, incremental classifiers out-perform other classifiers, including 

decision tree based classifiers and unsupervised classifiers. Chapter 3.7.4 describes 

the experiments and results; 2) incremental classifiers are able to update prediction 

model online when new labelled training data are added to the training set without 

re-training from all the dataset. In the scenario of feed management, the credibility 

of the feed report is kept monitoring and updating until it is confirmed by FCD. 

Thus, to meet such requirements, incremental classifiers are ideal candidates. For 

the second part, the similarity ranking (Si) is evaluated by a threefold similarity 

evaluation approach, which assess the similarity of geo-location, text and images 

between the target tweet and nearby tweets. In Chapter 3.7.3 we illustrate the 

                                                      

5 Stanford NLP toolkit: http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/ 
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proposed similarity evaluation approach. Finally, the credibility level of the tweet 

is estimated, i.e., credible, uncertain and untrusted.  

In next section we explain the features extracted for text content ranking and user reputation 

ranking.     

3.7.2 Features 

The features extracted for credibility assessment include text content features, user 

reputation features and tweet meta-data features. 

Text Content Features 

Table 15 and 16 list the text content features. To evaluate the trustworthiness of text content, 

firstly, the statistics of tweet sentence are extracted, e.g., the text length, count of capital words, 

count of POS. N-gram token features are represented in Vector Space Model using term weight, 

e.g., Term Frequency (TF), Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) and TF-IDF. For the other 

text content features, the selection is based on following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: if a FP uses determined tone to describe a feed in feed report, the report has 

a higher probability of being credible.  

Hypothesis 2: if a feed report has a strong positive or negative sentiment, it has a higher 

probability of being credible.  

Hypothesis 3: if two feed reports have similar grammar structure, they have a higher 

probability of being in the same credibility level.  

According to Hypothesis 1, inherent linguistic cues for trustworthiness of tweet text are 

evaluated, i.e., evidentiality, the linguistically encoded evidence for the trustworthiness. In G-

CSF, four features proposed in [110], which give the statistics of evidentiality of tweet text are 

extracted, i.e., the count of evidential words with tones of “absolute”, “certain”, and “uncertain 

and doubtful”. An evidentiality dictionary is built to extract the features, which contains three 

classes of words, which indicates the degree of evidentiality: 

 Absolute:  certainly, sure, of course, definitely, absolutely, undoubtedly, report, 

certain, definite. 

 Certain: clearly, obviously, apparently, really, always, believe, see, must.  

 Uncertain and doubtful: seemingly, probably, seem, think, sound, ought, should, 

would, could, can, possible, likely, unlikely, probable, positive, potential, maybe, 

perhaps, possibly, presumably, may, might, not sure, personally, doubt, wish, wonder, 

infer, assume, forecast, fell, heard, doubtful. 
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Table 15 text feature and semantic features (total: 14) 

Classes Features Description 

Text 

Statistics 

TEXT_LENGTH The length of text (word count) 

CAP_COUNT Count of capital words 

EXCL_COUNT Count of “!” in tweet text 

QUES_COUNT Count of “?” in tweet text 

TEXT_END_WITH_PUNC Is the end of the sentence “!” or “?” 

COUNT_NOUN The count of noun 

COUNT_ADJ The count of adjective 

COUNT_ADV The count of adverb 

COUNT_VERB The count of verb 

EVIDENTIAL_ABSOLUTE The count of evidential words which express 

“absolute” tone, e.g., absolutely 

EVIDENTIAL_CERTAIN The count of evidential words which express “certain” 

tone, e.g., clearly, obviously 

EVIDENTIAL_UNCERTAIN The count of evidential words which express 

“uncertain” and “doubtful” tone, e.g., probably, 

seemingly, doubtful 

NGRAM_TFIDF Combination of unigram tokens, bigram tokens and 

trigram tokens and their VSM representation using TF-

IDF weights 

Text 

Semantic 

DEP_TREE The dependency parse tree pattern the feed text 

contains 

 

Table 16 sentiment features (total: 8) 

Features Description 

COUNT_POS_IMOJI Count of positive emoticons 

COUNT_NEG_IMOJI Count of negative emoticons 

COUNT_POS_WORD Count of positive words 

COUNT_NEG_WORD Count of negative words 

COUNT_TOTAL COUNT_POS_WORD – COUNT_NEG_WORD 

POS_SCORE Positive sentiment score of given text 

NEG_SCORE Negative sentiment score of given text 

SENTI_SCORE The overall sentiment score of given tweet (POS_SCORE – 

NEG_SCORE) 

 

According to Hypothesis 2, sentiment features are extracted. The sentiment features are list 

in Table 16. First, emoticons are identified based on an emoticon dictionary, e.g., positive 

emotion icons: “:-) :) :o) :] :3 :c) :> =] 8) =) :} :^) :っ)” and negative emotion icons: “>:[ :-

( :(  :-c :c :-<  :っ C :< :-[ :[ :{”. Second, the statistics of sentiment words are made using 

SentiWordNet, a sentiment dictionary which ranks the sentiment score of words [111]. The 

word to be ranked should be POS tagged, because words with different POS and semantics 

will get different sentiment scores. For each word w, its positive score (pos_score) and 
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negative score (neg_score) are ranked, and the overall sentiment score (senti_score) is 

computed by  

 

     wscorenegwscoreposwscoresenti ___                     (30) 

 

Example 3: for the word “unable”, the POS tagged word is “unable#a”, which is separated 

by “#”. The overall sentiment score is: -0.75 (pos_score:0, neg_score:0.75).  

Based on Hypothesis 3, the semantic features which reveal the structure of the tweet text 

are extracted. To extract such features, the dependency parse tree which represents the 

syntactic structure of text is created and compared to a dependency tree template created by 

training datasets. If the template contains the same tree pattern, the tree feature is added to the 

tree feature vector of the feed text. Algorithm 2 shows the process of creating dependency tree 

template. Here Stanford Parser [112] is used to extract the relation pattern, which contains 

governor (head) word, dependent word and the relation between them. Only the relation 

pattern which appears at least twice is added to the template. Algorithm 3 describes the process 

of extracting dependency tree features.  

Algorithm 2 Create Dependency Tree Template 

Input: text list of training set T, dependency tree model 

Output: dependency tree template m 

Init: temporary map of relations temp, template m 

For text ti  in T   

      Build dependency tree dep_treei  by dependency tree model 

      Get grammatical structure gsi of dep_treei 

      Get typed dependency list tdli from gsi 

      For typed dependency tdj in tdli 

             Get the governor word govj  

             Get the dependent word depj 

             Get the relation relnj 

             Let relation set relsi=< govj, depj, relnj > 

             If temp contains relsi Then 

                     temp.put(relsi, ++temp.get(relsi)) 

             Else 

                     temp.put(relsi, 1) 

             End If 

        End for 

        For relation word relsi in temp 

               If count of relsi in temp> 1 Then 

                       m.add(relsi) 

               End If 

         End For 

End For 

Return m 
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Algorithm 3 Extract Dependency Tree Features 

Input: feed text t, dependency tree template m  

Output: feature vector v 

Init: temporary map of relations temp, feature vector v 

Get list of relation word set l(t) from t.  
For relation word relni in l(t) 

       If temp contains relni Then 

              temp.put(relni, ++temp.get(relni)) 

       Else 

              temp.put(relni, 1) 

       End If 

End for 

For relation words relsi in m 

       If temp contains relsi Then  

              v.add(1) 

       Else v.add(0) 

       End If 

End for 

Return v 

 

User Reputation Features and Tweet Meta-data Features 

Table 17 and 18 list the user profile features and the tweet meta-data features which are used 

in evaluating user reputation. The selection of these features are based on following 

hypotheses. 
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Table 17 user profile features (total: 24) 

Features Description 

DEFAULT_PROFILE Whether user profile is set or not 

REGISTRATION_TIME How long the user has been registered 

DESCRIPTION_LENGTH How many chars the description of user  contains 

IS_VERIFIED Is the user a verified user? 

FOLLOWERS_COUNT Count of followers  

FAVOURITES_COUNT Count of favourites 

DESCRIPTION_HAS_URL User description has URL? 

MENTION_COUNT How many times the user is mentioned by other 

users. 

HAS_LOCATION Whether location in the user profile is set 

HAS_EXTENED_PROFILE Whether location in the extended profile is set 

STATUSES_BALANCE Ratio of followers to following 

DESCRIPTION_HAS_QUESTION_MARK Whether the description contains “?” 

TWEET_COUNT Count of tweets 

DESCRIPTION_HAS_EXCLAMATION_MARK Whether the description contains “!” 

DESCRIPTION_HAS_AT_MARK Whether the description contains “@” mark 

DESCRIPTION_HAS_POUND_MARK Whether the description contains pound mark 

DESCRIPTION_HAS_STAR_MARK Whether the description contains “*” 

GEO_ENABLED Whether the location can be accessed 

PROFILE_BACKGROUND_TILE Whether the background tile is set 

DEFAULT_PROFILE_IMAGE Whether the profile image is set 

SOCIAL_BALANCE The ratio of followers to following group size 

PROFILE_BACKGROUND_IMAGE_URL Whether the background image is set 

FRIEDNS_COUNT Count of friends 

USER_HAS_ADDRESS Whether the user set the residence 

 

Table 18 tweet meta-data features (total: 8) 

Features Description 

IS_FAVORITED Is the tweet liked by other users? 

CREATED_AT_HOUR Which hour in a day the tweets is posted 

RETWEET_COUNT Count of retweets 

FAVOURITES_COUNT Count of favorites 

HAS_GEOTAG Is the tweet geo-tagged? 

DEVICE Which kind of device is used to post the tweet (e.g. iPad, iPhone) 

IS_RETWEETED Is the tweet is retweeted?  

COMMENT_COUNT Count of comments 

 

Hypothesis 4: a feed report detected from OSN has a higher probability of being credible 

when it is retweeted, favorited or commented.  

Hypothesis 5: a PFP from OSN has a higher probability of being credible when his/her 

user profile information is complete.  

Currently, many OSNs have considered this hypothesis as an indicator of user credibility, 

e.g., Weibo, Alipay.   
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Hypothesis 6: a PFP from OSN has a higher probability of being credible when the degree 

of interactions between the PFP and other users are high.  

The tweet meta-data features are extracted based on Hypothesis 4, which contain the 

statistics of retweets, favourites and comments and reveal the spatial-temporal characteristics 

of the tweet (e.g., created time of the tweet, the tweet is geo-tagged or not).  

According to hypothesis 5 and 6, user profile features which reveal the profile completeness 

(e.g., is the user fills in his / her address?) and statistics of relationships, history activities and 

interactions (e.g., count of followers, count of tweets posted, count of favourites received). 

Some composite features are computed based on the statistics, e.g., the ratio of followed to 

followers.  

3.7.3 The Three-fold Similarity Assessment 

In order to obtain a unique view of the feed, similar feeds shall be detected and aggregated. 

Therefore, a feed de-duplication mechanism is needed. Since a feed contains geo-location 

information, text information, and images, the similarity of feed can be calculated based on 

geolocation, text and image. Therefore, we proposed a three-fold feed de-duplication 

mechanism in [35] as shown in Figure 16. 

 

 

Figure 16 three-fold similarity analysis [35] 

 

Geographic Similarity 

Geo-location information is mandatory in the system. Similar feeds should locate in the 

same area. Feeds with the distance smaller than a threshold are clustered, and generated 

clusters become the candidate samples for further similarity analysis. The clustering operation 

is made by K-means [113].  
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Text semantic similarity 

The analysis is performed on the title and text description of feeds, because they normally 

contain the issue object. As for feed title similarity, WordNet is used to compute the IC 

(Information Content) similarity [114] according to (31), where w1 and w2 are the two distinct 

words in the titles of two feeds, and lso(w1, w2) is the common ancestor node of w1 and w2 in 

WordNet tree. 
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    And IC(wi) is computed as (32), where p(wi) is the probability of word wi  in corpus: 

 

   ii wpwIC log                                                     (32) 

 

For feed text description, vector SV (Sentence Vector) is created for each text by extracting 

the appearance time of distinct words. After vectors are created, the cosine value is calculated 

as in (33), where SV1 and SV2 are sentence vectors of two feeds. 
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Once the Wsim and Ssim of two feeds are calculated, a feed text similarity vector F of two 

feeds can be built as shown in (34). 

 

 simsim SWF ,                                                        (34) 

 

Based on logistic regression [115], the text semantic similarity is calculated according to 

(35), where WT is the regression coefficients, which is trained by a predefined training sample 

set. 
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If text semantic similarity Tsim matches the “Feeds are the same” threshold, the feeds are 

aggregated as one issue. Otherwise, if the similarity is bigger than “Feeds may be the same” 

threshold, feeds will be passed to image similarity analysis. 

Image similarity analysis 

The similarity of images is analyzed based on image color clustering and Euclidean distance 

in HSV color space [116]. HSV is the short name of Hue, Saturation, and Value. Hue 

represents the main colors in spectrum from 0 to 360 degree, Saturation is the color saturation, 

and Value means brightness of color. The similarity of the image depends on the number of 

common pixels in color clusters from different images. Finally, the image similarity is 

calculated on HSV similarity matrix of color clusters. 

The logic of image similarity analysis on two images I1 and I2 is as follows: 

 To coordinate the resolution of I1 and I2. After coordination, I1 and I2 will have same 

pixel number; 

 To group same color pixels of I1 and I2, and generate color clusters C1 and C2; 

 To compare C1 and C2, to get different pixel sets D1 of I1 and D2 of I2. The pixel number 

of D1 and D2 are same, namely N; 

 To calculate the Euclidean distance between pi and pj (piD1 and pjD2) according to 

(36), where pi and pj are symmetrical pixels in I1 and I2, i=1 to N and j=1 to N; 

 

       222
, jijijijii vvsshhppD                               (36) 

 

 Finally, the image similarity of I1 and I2 is calculated according to (37) 
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1
                                                           (37) 

 

 After the calculation of HSV similarity Isim of two feed images, the feeds are classified to 

“Same Feed”, if the image similarity is bigger than the threshold (0.7). Let the similarity 

between Feed Fi and Fk Sik = ikI , and the final similarity between Fi and nearby feeds (Si) is 

calculated by (5).  

3.7.4 Evaluation of Credibility Assessment 

 In this section I describe in detail the conducted experiments using proposed approach and 

a baseline approach. First, performance measurements are defined for the experiments. Second, 

the dataset and the baseline approach is described. Third, the design of an automated 
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experiment environment is illustrated. Finally, the obtained results are compared and discussed 

with the results of baseline approach.  

Performance Metrics 

 The same performance metrics specified in section 3.6.3 are used to evaluate proposed 

credibility assessment approach, i.e., accuracy rate, false positive rate, precision, recall, F-1 

score, MCC and Kappa statistics.  

Dataset 

A subset of MediaEval 20156 is extracted as the evaluation dataset, which is proposed in 

paper [117]. We extract 2,000 English tweets, with 1,000 true tweets and 1,000 fake tweets. 

These tweets are talking about two emergency events, i.e. Hurricane Sandy and Boston 

Marathon bombings. Before the experiment, pre-processing steps are performed to clean the 

dataset, e.g. remove some special characters, hashtags, URLs, etc. Figure 17 shows the fake 

samples of dataset about hurricane Sandy. Figure 18 previews the features and their relations 

on a plot matrix, where the red points represent “true” samples, and blue points represent “fake” 

samples. This figure also shows feature dependencies, which implies the quality of dataset.  

 

 

Figure 17 the sample corpus in MediaEval 2015 dataset 

 

                                                      

6 MediaEval 2015: http://www.multimediaeval.org/mediaeval2015/verifyingmultimediause/ 
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Figure 18 plot matrix of features of MediaEval 2015 dataset 

 

Baseline Approach 

The approach proposed in [117] was chosen as the baseline. The approach extracts 25 user 

and tweet content features, which are listed in Table 19. Three classifiers, i.e. J48, KStar and 

Random Forest, are trained by MediaEval 2015 dataset. In order to optimize the performance, 

the wrapper based feature selection was performed in the baseline approach.  
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Table 19 features used in the baseline approach 

Tweet Content Features (Total: 18) User Features (Total: 7) 

Length of tweet 

Number of words 

Contains question mark? 

Contains exclamation mark? 

Number of question marks  

Number of exclamation marks 

Contains happy emoticon?  

Contains sad emoticon? 

Contains 1st order pronoun  

Contains 2nd order pronoun 

Contains 3rd order pronoun 

Number of uppercase characters 

Number of negative sentiment words  

Number of positive sentiment words 

Number of mentions  

Number of hashtags 

Number of URLs  

Number of friends  

Number of followers 

Follower-friend ratio  

Number of times listed 

User has a URL  

User is a verified user 

Number of tweets 

Number of retweets  

 

Experiment Setup 

The classification results of different dataset varies by the distribution of features. In order 

to optimize classification performance and find the best combination of features, suitable pre-

processing steps, feature selection approaches and optimal parameters for different datasets, 

an automated testing engine was designed and implemented following the data processing 

paradigm proposed in section 3.4.2. Figure 19 shows the architecture of the testing engine. 

Four main steps are involved in the testing engine, and each step contains several configuration 

options, which are listed in Table 20.  
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Table 20 configuration options in testing schedule 

Properties Options 

SENTI Options for sentiment features 

1. Extract sentiment features (listed in Table 16) 

2. Without sentiment features 

LEMMA Options for text lemmatization: 

1. Lemmatizing text 

2. Without lemmatizing 

NGRAM Options for Ngram tokenization (stop words are removed):  

1. Unigram 

2. Bigram 

3. Trigram 

4. 4-gram 

5. 5-gram 

TREE Dependency parse tree options 

1. Extract dependency parse tree features 

2. Without dependency parse tree features 

NORM Normalization options: 

1. Normalize eigenvalues in the range of [0, 1] 

2. Without normalization 

SELECTION Feature selection approaches: 

1. Information Gain (IG) 

2. Gain Ratio (GAIN) 

3. Chi-square (CHI) 

4. Correlation (COR) 

5. Symmetry (SYM) 

6. RelifF (RELIF) 

7. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

8. Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

9. Simulated Annealing (SA) 

10. Without feature selection 

EVAL The 3-fold cross validation using following classifiers:   

1. Naïve Bayes Multinomial Updatable (NBMU) 

2. Naïve Bayes (NB) 

3. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

4. Random Forest (RF) 

5. Voted Perceptron (VP) 

6. Decision tree - C4.5 (J48) 

7. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) 
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Figure 20 an example of schedule configuration file 

 

The testing engine contains following steps: 

Step 1: Generating testing schedules. First the testing engine loads the raw dataset and 

pre-defined testing schedule. The schedule is written in a property file, Figure 20 shows an 

example of testing schedule, which means for each property the testing engine will choose one 

value. Therefore, the whole testing schedule will be generated by calculating the Cartesian 

product of given properties. For instance, one of the generated testing schedules in Figure 20 

is <SENTI, NON1, UNIGRAM, VSMTF, NORMALIZE, IG, NB>, means this schedule pre-

processes the raw dataset with unigram tokenizer and without lemmatizing, extracts sentiment 

features and VSM features using TF presentation, then select top-N features using Information 

Gain, and classify the normalized features by Naïve Bayes. For the given schedule in Figure 

20, total number of testing tasks are: 





n

i

isN
1

                                                                 (38) 

Where 𝑠𝑖 is the number of items in the i-th step, n is the total number of defined steps. 

Therefore, in the case of Figure 20, the total number of schedules (i.e. the combinations of 

items) is 2 × 2 × 5 × 2 × 4 × 2 × 8 × 7 = 17,920.  

Step 2: Producing tuples. In order to complete such large number of testing cases in a 

short time, we implemented the testing engine using Distributed Stream Processing Engine 

(DSPE) and Distributed Messaging System (DMS). We use Apache Storm and RocketMQ to 

implement the distributed processing steps. Data Producer (DP) was implemented to emit 

tuples from loaded dataset. The tuples are sent to message queues, and are consumed by a 

pipeline of Bolt components. The bolt pipeline is constructed according to the testing 

schedules in step 1.  

Step 3: Consuming tuples. After the pipeline is constructed, multiple threads of processing 

bolts start consuming the data. For instance, the Sentiment Bolt extracts sentiment features 

from received tuple, and sends the processed tuple to the Tokenizer Bolt. The Tokenizer Bolt 

tokenizes the text attribute by unigram, and sends the processed tuple to Dependency Bolt 

(DB). The DB extract the semantic structural features using pre-calculated dependency tree 
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dictionary, and send the tuple to Feature Selection Bolt (FSB). Since the feature selection 

process requires the whole dataset, the sent tuple will be add to a temporary queue until all the 

tuples with the same schedule ID are collected and merged. The FSB selects top N features 

using Information Gain, and sends the filtered tuples to Classifier Bolt (CB).  

Step 4: Evaluation. In evaluation step, a 3-fold cross validation will be performed to 

evaluate the performance. The weight of tweet features (α) and similarity features (β) shown 

in formula (4) are calculated. The testing engine performs the cross validation using different 

combination of weights and output the results for each combination. The results will be put to 

the result list, and after all schedules are executed, the results and corresponding schedule are 

sorted according to their F-measures. 

Thanks to the DSPE and DMS, the testing engine can be distributed executed. In the 

experiment three server nodes with 8 GB RAM and 8-core CPU are used to process all 

schedules. The results are presented and discussed in the next section.  

Experiment Execution and Discussions 

Two experiments are conducted to evaluate proposed approach, and the impact of different 

group of features. The first experiment ran 17,920 test case using the testing engine illustrated 

in previous section. This experiment aims to find the best combination of candidate features 

and obtain the impact ranking of features. The second experiment evaluate the performance 

on the dataset using the baseline approach to compare with proposed approach.  

After the experiments the evaluation results of proposed approach are obtained. Table 21-

23 shows the evaluation results using different combination of features, feature selection 

methods and classifiers. The best results in these combinations are highlighted with bold font. 

Table 21 shows the evaluation results of 7 classifiers using user features, tweet meta-data 

features and tweet content features. Table 22 shows the evaluation results of 7 classifiers using 

user features, tweet meta-data features, tweet content features and sentiment features. Table 

23 shows the results using only user features and tweet meta-data features. From the above 

results we can see that 1) tweet content and semantic features greatly improves the 

classification accuracy, which proves that tweet content  are more important; 2) for most 

classifiers, sentiment features slightly contributes to the credibility classification; 3) 

incremental classifiers, e.g., Naïve Bayes Multinomial Updatable (NBMU) achieves best 

performance with 91.05% on accuracy rate. Figure 24 shows the comparisons between 

proposed approach and the baseline approach. The accuracy rate using baseline approach is 

66.9%, while our approach with all features (similarity features are included) archives 92.4%. 

The result also indicate that the similarity features positively contribute to the classification 

performance. However, tweet text features and semantic features are still more important than 

other features. Figure 21 plots the Receiver Operator Curves (ROC) of baseline approach and 

our approach. The ROC and the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) indicate the performance 

of classifiers at various threshold settings. The AUC of our approach is 0.982, which is beyond 

the AUC of baseline approach (0.714) on the MediaEval dataset. 
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Table 21 evaluation result (top-5 weighted avg. sorted by F-measure) of classifiers on MediaEval 2015 dataset without sentiment features 

Classifiers 
Features Evaluation metrics 

Pre-processing and features Feature selection ACC FPR Precision Recall F1 Kappa MCC 

SVM 

LEMMA+UNIGRAM+VSMTF COR 0.891 0.109 0.892 0.891 0.891 0.782 0.783 

LEMMA+UNIGRAM+VSMIDF COR 0.8895 0.111 0.890 0.890 0.889 0.779 0.779 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMIDF CHI 0.889 0.111 0.891 0.889 0.889 0.778 0.780 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMTFIDF CHI 0.889 0.111 0.891 0.889 0.889 0.778 0.780 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+VSM CHI 0.886 0.114 0.888 0.886 0.886 0.772 0.774 

Naïve Bayes 

TRIGRAM+VSMIDF+NORM GAIN 0.8465 0.154 0.864 0.847 0.845 0.693 0.710 

TRIGRAM+VSMTF+NORM GAIN 0.8465 0.154 0.864 0.847 0.845 0.693 0.710 

TRIGRAM+VSMTFIDF+NORM GAIN 0.8465 0.154 0.864 0.847 0.845 0.693 0.710 

TRIGRAM+VSM GAIN 0.8465 0.154 0.864 0.847 0.845 0.693 0.710 

TRIGRAM+VSM+NORM GAIN 0.8465 0.154 0.864 0.847 0.845 0.693 0.710 

NBMU 

LEMMA+BIGRAM +VSMTFIDF GAIN 0.9075 0.093 0.908 0.908 0.907 0.815 0.815 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+VSMIDF GAIN 0.9065 0.094 0.907 0.907 0.906 0.813 0.813 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+VSMTFIDF IG 0.903 0.097 0.903 0.903 0.903 0.806 0.806 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+VSMTFIDF CHI 0.903 0.097 0.903 0.903 0.903 0.806 0.806 

BIGRAM+VSMTFIDF IG 0.9025 0.098 0.903 0.903 0.902 0.805 0.805 

Random Forest 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMTFIDF GAIN 0.8965 0.104 0.906 0.897 0.896 0.793 0.802 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMTFIDF+NORM GAIN 0.8965 0.104 0.906 0.897 0.896 0.793 0.803 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMTF GAIN 0.896 0.104 0.905 0.896 0.895 0.792 0.801 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMIDF GAIN 0.896 0.104 0.905 0.896 0.895 0.792 0.801 

BIGRAM+TREE+VSMTF GAIN 0.894 0.106 0.904 0.894 0.893 0.788 0.798 

Voted Perceptron 

LEMMA+BIGRAM+VSMIDF CHI 0.8835 0.117 0.884 0.884 0.883 0.767 0.767 

LEMMA+TRIGRAM+TREE+VSMIDF COR 0.8815 0.119 0.882 0.882 0.881 0.763 0.763 

TRIGRAM+VSMIDF CHI 0.8805 0.120 0.881 0.881 0.880 0.761 0.762 

TRIGRAM+VSMIDF IG 0.8795 0.121 0.880 0.880 0.879 0.759 0.760 

TRIGRAM+VSMIDF SYM 0.878 0.122 0.879 0.878 0.878 0.756 0.757 

SGD 

LEMMA+TRIGRAM+TREE+VSM+NORM IG 0.8805 0.120 0.881 0.881 0.880 0.761 0.762 

LEMMA+4GRAM+VSMTF CHI 0.8795 0.121 0.881 0.880 0.879 0.759 0.761 

LEMMA+5GRAM+VSMIDF SYM 0.8785 0.122 0.880 0.879 0.878 0.757 0.759 

LEMMA+5GRAM+VSM+NORM IG 0.8785 0.122 0.880 0.879 0.878 0.757 0.759 

UNIGRAM+VSMTF+NORM COR 0.8785 0.122 0.880 0.879 0.878 0.757 0.758 

J48 

LEMMA+5GRAM+TREE+VSMTFIDF+NORM IG 0.794 0.206 0.794 0.794 0.794 0.588 0.588 

LEMMA+4GRAM+TREE+VSM SYM 0.793 0.208 0.793 0.793 0.792 0.585 0.585 

LEMMA+5GRAM+TREE+VSM+NORM SYM 0.789 0.211 0.790 0.789 0.789 0.578 0.579 

UNIGRAM+TREE+VSMIDF SYM 0.786 0.214 0.786 0.786 0.786 0.572 0.572 

BIGRAM+TREE+VSM COR 0.786 0.215 0.786 0.786 0.785 0.571 0.572 
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Table 22 evaluation result (top-5 weighted avg. sorted by F-measure) of classifiers on MediaEval 2015 dataset with sentiment features 

Classifiers 
Features Evaluation metrics 

Pre-processing and features Feature selection ACC FPR Precision Recall F1 Kappa MCC 

SVM 

SENTI+LEMMA+UNIGRAM+VSMIDF COR 0.8915 0.109 0.892 0.892 0.891 0.783 0.783 

SENTI+LEMMA+UNIGRAM+VSMTF COR 0.891 0.109 0.891 0.891 0.891 0.782 0.782 

SENTI+LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMTF CHI 0.890 0.110 0.890 0.890 0.890 0.780 0.782 

SENTI+LEMMA+UNIGRAM+TREE+VSMTF+NORM SYM 0.889 0.111 0.891 0.889 0.889 0.778 0.780 

SENTI+LEMMA+UNIGRAM+TREE+VSMIDF CHI 0.881 0.119 0.882 0.881 0.881 0.762 0.763 

Naïve Bayes 

SENTI+TRIGRAM+VSMIDF+NORM GAIN 0.845 0.155 0.848 0.845 0.845 0.690 0.693 

SENTI+LEMMA+TRIGRAM+TREE+VSM+NORM GAIN 0.8365 0.164 0.839 0.837 0.836 0.673 0.675 

SENTI+LEMMA+5GRAM+VSMTFIDF+NORM GAIN 0.835 0.165 0.837 0.835 0.835 0.67 0.672 

SENTI+BIGRAM+TREE+VSM GAIN 0.8345 0.166 0.839 0.835 0.834 0.669 0.673 

SENTI+LEMMA+4GRAM+VSMTF+NORM GAIN 0.834 0.166 0.838 0.834 0.834 0.668 0.672 

NBMU 

SENTI+LEMMA+TRIGRAM+VSMTFIDF+NORM GAIN 0.9105 0.090 0.918 0.911 0.910 0.821 0.828 

SENTI+LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMTFIDF+NORM GAIN 0.907 0.093 0.914 0.907 0.907 0.814 0.821 

SENTI+TRIGRAM+VSMTFIDF+NORM GAIN 0.906 0.094 0.914 0.906 0.906 0.812 0.820 

SENTI+BIGRAM+TREE+VSM+NORM GAIN 0.904 0.096 0.913 0.904 0.903 0.808 0.817 

SENTI+LEMMA+UNIGRAM+TREE+VSMTFIDF+NORM GAIN 0.900 0.100 0.910 0.900 0.899 0.800 0.810 

Random Forest 

SENTI+LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSM GAIN 0.8955 0.105 0.900 0.896 0.895 0.791 0.795 

SENTI+LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMTFIDF GAIN 0.8945 0.106 0.899 0.895 0.894 0.789 0.793 

SENTI+TRIGRAM+VSMIDF GAIN 0.894 0.106 0.898 0.894 0.894 0.788 0.792 

SENTI+LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSM+NORM GAIN 0.894 0.106 0.898 0.894 0.894 0.788 0.792 

SENTI+LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMIDF+NORM GAIN 0.894 0.106 0.898 0.894 0.894 0.788 0.792 

Voted Perceptron 

SENTI+LEMMA+TRIGRAM+VSMTFIDF SYM 0.8865 0.114 0.887 0.887 0.886 0.773 0.773 

SENTI+LEMMA+TRIGRAM+VSMTFIDF IG 0.8815 0.119 0.882 0.882 0.881 0.763 0.763 

SENTI+LEMMA+TRIGRAM+VSMTFIDF CHI 0.880 0.120 0.880 0.880 0.880 0.760 0.760 

SENTI+LEMMA+BIGRAM+VSMTFIDF SYM 0.878 0.122 0.878 0.878 0.878 0.756 0.756 

SENTI+LEMMA+BIGRAM+VSMTFIDF GAIN 0.8765 0.124 0.877 0.877 0.876 0.753 0.753 

SGD 

SENTI+LEMMA+UNIGRAM+TREE+VSMIDF CHI 0.8775 0.123 0.879 0.878 0.881 0.755 0.756 

SENTI+LEMMA+UNIGRAM+TREE+VSM IG 0.877 0.123 0.878 0.877 0.877 0.754 0.755 

SENTI+LEMMA+TRIGRAM+VSMIDF+NORM SYM 0.877 0.123 0.878 0.877 0.877 0.754 0.755 

SENTI+LEMMA+UNIGRAM+TREE+VSMTFIDF+NORM SYM 0.876 0.124 0.877 0.876 0.876 0.752 0.753 

SENTI+LEMMA+UNIGRAM+VSMIDF COR 0.8735 0.127 0.874 0.874 0.873 0.747 0.747 

J48 

SENTI+LEMMA+BIGRAM+TREE+VSMTF CHI 0.790 0.210 0.790 0.790 0.790 0.580 0.580 

SENTI+LEMMA+TRIGRAM+TREE+VSMTFIDF CHI 0.788 0.212 0.788 0.788 0.788 0.576 0.576 

SENTI+LEMMA+4GRAM+TREE+VSMIDF+NORM SYM 0.7875 0.213 0.788 0.788 0.787 0.575 0.575 

SENTI+LEMMA+TRIGRAM+TREE+VSMIDF+NORM IG 0.7875 0.213 0.788 0.788 0.787 0.575 0.575 

SENTI+LEMMA+4GRAM+TREE+VSMTFIDF SYM 0.787 0.213 0.787 0.787 0.787 0.574 0.574 
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Table 23 evaluation result (top-5 weighted avg. sorted by F-measure) of classifiers on MediaEval 

2015 dataset with user features and tweet meta-data features 

Classifiers 
Feature 

selection 

Evaluation metrics 

ACC FPR Precision Recall F1 Kappa MCC 

SVM 

NON 0.6465 0.354 0.660 0.647 0.639 0.293 0.306 

IG 0.6465 0.354 0.660 0.647 0.639 0.293 0.306 

SYM 0.6465 0.354 0.660 0.647 0.639 0.293 0.306 

COR 0.6465 0.354 0.660 0.647 0.639 0.293 0.306 

RELIF 0.646 0.354 0.660 0.646 0.638 0.292 0.305 

Naïve Bayes 

RELIF 0.6455 0.355 0.656 0.646 0.640 0.291 0.301 

COR 0.5395 0.461 0.635 0.540 0.441 0.079 0.146 

IG 0.5395 0.461 0.635 0.540 0.441 0.079 0.146 

CHI 0.5395 0.461 0.635 0.540 0.441 0.079 0.146 

SYM 0.5395 0.461 0.635 0.540 0.441 0.079 0.146 

NBMU 

SYM 0.6475 0.353 0.649 0.648 0.647 0.295 0.297 

GAIN 0.6475 0.353 0.649 0.648 0.647 0.295 0.297 

NON 0.6475 0.353 0.649 0.648 0.647 0.295 0.297 

COR 0.6475 0.353 0.649 0.648 0.647 0.295 0.297 

CHI 0.6475 0.353 0.649 0.648 0.647 0.295 0.297 

Random Forest 

GAIN 0.673 0.327 0.674 0.673 0.673 0.346 0.347 

NON 0.6705 0.330 0.672 0.671 0.670 0.341 0.342 

RELIF 0.6695 0.331 0.671 0.670 0.669 0.339 0.340 

CHI 0.669 0.331 0.670 0.669 0.668 0.338 0.339 

SYM 0.667 0.333 0.668 0.667 0.667 0.334 0.335 

Voted 

Perceptron 

CHI 0.6485 0.352 0.651 0.649 0.647 0.297 0.299 

RELIF 0.6485 0.352 0.651 0.649 0.647 0.297 0.299 

SYM 0.6485 0.352 0.651 0.649 0.647 0.297 0.299 

COR 0.6485 0.352 0.651 0.649 0.647 0.297 0.299 

GAIN 0.6485 0.352 0.651 0.649 0.647 0.297 0.299 

SGD 

COR 0.645 0.355 0.658 0.645 0.637 0.290 0.303 

GAIN 0.645 0.355 0.658 0.645 0.637 0.290 0.303 

NON 0.645 0.355 0.658 0.645 0.637 0.290 0.303 

SYM 0.645 0.355 0.658 0.645 0.637 0.290 0.303 

CHI 0.645 0.355 0.658 0.645 0.637 0.290 0.303 

J48 

SYM 0.626 0.374 0.638 0.626 0.618 0.252 0.264 

GAIN 0.626 0.374 0.638 0.626 0.618 0.252 0.264 

IG 0.6215 0.379 0.624 0.622 0.620 0.243 0.245 

CHI 0.6215 0.379 0.624 0.622 0.620 0.243 0.245 

NON 0.602 0.398 0.602 0.602 0.602 0.204 0.204 
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Table 24 evaluation result (top-5 weighted avg. sorted by F-measure) of baseline approach and 

proposed approach on MediaEval 2015 dataset 

Approach Classifier Class 
Evaluation metrics 

ACC FPR Precision Recall F1 Kappa MCC 

Baseline 

approach 
J48 

Fake 0.771 0.433 0.640 0.771 0.700 

0.338 0.345 
True 0.567 0.229 0.712 0.567 0.631 

Weighted 

Avg. 
0.669 0.331 0.676 0.669 0.666 

Proposed 

approach 

(Tweet 

features + 

user 

features) 

Random 

Forest 

Fake 0.706 0.360 0.662 0.706 0.683 

0.346 0.347 

True 0.640 0.327 0.674 0.673 0.673 

Weighted 

Avg. 
0.673 0.327 0.674 0.673 0.673 

Proposed 

approach 

(Tweet 

features + 

user 

features + 

text 

features) 

NBMU 

Fake 0.903 0.088 0.911 0.903 0.907 

0.815 0.815 

True 0.912 0.097 0.904 0.912 0.908 

Weighted 

Avg. 
0.908 0.093 0.908 0.908 0.907 

Proposed 

approach 

(All 

features) 

NBMU 

Fake 0.980 0.132 0.881 0.980 0.928 

0.848 0.853 
True 0.868 0.020 0.977 0.868 0.919 

Weighted 

Avg. 
0.924 0.076 0.929 0.924 0.924 

 

 

Figure 21 the ROC curve of baseline approach and our approach 

 

Finally, in order to find the weight of features, we select top 5,000 features (out of 18,463 
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features) that are greater than threshold 0 using feature selection methods. Table 25 is the 

statistics of different type of features. Table 26 shows the comparisons of top ranking features 

(without Ngram token features, dependency parse tree features). The results shown in the two 

tables prove the Hypothesis 1-5 we previously mentioned. However, for Hypothesis 6, only 1 

meta-data feature is selected in top 5,000 features. Furthermore, we can see that even the top 

feature (i.e., IS_VERIFIED) other than text token and semantic features is only ranked as No. 

106, which means top 105 features are all tweet text features, which also proves that “what 

they say is more important”. Figure 22, 23, 24 respectively plot the normalized distribution of 

user profile features, sentiment features, text features and similarity features. The red areas 

indicate the distribution of true tweets, and blue areas are fake tweets. From the three figures 

we can see that in MediaEval dataset the distribution of above three features between fake and 

true tweets are quite similar, only top ranked features (e.g., IS_VERIFIED in Figure 22 (a)) 

show significant differences. Thus, credibility assessment on tweets should not only rely on 

the evaluation of user profile, sentiment and tweet meta-data, but also the features of text 

content, semantic structure and similarity features. However, collecting fake samples for the 

specific topics in training dataset is a challenging task. In CITY FEED case study (Chapter 4), 

we use a collaborative approach to collect fake samples and incrementally update the training 

model.  

Table 25 the statistics of top 5,000 selected features (total: 18,463) 

Feature Type Count of features 

User profile 11 

Sentiment 6 

Meta-data 1 

Text statistics 7 

Text Ngram tokens 3,749 

Text semantics 1,232 

Similarity 1 
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Table 26 top selected features in proposed approach (Ngram and dependency parse tree features are 

excluded, and threshold > 0) 

Features Feature Type Feature Ranking 

IS_VERIFIED User Profile 106 

COUNT_TOTAL Sentiment 215 

SIMILARITY Similarity 691 

RETWEET_COUNT Meta-data 1,243 

COUNT_POS_WORD Sentiment 3,049 

SENTI_SCORE Sentiment 3,148 

MENTION_COUNT User Profile 3,170 

FOLLOWERS_COUNT User Profile 3,192 

POS_SCORE Sentiment 3,193 

EVIDENTIAL_ABSOLUTE Text Statistics 3,198 

COUNT_NOUN Text Statistics 3,199 

REGISTRATION_TIME User Profile 3,214 

SOCIAL_BALANCE User Profile 3,226 

COUNT_EXCL Text Statistics 3,239 

EVIDENTIAL_UNCERTAIN Text Statistics 3,243 

USER_FRIENDS_COUNT User Profile 3,245 

NEG_SCORE Sentiment 3,246 

TEXT_LENGTH Text Statistics 3,250 

DESCRIPTION_HAS_URL User Profile 3,254 

COUNT_ADJ Text Statistics 3,255 

DESCRIPTION_LENGTH User Profile 3,257 

STATUSES_BALANCE User Profile 3,248 

DEFAULT_PROFILE User Profile 3,259 

CAP_COUNT Text Statistics 3,266 

COUNT_NEG_WORD Sentiment 3,268 

USER_DESCRIPTION_HAS_AT_MARK User Profile 3,269 
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Figure 22 normalized distribution of top selected user profile features 

 

 

Figure 23 normalized distribution of top selected sentiment features 
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Figure 24 normalized distribution of top selected tweet meta-data and text features 

3.8 The Automated Task Dispatching 

In the process of automated feed dispatching, the detected feeds are dispatched by Cyber 

Feed Coordinators (CFC) in two possible ways: 

1) The feed report is forward to PFC, with the evaluated priority and feed type, and PFC 

negotiates and forwards the feed to appropriate FCS.  

2) The trouble ticket based on this feed is automatically created by CFC and assigned to 

appropriate contractor.  

The dispatching decision is made based on the feed type, feed priority, the distances between 

the feed location and the locations of candidate contractors, and their workload. In short, the 

primary strategy is to respond high priority feeds first. Therefore, the trouble ticket is assigned 

to the contractor who is estimated to be the first contractor to respond to the feed, i.e., the first 

contractor who reaches the location of the feed. The detailed decision making strategy is 

described as follows: 

For the detected feed report i and a candidate contractor K, let  

P: the contractors who serves the feed type ci 

ERTK: the estimated response time of contractor K 
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k : the number of feeds closed by contractor K, i.e., the number of history feeds of contractor 

K.  

m : the number of feeds whose priority pl > pi (l=1…m) in K’s task queue. Obviously, m≥0 

n : the total number of closed feed in this feed type 

irt : the resolution time of closed feed j in this feed type 

Kjrt : the resolution time of feed j closed by contractor K 

 1, jjtt : the travel time from feed j to the next feed j+1 

 ik lldis , : the distance between the current location of contractor K and the detected feed i 

in meters.  

S: the average speed of vehicle in urban area, by default S is set to 30 km / hour.  

For the contractor K, 𝐸𝑅𝑇𝐾 is computed as 
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And  

 

 
S
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jjtt

jj ),(
1,

1
                                              (40) 

 

Please note that  iK lldis ,   is the reachable distance rather than geo-graphic distance 

between contractor K and feed i. Normally,  iK lldis ,  is equal to the length of the shortest path 

between K and i. The shortest distance between location lj and lj+1 can be computed by the 

routing engine APIs provided by the map providers, e.g., OpenStreetMap. The calculations 

also consider the existing feeds which affect the traffic, e.g., road closure, parade. Two 
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scenarios of event awareness are considered: 

1) The feed affects a certain area, i.e., the impact scope (radius of the impact circle) of the 

feed si > 0. In this case, before planning the route, the key points within the circle will be 

temporally removed from the street map. Then the route engine loads the new street map, 

plans, ranks and chooses alternative paths which void the feed.  

2) The road closure feed which affects one or more road. In this case all the key points 

between the start point and the end point of the closed road are removed. Afterwards, the route 

planning process is the same as the scenario 1.  

Finally, the objective function to choose the contractor K for feed i is defined as follows: 

 

  K
PK

ERTiC


 minarg                                                      (41) 

 

Example: the description of feed i is “A very dangerous pathole found at Viale Cremona 

34”. The feed is identified as type “path hole” and the priority pi=3 because the description 

has the word “very dangerous” to indicate the severity, but no critical and emotional words 

detected. Three nearby candidate contractors A, B, C respond to this feed type. Table 27 

describes an example to calculate of C(i).  

From the table we can see that contractor ERTA > ERTB, even currently, A has 2 more feeds 

to solve ahead of feed i, because B has no resolution history, therefore, the ERTB is evaluated 

by the average resolution time of other contractors who serve this feed type, which is slower 

than that of A. Finally, the feed i is assigned to contractor C, even C is farther and the average 

resolution time is longer, because FCT A and B have been assigned higher or the same priority 

feeds. From the example we can see that the proposed feed dispatching strategy dynamically 

planed the trouble tickets, considering priority, distances, work performance and workload. 

Furthermore, it also considers the impact of other existing feeds, which slows the travel time. 

However, this strategy may lead to a problem that some lower priority feed will never get 

resolved when large number of new high priority feeds are assigned. To avoid this problem, 

the Feed Consumers can set the priority to higher, or the priorities are automatically upgraded 

when waiting time is much longer than the average resolution time of feeds in this type. 
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Table 27 feed dispatching: an example 

FCT 
Task Queue 

f(p) 

Distances 

(km) 
m k 

Avg rtj 

(hour) 

Avg rtKj 

(hour) 
ERTK (hour) 

A 

f(1),f(3),f(3),f(4),f(4) dis(4, 

5)=0.38 

dis(5, 

i)=0.42 

2 12 4 2 2×2+(0.38+0.42) / 

30=4.027 

B 
f(3), f(3) dis(1, 

i)=1.65 

1 0 4 - 4+1.65/30=4.055 

C 
f(3) dis(K, 

i)=3.0 

0 5 4 5 3.0/30=0.1 

 

The bold f(p) indicates the position where the feed is inserted to the task queue, and sorted 

by the priority level p. 

3.9 Real-time Data Analytics 

Thanks to the proposed data-driven Publisher / Subscriber model which combines DMS and 

DSPE in section 3.4.2, an efficient real-time data analysis is supported by G-CSF. Of course, 

it provides also historical data for trend analysis and reporting. Here below, we briefly 

illustrate the steps of designing and implementing the real-time data analytic services.  

Step 1 - KPI identification: we use HIGO [118], a stakeholder oriented business 

performance framework, to identify stakeholders and related KPIs, which include: 1) Cost 

indicators, which assess the unit costs of input and output and the productivity and utilization 

rate of the resources; 2) Quality indicators, which measure the consistency of process input 

and output in term of compliance, customer satisfaction and availability; 3) Service indicators, 

which measure the time aspects of the service in term of service duration, punctuality, 

flexibility and fulfillment.  

Step 2 - Dimensional Fact Model (DFM): after defining KPIs, conceptual model of Data 

Warehouse is designed, namely Dimensional Fact Model (DFM) [119], which defines fact, 

related dimensions, and measures.  

Step 3 - Building data warehouse: Based on DFM defined in step 2, ETL (Extract, 

Transform, Load) transformations are implemented. Data can be integrated in a relational 

database (e.g., PostgreSQL) or NoSQL database (e.g., MongoDB). Relational database is for 

data validation and historical data query; while NoSQL supports real-time data updating and 

query for transit maps and real-time KPI dashboard.  

Step 4 - Incremental updating: for new incoming data, data consumers are to be 

implemented to incrementally update data warehouse.  
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In Chapter 4 and 5, real-time data analytics and KPI dashboards are implemented in the two 

case studies to monitor the performance of city services.  

3.10 Summary 

G-CSF aims to tackle the emerging challenges of citizen-sourcing systems in terms of 

process, data and architecture.  

For process challenges, we proposed a reference process which involves related city 

stakeholders and drives the collaboration and communications between them.  

For data challenges, a general data model, namely GCFS, is proposed to facilitate: 

 configurations of service types and organizations; 

 integration of heterogeneous data (e.g., OSN and sensor data) in different service 

domains (e.g., public service and public transit); 

 data exchange and bridging open standard data formats, e.g., Open311 and GTFS. 

Furthermore, G-CSF detects service requests, events and issues from OSN, which expands 

the data sources. For data issues, i.e., information credibility and de-duplication, it assess 

credibility by user profile, feed content, sentiment, semantics and similarities of nearby feeds.  

For scalability issues, a data-driven distributed architecture based on Publisher / Subscriber 

model is proposed, which takes the full advantages of DMS and DSPE to meet requirements 

of processing big volume and high velocity of city data, and flexible composition of services 

in such big city data context.  

The key innovations of G-CSF are:  

 a supervised incremental text classifier (KLD-Star) to detect feeds from OSN, which 

out-performs the incremental and traditional approaches;  

 a hybrid credibility assessment approach to assess information credibility of feeds by 

evaluating user reputation, sentiment, content, semantics, and similarity of nearby 

feeds by geo-location, text and images.  

By far, G-CSF is the first citizen-sourcing framework addressing automated feed detection, 

information credibility assessment and data de-duplication, which greatly enlarges 

information sources and provides “smarter” city services for all related stakeholders.  

G-CSF can be used in different smart city domains, e.g., Smart Governance and Smart 

Mobility. In following chapters we propose two case studies as proof of concept, namely CITY 

FEED and MOBANA.  
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Chapter 4 

CASE STUDY I. CITY FEED 

4.1 Background of CITY FEED 

In this chapter, we illustrate a structured and mature example of citizen-sourcing system 

called CITY FEED, developed by service engineering laboratory of University of Pavia. It 

adopts G-CSF and supports citizen-sourced processes for city issue management. CITY FEED 

is a module of a larger Smart City project, called IRMA (Integrated Real-time Mobility 

Assistant) [120], which is carried on by our department in cooperation with the Municipality 

of Pavia, Italy. In 2015, CITY FEED was deployed and tested as a pilot in Pavia, and in 

September 2016, CITY FEED APP7 and the website8 (as shown in Figure 25) have been 

deployed and released in Basiglio, a town close to Milan, Italy. Local government officers and 

citizens have downloaded the app on their smart phones, and started to collaborate and 

communicate on city issue management with our proposed processes.  

                                                      

7 CITY FEED Basiglio APP: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.unipv.cityfeedapp 

8 CITY FEED Basiglio website: http://81.29.215.116/ 
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Figure 25 CITY FEED APP and website for Basiglio 

 

CITY FEED has two modules, i.e., CITY FEED Manager and CITY FEED Analyzer. The 

Manager module implements the typical services to support citizen-sourced city issue 

management processes. The analyzer module is an intelligence system to collect data from 

various data sources (e.g., Twitter) and analyze data from different perspectives. The key 

features of CITY FEED include:  

 Heterogeneous information integration: CITY FEED supports feed detection from 

Twitter by the text classifier (KLD-Star) proposed in section 3.6. The detected feed 

will be classified to the feed category which is pre-defined by municipalities using 

GCFS, and is converted to the feed format defined in GCFS.  

 Feed de-duplication: indeed, the same issue may be reported by multiple users, 

therefore, an automated feed de-duplication mechanism is required. As a feed consists 

of 1) text including title, type, and description, 2) geo-location information, and 3) 

image, the three-fold similarity approach proposed in section 3.7 was used, which 

contains 1) geographic similarity analysis, 2) text semantic similarity analysis, and 3) 

image similarity analysis.  

 Information credibility assessment: CITY FEED assesses the information credibility 

level of detected feeds from Twitter, and enables coordinators make decision based on 

the assessment results. It uses the credibility assessment approach proposed in section 

3.7.   

In general, CITY FEED illustrates our design and implementation methodology of G-CSF, 

and best practices of applying citizen-sourcing for Smart Governance. Comparing to other 

similar systems and solutions, CITY FEED not only provides the services (named CITY FEED 

Manager) to support the interactions among stakeholders (namely citizens, municipal officers, 

and contractors), but also implements distinctive data services (in CITY FEED Analyzer) to 

monitoring and continuously improve the citizen-sourced process.  
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4.2 Design and Implementation of CITY FEED 

4.2.1 Stakeholder Definition 

We firstly identify the stakeholders, who happens to be the mobility manager of the 

Municipality of Pavia. Then we identify active users in municipality stakeholders, who include 

police officers, department heads (equivalent to FCSs), and, finally, the sponsor officer, i.e., 

the mayor’s delegate on mobility. For each stakeholder, we define a user story through 

interviews and questionnaires. The same approach is simulated for citizens and contractors 

(equivalent to FCTs). After that, a gap analysis is performed based on a “As-is” and “To-be” 

analysis approach. Specifically, “As-is” models the current process to analyze process issues, 

and “To-be” illustrates the new process, which not only fixes current issues, but also meets 

users’ expectations. After several discussion and analysis interactions, a widely accepted 

process is documented and passed to the next phase. It is worth noting that the key success 

factor of this phase is the analysis of stakeholders’ roles and related behaviors, because users 

normally perceive the process in their own viewpoints, and input their experience and 

knowledge accordingly. 

Finally, the stakeholders are defined as: 

 Feed Managers: they are municipality officers, who are equivalent to FCDs defined in 

G-CSF.  

 Department officers: they are the dedicated officers in charge the issue repairing in 

different city departments, e.g., transportation department. They are equivalent to 

FCSs defined in G-CSF.  

 Contractors: field staff or staff team who are equivalent to FCTs in G-CSF.  

 Citizens: feed reporters who discover city issues and collaborates with departments 

and contractors in issue fixing. They are equivalent to PFPs in G-CSF.  

4.2.2 City Issue Management Process 
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Figure 26 city issue management process of CITY FEED 

 

The overall process is as shown in Figure 26, CITY FEED can be downloaded and installed 

in users’ smart phones. Initially, citizens report text-location-image feeds using their smart 

phones. Figure 27 (a) shows feeds with their short descriptions and locations. Figure 27 (b) 

and Figure 27 (c) show a feed detail with its description, related trouble ticket, image and 

comments. Figure 27 (d) shows the comment interface, user can anonymously comment on 

open feed reports, add more information, mention other stakeholders to follow up. Figure 27 

(e) shows the interface of creating new feed request. Citizen can choose feed type pre-defined 

by service provider by GCFS.  

 

 

Figure 27 citizen - issue tracking, reporting and comments 
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When the backend service receives the feed requests, it starts to check the privacy 

information contained in the feed images, e.g., human faces, and masks the detected faces on 

images. We use Face++9, the state of the art face recognition service to detect human faces. 

Figure 28 (a) is a test case which shows the masked feed image sent to Feed Manager.  

Afterwards, it de-duplicates and aggregates similar feed report into unique issues. Figure 28 

(b) (c) (d) shows the operation available for citizens when their feed reports are identified as 

duplicated, the similar feed is displayed and they can choose to report it anyway, or cancel the 

reporting.  

 

 

Figure 28 privacy preservation and feed deduplication 

 

                                                      

9 Face++: http://www.faceplusplus.com/ 
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Before the issue notifications are sent to assigned department officers, issues are verified by 

feed managers (municipality officers), who play the role of process coordinators. As for Feed 

Managers, CITY FEED provides dedicated services to receive potential issue notifications as 

shown in Figure 29 (a), and to verify and dispatch an issue as shown in Figure 29 (b). They 

can view feed statistic map as shown in Figure 30 (a), and KPI dashboard shown in Figure 30 

(b) to understand the geographic distribution of feeds, and the management performance.  

 

 

Figure 29 Feed Manager – feed verification and dispatching 

 

 

Figure 30 Feed Manager – feed statistics and KPI dashboard  

 

Department officers create trouble tickets for the assigned feed request to available 

contractors and notify them. For department officers, in order to support an effective workflow, 

dedicated services are provided to assign trouble tickets to contractors. Figure 31 (a) shows 
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the interface for department officers to assign a trouble ticket to a contractor; Figure 28 (b) is 

the interface for managers to assign a trouble ticket to available contractor. The list available 

contractors are calculated and ordered by the dispatching strategy proposed in section 3.8.   

 

 

Figure 31 department officer – creating and tracking trouble ticket  

 

When contractors receive notifications, they go to the location to check and fix the issues. 

During the fixing process, the progress is updated, and citizens can tracks the issue and give 

comments. Contractors can contact report submitters for further information. In the same time, 

municipal officers can receive operation reports with a summary of feeds in different statuses 

(e.g., reported, open, assigned, checked, fixing and closed). Also dedicated services are 

provided to contractors to manage their trouble tickets. Figure 32 (a) is the interface to estimate 

the issue fixing time; Figure 32 (b) lists the tickets referring to one contractor, the recommend 

fixing route and an optimized fix plan is shown to the contractor; Figure 32 (c) shows the 

interface to update the progress of the ticket. 
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Figure 32 contractor – task list and progress updating 

Furthermore, a citizen can also view the list of tickets, and provide more information by 

posting comments. Figure 33 (a) shows the ticket list with their short descriptions and locations. 

Figure 33 (b) shows the ticket detail with its description, location and progress. Figure 33 (c) 

shows the interface to comment a ticket. 

 

 

Figure 33 citizen – tracking nearby trouble tickets 

 

Finally, to facilitate the communication between stakeholders, other two instant 

communication channels are established, i.e., a) an instant feedback channel between 

stakeholders, and b) one touch calling or SMS. Figure 34 (a) (b) (c) shows the feedback 
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interface for citizens, and specified department officers can reply the feedback. Figure 34 (d) 

and (e) shows the options of phone call and SMS for Feed Managers. Please note that these 

options are only for the registered users who provide contact numbers.  

 

 

Figure 34 communication channels – feedback and one touch calling and messaging 

 

 

Figure 35 CITY FEED architecture 
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4.2.3 System Architecture 

In order to support such process, the architecture of CITY FEED is designed as shown in 

Figure 35. It includes a transactional system, named CITY FEED manager, and an analytical 

system, named CITY FEED analyzer. The services are for citizens, contractors, and municipal 

officers. Cloud is chosen as running environment (i.e., Openshift), and the services are 

available in two main platforms, namely web and smart phones. The architecture follows the 

reference architecture proposed in G-CSF (see section 3.4), and contains data layer to collect 

and convert heterogeneous data sources to GCFS, and   

 Data layer: as stated in section 3.4, data layer uses DMS for a reliable data producing 

and consuming. In CITY FEED, RocketMQ, an open source DMS is adopted to 

decouple data producing and data consuming, especially for the social data streams 

retrieved from Twitter. Tweet Producer pulls data streams by Twitter API and sends 

them to data queues, and Feed Producer receives the raw feed data sent by mobile App 

or web, and inserts it to distributed data queues. Deployed brokers in RocketMQ push 

these data to Tweet Consumers and Feed Consumers, who convert the raw feed data 

and tweets to GCFS format, and use spout components in the DSPE of service layer 

(i.e., Apache Storm) to dispatch converted data tuples.  

 Service layer: as illustrated in section 3.4, in service layer of the G-CSF’s reference 

architecture, DSPE is used to assessable service components to services for data 

streams. Apache Storm is used because its efficiency and easy-to-configure features. 

In Apache Storm, Zookeeper is used to automatically coordinate and synchronize 

computing resources among server nodes. Spouts and bolts components are 

implemented for tuple emitting and tuple processing respectively. For tuple processing, 

each bolt has one tuple as input, and distributed invokes service components to process 

the input tuple, and emit the processed tuple as an output to the next bolt. The bolts 

can receive the tuple by key or by group, therefore, makes sure that for each data tuple, 

the result in each bolt is synchronized. The topology of spouts and bolts can be easily 

mapped, configured and managed in each service consumer. Thus, the service 

components are composited and such composition is driven by stream tuples.  

 Collaboration layer: in collaboration layer, the collaboration services are 

implemented to support the process, include:   

o Feed Manager: it provides services for feed management, which contain: 1) 

Issue Generator, the event collection service for general users to post geo-text-

image messages, the feed de-duplication service to aggregate events into 

potential issues, and the issue authorization service for related municipal 

officers to verify issues; 2) Notification Center: it forwards issue notifications 

to relevant stakeholders via a cloud message service; 3) Trouble Ticket Manager: 
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it handles the lifecycle of trouble tickets: opening, updating, tracking, and 

commenting. 

o Feed Analyzer: it provides BI (Business Intelligence) services for performance 

monitoring and data analytics. It extracts crowd data, namely events, issues and 

tickets, structures them according to Dimensional Fact Model (DFM), and loads 

them into data warehouse. Finally, multi-dimensional analysis results are 

generated through OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) cubes, and displayed 

in dashboards and reports. Furthermore, to support real-time data analytics, 

dedicated consumer in service layer is implemented to incrementally update 

data warehouse. The Feed Analyzer provides statistics and dashboards for 

stakeholders, including feed statistic map, KPI dashboard, and a city sentiment 

map which shows citizens’ opinion to city services. The analysis results can be 

shared with third parties via DaaS (Data as a Service), which is a data streaming 

service. 

 

 

Figure 36 GCFS – an example of Basiglio 
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4.2.4 GCFS in CITY FEED 

CITY FEED adopts GCFS proposed in section 3.3, which contains static entities and real-

time entities for configuration of service types and organization structure, and integration of 

heterogeneous data respectively. The static data are simply pre-defined by municipality 

officers in CSV files. Figure 32 shows the example of configurations of Basiglio on (a) 

municipality information, (b) feed types, (c) departments, sectors, and (d) contractor 

organizations. Other specification can be found in Appendix I. Municipality officers can easily 

configure service type, organization structure and organization information (e.g., charged zone, 

service calendar, contact) in TXT files using CSV formats, package them in a ZIP file, and 

upload them to CITY FEED. When CITY FEED initializes, it will load the configuration and 

update database and data warehouse.  

For real-time data, as illustrated in section 4.2.4, data consumers convert them to GCFS 

real-time format. Figure 37 shows an example feed report in JSON format from CITY FEED 

Basiglio, which follows the specification of GCFS real-time. Please note that the detected 

feeds report from Twitter will also be converted to GCFS real-time.  

 

 

Figure 37 GCFS real-time: an example in Basiglio 

 

4.2.5 Data Analytics 

Feeds in Feed Analyzer are analyzed according to a combination of traditional BI process 

and real-time BI analytics. Firstly, feeds data are extracted from Feed Manager, then structured 
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according to DFM, and loaded in data warehouse. An example conceptual schema of the data 

warehouse, with DFM notation, is shown in Figure 38. It includes two measures, namely 

number and percentage of issues, and six dimensions, namely time, date, geography, issue 

type, issue status, and issue popularity. First, ETL (Extraction, Transformation, and Loading) 

transformations are implemented to build fact and dimension tables in data warehouse by 

extracting historical data in transactional databases. Figure 39 shows an example of ETL 

transformation for creating fact table of trouble ticket KPIs. The transformations are 

implemented using Pentaho Data Integration (PDI)10, a BI tool within the Pentaho BI suites. 

Before the analysis of data in data warehouse, OLAP cubes are created using Schema 

Workbench (Mondrian)11, an open source OLAP engine. When we configure the measures 

and the dimensions of the cubes, multi-dimensional analysis results are generated. The results 

are presented in the Feed Dashboard shown in Figure 30 (b). The dashboard shows indicators 

related to issues and process performance. 

Moreover, in order to illustrate the geographic distribution of issues, a clustering analysis is 

also performed as shown in Figure 30 (a). Through these analysis, municipal officers can 

comprehend the city issues, and make better decisions. 

Finally, the statistic services of information credibility and sentiment are available, which 

give officers an overview of data quality and citizen opinions on city services. In next section 

we illustrate these services.  

 

 

Figure 38 Example of DFM: an example 

                                                      

10 Pentaho Data Integration: http://community.pentaho.com/projects/data-integration/ 

11 Mondrian: https://sourceforge.net/projects/mondrian/ 
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Figure 39 ETL transformation for Fact_Ticket_Resolution: an example using PDI 

 

4.2.6 Credibility Assessment and City Sentiment Map 

CITY FEED supports automated credibility assessment on detected feeds from Twitter, and 

sentiment analysis on citizens. In the first release of CITY FEED in Pavia and Basiglio, the 

information credibility and sentiment analysis are not included. In the current stage, a demo 

of credibility assessment and sentiment map is developed, and it will be released in the next 

version.  

Figure 40 (a) and (b) shows the interface for Feed Managers (FCDs) to have an overview 

of detected feed from Twitter, and indicates the credibility level of the tweet. Feed Managers 

can confirm or modify the credibility level if they are incorrectly classified. The incorrectly 

classified feeds will be fed to the incremental classifier (i.e., NBMU) to update model. When 

the feed is confirmed, it will be integrated to the feed database and follow-up processes are the 

same as the normal submitted feeds.  

Figure 41 (a) shows an example of sentiment map in different city zones of Milan. The 

zones are pre-defined in zone.txt of GCFS. The darker zone has more tweets detected with 

strong negative sentiment. The sentiment map are used by municipality officers to have an 

overview of citizens’ opinion on city services. They can also check the details of these tweets 

as well as their sentiment level as shown in Figure 37 (b), e.g., positive, negative and neutral. 

The sentiment is detected by the similar supervised approach used in section 3.7. Text features, 

semantic features and sentiment features listed in Table 17 and 18 (in section 3.7).  
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Figure 40 credibility assessment: an example 

 

 

Figure 41 sentiment map: an example in Milan 

4.3 Summary 

Thanks to the use of G-CSF, CITY FEED overcomes several critical points, which could 

prevent an extensive and effective usage of citizen-sourcing:  

(1) Heterogeneous crowd data integration: A workable and efficient approach for 

heterogeneous data integration implements feed detector to detect feeds from social networks, 

a three-fold feed de-duplication mechanism based on the geographic, text, and image similarity 

analysis, which provides accurate and unified information on issues. 
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(2) Effective communication among various stakeholders: a multi-directional 

communication channel is supported by dedicated services. The collaboration is triggered, 

when feed related information are created and shared among different stakeholders. Also 

through intensive interactions, the issues are discovered, identified, tracked, and fixed. In 

CITY FEED, dedicated services for different stakeholders are implemented to support such 

informational interactions. Actually, this set of services accelerates the city issue management 

process with lower service cost and higher user satisfaction. 

(3) Continuous improvement and data sharing for a transparent and efficient city: Services 

of CITY FEED are evaluated for discovering service bottlenecks. Also, multi-dimensional 

analysis supports an open control cycle, which can really enable corrective actions. By 

obtaining the up-to-date information, citizens can know the city issues; on the other side, feeds 

and analysis results are also shared with third parties through DaaS (Data as a Service) for 

value-added services. Therefore, CITY FEED can have a profound impact on city issue 

management and sustainable urban development. It improves effectiveness of city issue 

management process and enhances the participation of citizens and relevant stakeholders. 

Additionally it improves city transparency.  

We evaluate CITY FEED using the maturity benchmark proposed in section 2.1.2 and 

compare it with cases described in Chapter 2 (as shown in Table 28 and 29). From the 

evaluation benchmark we can see that CITY FEED is mature compared to state of art citizen-

sourcing solutions, especially in data integration, credibility assessment and analytics.  

 

Table 28 maturity benchmark for CITY FEED 

Class Performance Level 

SH 
3: Feed Managers (Municipality officers), departments, and contractors are involved. Feed 

Manager is the coordination role, who verify and forward issues to appropriate stakeholders.   

CO 3: Collaboration processes across organization are defined.   

CM 
3: Bi-directional community based communication channel (separated by feed types) is available. 

Additionally, instant one touch calling and SMS are provided.  

GE 3: Feed types, organization structure and roles are configurable.  

ST 3: Open311 and GTFS can be supported by data layers in G-CSF and GCFS. 

OP 
3: Data can be shared among stakeholders, and can be shared to third party organizations. 

Analytical data can be open to public if necessary.  

IN 3: In CITY FEED, heterogeneous data integration is the key success factor. 

DQ 
3: Feed deduplication, information credibility assessment are another key distinctive features of 

CITY FEED.  

SC 
3: CITY FEED is deployed on cloud environment, and thanks to the distributed architecture of G-

CSF, CITY FEED can scale up to multiple cities.  

FC 
3: CITY FEED supports a complete data analytics, including performance, citizen participation 

and opinion.   

AC 2: It support web and smart phones, registration and login are required on smart phone.  
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Table 29 comparisons between state of the art cases and CITY FEED citizen-sourcing using citizen-

sourcing maturity assessment grid 

Service 
Process Data Architecture 

Total 
SH CO CM Avg. GE ST OP IN DQ Avg. SC FC AC Avg. 

BOS311 1 2 1 1.3 2 2 2 2 1.5 1.9 3 2 3 2.67 1.95 

FMS 1 1 1 1.0 2 2 2 2 1 1.8 3 2 2 2.33 1.71 

SCF 3 3 3 3.0 2 2 3 2 2 2.2 3 2 3 2.67 2.55 

Burgernet 3 3 3 3.0 1 1 2 2 1 1.4 3 2 2 2.33 2.09 

Ushahidi 3 2 1 2.0 3 1.5 3 2.5 2 2.4 3 2 3 2.67 2.36 

CITY 

FEED 

3 3 3 3.0 3 3 3 3 3 3.0 3 3 2.5 2.67 2.95 

Colors represent the performance level: black - 0, red - 1, yellow - 2, green – 3 

 

Future work include following points: 

(1) Widen the information source and distribution channel: IoT and crowd-sensing is 

prevailing and providing diverse information. The integration with available sensor data can 

greatly extend the information for comprehensive analysis, and also establish a multi-channel 

to informatize the city. 

(2) Improve feed similarity analysis mechanism: current three-fold feed de-duplication 

mechanism can be improved in two aspects, namely a) more accurate textual analysis by 

analyzing topic similarity, and b) more precise image analysis by image feature points, which 

enables faster determination of the similarity of the whole images or objects.  
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Chapter 5 

 

CASE STUDY II. MOBANA 

5.1 Background of MOBANA Case 

In CITY FEED case study, the G-CSF framework is used to design and implement the 

collaboration and communication process, which emphasize the citizen engagement and 

participation. To prove the generalizability, scalability and efficiency of our framework in 

other city domains, we propose MOBANA (MOBility ANAlyzer) case study, which 

emphasizes the integration, processing and visualization of heterogeneous data for the public 

transit domain. In this case, the MOBANA system is not stand-alone, but a sub-system in a 

bigger eco-system using the same framework.  

With the availability of a variety of public transit data, as transit schedule, routes, and sensor 

data, cities can develop analytic systems to monitor the performance of public transit, by 

modelling, integrating and analyzing real data instead of simulating [121]. The results can 

serve municipalities, transit agencies, third-party organizations (e.g., researchers) and citizens 

[120]. However, designing such analytic systems requires integrating heterogeneous data and 

processing high-velocity data streams. Let us shortly illustrate these points.  

5.1.1 Integration of Heterogeneous Data 

Public transit data come from a variety of sources, as static data published by transit 

agencies (e.g., timetables, routes, service alerts), real-time data from sensors (e.g., vehicle 

positions from on-board GPS, real-time delay feeds), events and traffic issues (e.g., accidents, 

road repairs) from social network or dedicated issue management systems. Such variety has a 

twofold implication, on quality and integration. Let us consider these two points. 
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1) As quality and credibility is concerned, social networks and intelligent transportation 

systems imply a risk on privacy, duplication, and credibility [122][123][124]; additionally, the 

diversity of sources require to understand the semantics, and to solve semantic ambiguity, 

instance representation ambiguity, and data inconsistency [28].  

2) As far as integration is concerned, the diversity of source schemas requires unifying 

source into one schema and store them into a warehouse. However, traditional data integration 

and data warehouse techniques are short in fulfilling such needs [125].  

From the above points, a universal and efficient approach to integrate public transit data is 

critical. General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) [126] is the most widely used format for 

mapping static transit data and looks an almost ideal candidate. Until November, 2015, 965 

transit agencies of more than 350 cities worldwide published their static data in GTFS format 

[127]. 25 transit agencies published open transit feeds in GTFS-Realtime, i.e., the real-time 

extension of GTFS [128]. However, until March, 2013, only 27% of public transit agencies in 

United States published their own open data [129]. That low percentage is explained by the 

GTFS conversion workload. Actually, mapping data into GTFS is time consuming, especially 

for the agencies in large cities, who deal with large and complex transit networks. Furthermore, 

transit agencies have to remap their GTFS data when transit schedules change. 

5.1.2 High-velocity Data Stream and Visualization 

Designing and implementing analytic systems, by using online and streamed data, is an 

emerging research track [130].  Public transit involves high-velocity real-time data streams 

from sensors (e.g., GPS) and social network services. Data streams can be used by numerous 

transportation services for traffic flow analysis, trip planning, geographical social networking, 

smart driving, and map matching [131]. However, most traffic visualization and visual 

analytics systems use offline data [132]. Actually, traditional batch-based induction algorithms 

are inconsistent with real time data streams (which accumulate continuously) [130]. On the 

other side, the amount of data, which grow exponentially [131], requires a scalable processing 

model for real-time data analytics. For example, in Dublin, transit sensors generate 4-6 

gigabytes of real-time data per day [133]. An effective and scalable processing model is 

precisely our objective. 

5.1.3 The MOBility ANAlyzer System 

We have developed a system for real-time transit monitoring and analytics, named 

MOBANA (MOBility ANAlyzer), which intends to solve the issues we mentioned above, 

namely the integration of heterogeneous public transit data processing high-velocity data 

stream, and visualization of such data. The goal of MOBANA is providing efficient, scalable 

and reusable system and tools for public transit stakeholders to collect, integrate, process, 
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analyze and visualize heterogeneous public transit data from multiple data sources. 

Specifically: 

1) For public transit agencies and municipalities, MOBANA provides following features to 

monitor and improve their service level: 

 An easy-to-use and easy-to-deploy tool chain to create, edit, convert and deploy their 

static and real-time data stream to GTFS and GTFS-Realtime;   

 Key Performance Indicator (KPI) dashboards and maps to monitor and visualize Key 

Performance Indicators in real-time;  

 An alert service to quick response to the problems in public transit network. The 

service detects public transit events, feeds, and service anomalies from online social 

media. 

2) For citizens, in order to facilitate travel by public transit, MOBANA provides the live 

public transit map service, which enable citizens search and visualize real-time vehicle 

positions, schedules and estimated arrival time of vehicles. Citizens can plan their trip without 

long waiting in the stops.  

3) For third party organizations, they can use open information (by web services) provided 

by MOBANA to offer value added services (e.g., CITY FEED, travel planner) and further 

analytics (e.g., travel patterns). 

To support above functions, MOBANA adopts G-CSF framework and exploits its scalable 

data-driven architecture to integrate and process real-time sensor data streams from public 

transit sensors.  

5.1.4 Key Contributions 

The main contributions of MOBANA are: 

1) The scalable distributed stream-based publisher and subscriber architecture proposed in 

G-CSF, which combines Distributed Stream Processing Engine (DSPE) and Distributed 

Messaging System (DMS) to provide an efficient and reliable real-time processing and service 

composition environment.  

2) A hybrid approach which visualizes vehicle positions by combining static data and real-

time stream is proposed. Such approach reduces network traffic and server load compared 

against the traditional approach, which relies on raw GPS records.  

3) We implement the framework, and test it in Pavia, Italy and other two real-world datasets. 

The evaluation results show that MOBANA and G-CSF out-performs conventional baselines.  
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5.2 Related Work 

In this section researches and systems for public transit performance monitoring that use 

open transit data are summarized. We reviewed not only transit analytic systems that serve 

transit agencies and municipalities, but also traveler information systems that provide 

analytical results to citizens.  

5.2.1 Analytic Systems on Public Transit Data 

As GTFS data become more available, new approaches for measuring level of service of 

public transit in an aggregate way based on GTFS data are used in many systems [134]. In 

[135], authors use GTFS and basic population count at group block level to measure Transit 

Opportunity Index (TOI). Besides GTFS, Syrjärinne et al. [136] uses Service Interface for 

Real-time Information (SIRI) format data to analyze frequent delays, journey time spending, 

traffic signal waiting times and link travel times IQR (Interquartile Range) variations. Suchkov 

et al. [137] analyzes ridership in New York public transit network using GTFS, vehicle 

location data and fare data. Liu et al. [138] proposed a visual analytic system for intelligent 

transportation in metropolitan, which integrates large-scale GPS data. However, all mentioned 

solutions do not support online analytics and visualization, even if real-time data are used. 

Lantz et al. [139] proposed a multi-scale/multi-resolution design of the ITS information 

infrastructure and the available options at each distributed storage level. It integrates GTFS, 

social network data and sensor data to evaluate Service Level Agreement (SLA) of urban 

transit networks. However, even though it provides an architecture which processes high 

volume of data, analytics are not in real-time (based on ETL and data warehouse). Wong [129] 

analyzes KPIs selected from the Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TCQSM), 

e.g., average headway, hours of service, percentage of transit-supportive areas covered. 

However, it takes more than 6 hours to get the analytic results. Farkas [140] presents a smart 

timetable services for travelers which uses crowd sensing data and GTFS to estimate Estimated 

Time of Arrival (ETA). Compared to the GPS data or other public transit data, the coverage 

of crowd-sensing data is low, because users need to install the app and open the mobile it when 

on vehicles. STAR-CITY integrates heterogeneous transportation data using semantic web 

[141]. It provides spatio-temporal analysis and diagnosis of traffic status, and performs time-

series prediction of travel times. However, the diagnosis and prediction are time-consuming, 

and the results are periodically updated. In [142] authors use IBM InfoSphere Streams for 

scalable and real-time intelligent transportation services. The proposed platform has good 

performance and scalability in processing GPS data. However, it only targeting GPS data, and 

the data streams are not exchangeable format for other system / services.  
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5.2.2 Real-time Vehicle Position Visualization 

Some authors proposed vehicle position visualization based on GTFS data. In [143], a real-

time vehicle movement visualization which uses GTFS, transit feeds of delay and GPS data 

are proposed. It processes data in multi-layer spatio-temporal grids, and it periodically updates 

vehicle positions for an efficient and smooth vehicle movement visualization. However, it 

doesn't provide further analysis on public transit data to users. Ulm Livemap [144] is a real-

time public transportation visualization framework for Ulm, Germany. It is the first framework 

who simulates vehicle positions in real-time based on GTFS data. However, it doesn’t support 

real-time data.  

5.2.3 Event and issue detection for Public Transit 

Since seldom CCTV systems can cover the whole city, supplementary sources are of high 

interest. Various approaches have been proposed, each covering a subset of requirements. On 

one side, some systems detect incidents by mining vehicle sensor data; specifically, Zhang et 

al. [142] propose to rely on taxi traces for detecting traffic congestion and evaluating its impact. 

Liu et al. [145] proposed TODMIS (Trajectory cOmmunity Discovery using Multiple 

Information Sources), a trajectory community mining framework which combines 4  trajectory 

similarity levels, namely semantic, temporal, spatial and velocity. Liu et al. also proposed 

Gaussian process dynamic congestion model (GPDCM) in [145] to identify the uncertainty of 

congestion conditions. However, these methods were used on historical data, not on real-time 

streams. On the other hand, data streams of social media can be sources for detecting incidents 

or events. E.g. MobiS [146] proposes a traffic event extraction method from Twitter, which 

uses SVM for classifying traffic events, and tracks the detected events in real-time using 

Apache Storm. However, SVM must be retrained with all datasets. Steds [147], a real-time 

traffic status monitoring system, extracts transportation related keywords from tweets. In order 

to reduce redundancy, Steds summarizes textual information by LexRank, and it calculates 

idf-modified-cosine similarity between tweets. However, it considers only text information 

and not images. In short, no approach, so far, seems universal and complete. 

We compare and position our MOBANA system with related solutions and systems in Table 

30. MOBANA covers the whole lifecycle of data phases, integrates more public transit data 

(GTFS, GTFS-Realtime, social media data and OSM data), and uses the distributed data-

driven Publisher / Subscriber architecture proposed in G-CSF framework which combines 

DSPE and DMS to integrate and process these data. In next chapter, we will illustrate the 

architecture and how it covers these data phases. 
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Table 30 comparisons of existing solutions / systems 

Solutions Paradigm 
Data Source 

Analytics 
Static Real-time Other data & format 

[135] 
Parallel batch 

processing 

GTFS - Basic population count 

by block  

Transit Opportunity Index 

(TOI) 

[136] 

Batch processing GTFS SIRI OSM files Frequent delays; journey time 

spending; traffic signal 

waiting times before and after 

public transportation 

priorities; link travel times 

IQR variations 

[137] 

Batch processing GTFS Shape file 

streams 

Boarding location data 

from Automated 

Vehicle location (AVL) 

system 

Ridership reports 

[138] 

Batch processing + 

incremental updating 

- - Taxi GPS data Statisitcs of taxis: e.g., 

trajactory, speed, number of 

transactions 

[139] 
Stream processing + 

ETL 

GTFS - GPS, social media, 

sensor data  

SLA 

[140] 

Crowd sensing GTFS - Extensible Messaging 

and Presence Protocol 

(XMPP) 

Crowdedness information and 

ETA 

[129] 

Batch processing GTFS - National Transit 

Database (NTD) 

Average headway, hours of 

service, percentage of transit-

supportive areas covered, 

passenger load, on-time 

performance, travel time 

difference 

[143] 

Periodic updates & 

spatio-temporal 

bounding boxes 

GTFS GTFS-

Realtime 

GPS data - 

[133] 

Semantic web - - Bus stream, social 

events, weather, etc. 

Spatio-temporal analysis and 

diagnosis of traffic status, 

prediction of travel time 

[141] 

Stream processing 

(IBM InfoSphere 

Streams) 

- - GPS data Traffic statistics, travel times 

and shortest path 

[142] 
Batch processing - - Taxi GPS trace data Scale of social event and 

impact on traffic systems 

[145] 

Batch processing  - - Taxi data, GPS data, 

and individual 

trajectory data.  

Trajectory community 

[148] 

Batch processing +  

Gaussian process 

dynamic congestion 

model 

- - Historical GPS tracking 

data 

Dynamics and the uncertainty 

of congestion conditions 

[146] DSP (Apache Storm) - - Tweets from Twitter Traffic events, mobility plans 

[147] 
Stream processing - - Tweets from influential 

users 

Traffic events 

MOBANA 

DSP + DMS 

Publisher / 

Subscriber model 

GTFS GTFS-

Realtime 

Tweets from Twitter 

and Weibo, crowd-

sourced data, OSM files 

based on project “Pavia 

Accessibile” 

Vehicle delay, Estimated 

Time of Arrival (ETA), land 

inclusion, social inclusion 

(Pavia case) 
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5.3 The MOBANA System 

Pavia is a university city in Northern Italy with 68,000 inhabitants, where LINE, the public 

transit agency, runs 19 bus lines. In 2015, MOBANA was implemented and deployed as a 

pilot in Pavia. Here we illustrate how MOBANA exploits our proposed framework. 

5.3.1 Public Transit Stakeholders 

Public transit involves numerous stakeholder classes, which, of course, consume transit data, 

as municipality, transit agencies, and citizens. Municipalities and transit agencies analyze 

mobility status in real-time in the urban area and make adjustment actions for anomalies. They 

are equivalent to the FCSs and FCTs defined in G-CSF. Citizens search open information on 

public transit (e.g., time tables, real-time bus delays, expected arrival time, service alerts). 

They also report public transit related events and issues via social network or CITY FEED. 

Here citizens are equivalent to FPs. Additionally, third party organizations can use open 

information as a service to offer value added services and further analytics.  

5.3.2 Information Architecture 

In the information architecture of MOBANA, each class of data makes an information layer 

[149]. Figure 42 shows the six information layers. The first layer represents the map of an 

urban area, and shows streets and transport network. The second layer represents routes and 

stops of transports. The third layer shows the scheduled position, predicted delay and arrival 

of vehicles, according to their timetables. The fourth layer shows the real-time position of 

vehicles. The fifth layer displays the traffic events and feeds and their impact. The last layer 

contains Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and analyzes the public transit (e.g., vehicle delay, 

coverage, and accessibility of public transit network). By this architecture MOBANA provides 

a dynamic map to stakeholders and integrates public transit data; actually, the map describes 

public transit resources by route, stop, time, and mode.  

MOBANA covers all phases of data lifecycle, namely gathering, conversion, processing 

and storage, analysis, visualization and sharing. In the following sections we detail these 

phases and corresponding components as shown in Figure 43. 
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Figure 42 information layers in MOBANA 

 

 

Figure 43 the architecture of MOBANA 
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5.3.3 Data Gathering and Conversion 

MOBANA integrates various data sources. Let us shortly illustrate them.  

 

Figure 44 static data conversion 

 

Static data: Static transit data (timetables, routes, trips, agency, calendar, stops) are 

gathered from databases of public agencies or published by transit agencies in CSV or PDF 

formats. Figure 44 shows the GTFS Converter, which converts static data in database or PDF 

files to GTFS files. GTFS defines timetables, trips, routes, stops and associated geo-graphic 

information for multiple public transit modes, e.g., bus, tramway and metro (see Figure 45). 

To accelerate the data conversion, GTFS Converter uses the same distributed data processing 

architecture illustrated in section 3.4.2. Timetable reader loads PDF format time tables and 

sends each tuple to data queues. Bolts are implemented to collect time schedule tuples and 

insert them to entity files. Furthermore, the Static Data Monitor (SDM) listens to the changes 

in transit database. When it detects changes, it sends the update messages to data queues and 

corresponding Bolts in GTFS Converter receive messages and update GTFS files. Finally, the 

GTFS Loader, the unique interface to access static data, will load these files for further 

processing and analysis. For the sake of transit agencies, which may neither have their own 

GTFS files nor store their timetables and shape data (i.e., way points in routes), a GTFS Editor 

was implemented. It is a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editor for creating, 

editing, and validating static transit data. Especially, it enables transit agencies to visually add 

and edit shape information on the map (see Figure 46, (a) shows the interactive editing on 

routes and shapes; (b) shows editing on time schedules). Users can pin the key points and stops 

on the map and edit them by simply adding and dragging markers. Users can also query, add 

and edit time schedules of stops. Though some similar GTFS tools have been implemented, 

e.g., [150]. However, none of them provide interactive editing functions on shape information. 
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In Pavia, we mapped GTFS files by GTFS Editor since LINE has no GTFS files. 14 bus lines 

(totally 30 bus routes) were mapped. 

 

 

Figure 45 the structure of GTFS and GTFS-Realtime 
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Figure 46 GTFS Editor 

 

Real-time data: Real-time data streams (JSON / XML format) are gathered from data 

dispatching APIs of public transit agencies. MOBANA also supports GTFS-Realtime 

compliant transit feeds that contains at least one of following properties:  

 Trip time updates, which contains the prediction of delays (in second) and Estimated 

Time of Arrival (ETA) and Estimated Time of Departure (ETD) of the corresponding 

trip and stops;  

 Vehicle position updates, i.e. the real-time geo-location of given vehicle. A data 

producer receives these real-time data, converts them to GTFS-Realtime feeds and 

sends the feeds to message queues. The Trip Update Consumers and Vehicle Update 

Consumers get these data for further processing. In the next section we de-scribe 

details of data producer and consumers;  

 Service alerts which indicate incidents in the public transit network. The service alerts 

are published by transit agencies. 
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Social network data and crowd sourced data: Traffic event data are gathered to monitor 

events, issues and accidents around routes of public transit network. These data are used for a) 

analyzing the reasons of variances of public transit KPIs, and b) providing traffic event 

information to users. The events are collected from following sources: 

 Social network (e.g., Twitter, Weibo). Traffic events are collected in two ways. In the 

first way traffic events are collected from authorized accounts who publish tweets of 

traffic events. Since authorized accounts may not cover all traffic events in their cities, 

in the second way we detect traffic events from tweet streams published in a specific 

area, as a good supplementary source. Since tweets are real-time data streams, we 

developed an event detector by training an online classifier, which incrementally 

updates the model in a short time without retraining all datasets; 

 A dedicated city issue management system, e.g., CITY FEED. Citizens and volunteers 

can submit crowd sourced traffic feeds by mobile APP. An event contains images, 

geo-location and description. The confirmed feeds will be sent to the event consumer 

to incrementally update model of the event detector as previously described. i.e., users’ 

feeds become part of training datasets for event detector. 

The events collected by above sources will be integrated. However, the same events and 

feeds may be reported by multiple users, hence generating some redundancy. To deal with 

such issue, a three-fold similarity analysis checks if multiple feeds concern the same issue, by 

addressing geo-location, text description, and image. Furthermore, the similarity analysis is 

also a data quality assessment process. Duplicated feeds can be regarded as a confirmation of 

the credibility of event sources. The more duplicated feeds are detected, the higher the 

credibility is. Finally, MOBANA will load events from event database by data query services 

in data analysis phase.  
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Figure 47 mapping accessibility data of Pavia, Italy using JOSM. 

 

OpenStreetMap (OSM) layers: Additional map layers (e.g., accessibility map for disabled 

people) can be mapped according to additional data sources thanks to OpenStreetMap (OSM). 

We used JOSM12 (JAVA OSM Editor) to create new map layers or edit OSM data (nodes, 

streets and relations) and their metadata tags. Figure 47 shows an example of editing map 

layers based on accessibility data of Pavia historical center, collected from the project “Pavia 

Accessibile” [151] and MapAbility [152]. Such map layers vary in the settings of streets, road, 

barriers, etc. In data analysis phase, these additional map layers will be loaded for visualization.  

5.3.4 Feed Detection and Processing 

In order to process two types of high-velocity real-time data streams as previously 

mentioned, we designed an architecture which combines Distributed Stream-based Processing 

Engine (DSPE) and Distributed Messaging System (DMS). In such architecture a Publish / 

Subscribe model decouples synchronized data processing from asynchronous data sending and 

                                                      

12 JOSM: https://josm.openstreetmap.de/ 
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consuming (see Figure 48). Apache Storm and RocketMQ were used to implement this 

architecture. 

 

 

Figure 48 the DSP architecture in MOBANA 

 

We implemented a group of producers that emit real-time data stream and we used Apache 

Storm, an open-source DSPE, to implement three groups of data consumers. Thanks to the 

scalability of RocketMQ and Apache Storm, these producers and consumers can be easily 

deployed and managed by cloud servers. A Data Dispatch Manager (DDM) listens and 

receives real-time data, then it invokes the Real-time Data Producer to send messages to 

brokers. We defined GTFS, RT and EVENT, respectively static, real-time and events, as data 

topics. GTFS brokers serves Static Data Consumer, which checks the consistency of RT data 

with GTFS files. If RT data are inconsistent, it will invoke GTFS Converter to check and 

update GTFS files.  

RT brokers serve two groups of consumers, KPI and RT. Key Performance Indicator (KPI) 

Consumers incrementally compute and update in real time KPIs on a NoSQL based database, 

e.g., MongoDB. For each KPI, at least one dedicated consumer is deployed. Each message 

will be broadcasted to consumers of each KPI. RT Consumers store and update real-time 

transit information (e.g., delays, vehicle positions). These data are stored in a relational 

database, which is used for data warehousing, restoring and validation.  

EVENT brokers serve two groups of consumers to classify public transit related events and 

feeds from social network, and eliminate duplicated records. In the following we explain the 

details of these consumers:  

Event Consumer (EC) and Integration Consumer (IC): EC listens tweets (sent by real-

time data producers) in a local area that is close to public transit network and classifies tweets 

into specific classes of traffic feeds and events, 1) infrastructure feeds (e.g., damage of traffic 
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lights, signals not working, path-hole, road repairs), 2) traffic events (e.g., traffic jam, 

accidents, road close), 3) non-related. Since the number of tweet streams is big in large cities 

(e.g., in London, the total number of geo-localized tweets in June, 2012 is 57.24 million [153]), 

and, also, the model of classifier should be quickly updated online by training with new 

confirmed feeds, we use the proposed incremental text classifier proposed in chapter 3.4 to 

detects the above three categories of feeds and events.  

To collect traffic and public transit events from Twitter, the online classifier (KLD-Star) we 

proposed in section 3.6 was implemented and trained by collected tweets. We collected 600 

public transit event tweets from January 2012 to April 2015 and manually labelled them to 

above classes. Since the number of tweets in Pavia is small, we also collect traffic events and 

feeds from CITY FEED. The feeds collected from CITY FEED were used to incrementally 

update the classifier model which was trained by the tweet dataset. However, feeds and events 

can be duplicated. Hence, the Integration Consumer (IC) uses the three-fold similarity analysis 

approach proposed in section 3.7 to eliminate the duplication. Figure 49 shows an example of 

events / feeds detected from Twitter and CITY FEED around the stop “STAZIONE 5”, and 

meanwhile, the number of duplicated feeds are displayed on the information panel, which 

indicates the trustworthiness of the detected events / feeds. Instead of using unsupervised 

classifiers, the KLD-Star proposed in G-CSF is based on supervised learning, which is enable 

to detect feeds and events from a single tweet.  

 

 

Figure 49 events / feeds around stops detected by EC 
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Figure 50 cluster monitoring 

 

MOBANA also supports cluster status monitoring as shown in Figure 50, which monitors 

the progress of data producing and consuming, and the workload of brokers in cluster. The 

measure Transactions per Second (TPS) are monitored for producers and consumers. TPS 

shows the performance of producers and consumers, and, additionally, it can help balance the 

load of cluster by monitoring 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑛, the average TPS of producers, and 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡, the average 

TPS of consumers. Let us illustrate how we use these measures to balance system performance: 

 When 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑛 > 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡, consumers require more computing resources, and the higher 

Wait Time in Queue (WQ) of messages will cause a higher delay in message 

consuming. The WQ of message with index 𝑖 in message queue can be defined as: 

 

out
i

TPS

i
WQ

1
                                                  (42) 

  

The possible solutions include: a) allocating more CPU cores to existing consumers, 

or b) deploying more consumers and brokers in server cluster; c) delete expired data, 

not a good solution for analytics because it may lose information.  

 When  𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑛 ˂  𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡  , which happens after resuming from unexpected crash or 

blocking of producers, all data in message queue will be consumed with a longer WQ. 

All data in message queue will be consumed with a longer WQ, which is defined as: 

 

out
i

TPS

i
DWQ

1
                                             (43) 

 

Here 𝐷 is the delay caused by network anomalies. The possible solution is like in the 

above case. When accumulated data in message queue are consumed, the WQ is equal 

to (42).  

 When 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 , consumers can process data in real-time / near real-time with 

a very short WQ and an almost unperceivable delay, which is the ideal status of cluster.  
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5.3.5 Real-time Data Analytics 

Real-time data analytics is one of the key functions of MOBANA. It follows the data 

analytic steps illustrated in section 3.9. Thanks to the availability of DMS and DSPE, 

MOBANA supports real-time data analysis. Of course, it provides also historical data for trend 

analysis and reporting. Here below, we illustrate the steps using KPI “Delay of Vehicles” as 

an example.  

Step 1 - KPI identification: we define stakeholders and related public transit KPIs using 

HIGO grid shown in Table 31, which include: 1) Cost indicators, such as average travel time, 

average cost to customer and fare recovery ratio; 2) Quality indicators, such as customer 

satisfaction and availability, e.g., stop overcrowding, urban area overcrowding, quality 

perceived and network condition; 3) Service indicators, such as delay at stops, path reliability, 

delay forecasting efficiency, land and social inclusion, average speed of vehicles.  

 

Table 31 HIGO grid for public transit KPIs 
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Let us consider the example KPI “Delay of Vehicles”, and define its measure “delay at stop” 

as follows: 
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Here 𝐷𝑖 is the delay of a vehicle at stop i, 𝑇𝑣 is the actual arrival time of vehicle at stop i, 

and Ts is scheduled arrival time of vehicle should at stop i.  

Step 2 - Dimensional Fact Model (DFM): after defining KPIs, the DFMs for data 

warehouse are designed, which define fact (delay), related dimensions (date, route, and stop), 

and measures (average delay) as in Figure 51. 

 

Delay of vehicles

TransitKPI Facts

Month TimeQuarterYear

Season Holiday

Day of week

Day of month

Month of year

Weekend

Date

Week Half HourQuarter

Region

Route

Stop

Modal

 

Figure 51 Dimensional Fact Model of KPI - delay of vehicles 

 

Step 3 - Building data warehouse: Based on DFMs defined in step 2, ETL (Extract, 

Transform, Load) transformations are implemented. Data are integrated in PostgreSQL and 

MongoDB. PostgreSQL is for data validation and historical data query; while MongoDB 

supports real-time data updating and query for transit maps and real-time KPI dashboard.   

Step 4 - Incremental updating: The final step incrementally update KPIs in real-time. 

Real-time delay prediction were received from the Data Dispatch Monitor (DDM) service 

provided by LINE. Real-time Data Monitor (RDM) receives feeds of real-time delay, converts 

feeds to GTFS-Realtime Trip Update Feeds, and invokes data producer to emit these feeds to 

different data consumers. One producer and two classes of consumers were implemented. 

Producer filters feeds and dispatches feeds to consumers (only the feeds of the selected 14 

routes are sent to consumers). KPI Index consumers incrementally calculate and update KPI 

dashboard. The processed analytical data are stored in MongoDB for quick updating and 

searching (MongoDB is a scalable database on NoSQL and it is convenient when developing 

modules using Node.js.) Volumes are high: indeed, real-time feeds average 1.5 million in 

every workday day. Real-time Delay Consumers store the raw trip update feeds in PostgreSQL 

for KPI reports and data validation. It also filters the feeds by checking the records in 

MongoDB, only when the delay value of one trip changes, this update is sent to the 

presentation module. Typically, only one instance is fast enough for each producer or 
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consumer in Pavia case. Figure 52 is an example of real-time KPI dashboard, showing the 

delay of vehicles for each route and stop.  

 

 

Figure 52: KPI dashboard: vehicle delay 

 

Four KPIs were selected as a proof of concept, namely: delay of vehicle, land and social 

inclusion, and accessibility of stops. These KPIs cover all stakeholders and three different data 

sources: real-time data, static data and accessibility data. Delay of vehicle are analyzed by 
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multiple dimensions, i.e., stop, route, date, time, week, month, etc. A KPI dashboard, which 

shows real-time delay and average delay of vehicles by above dimensions, was developed for 

transit agencies and Pavia municipality. On the public transit map, citizens can search delays 

of each stop. The KPI “land inclusion” (see Figure 53 (a)) is based on stop data stemming from 

GTFS files. The radius of each stop which indicates the coverage of the stop was set as 500 

meters. Municipality and transit agency can evaluate coverage of the whole transit network. 

The KPI “social inclusion”, which indicates the accessibility of routes and stops, can help 

municipality to improve infrastructure for disabled people, let them go to bus stops with no 

difficulties. Figure 53 (b) and (c) shows the accessibility of transit network in central Pavia, 

(b) shows the accessibility of bus routes, and (c) shows the accessible stops that can be easily 

reached by wheelchair users.  

 

 

Figure 53:  (a) Land inclusion (b) Social inclusion (c) Accessibility of stops 
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5.3.6 Data Visualization: Transit Map 

 MOBANA displays the status of the public transit network, shows real-time vehicle 

positions and highlights delayed vehicles. Figure 54 shows the public transit map, which helps 

stakeholders to monitor the current status of public transit network by comparing scheduled 

and current position. Inspired by [144], we do not directly display the actual positions of 

vehicles by GPS data but we use a kind of position prediction, because: a) the availability of 

data is scarce, e.g., in Italy, up to 2015, only the city of Bari published APIs on vehicle position  

[154], [155]; b) the volume of GPS data will drop network performance. Differently from 

[144], we combine static GTFS and real-time delay prediction from transit agencies, which 

can reduce the transmission load by filtering the real-time messages. Furthermore, part of 

position computation cost shifts from server to browser, which reduces the load on servers. 

Let us illustrate our approach.  

 

 

Figure 54  public transit map of Pavia 

 

 Firstly, when the server initializes, the Map Data Generator gets the latest GTFS data 

loaded by GTFS Loader, and gets all the geometry information of key points in each route. 
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Secondly, Path Normalizer, the module that normalizes the paths, computes the distances 

between adjacent points in each route. It divides the trip into identical segments and calculates 

the position of points between the segments. Finally, it builds lookup tables for trip progress 

(also called normalized paths) which contain progress of points with positions of each route. 

Here we use sphere model (given in [156]) to calculate the distance between points of a trip, 

and locate a point on a segment when the length of this segment is given. In GTFS, vertices of 

vehicle trajectories are given as WGS-84 (World Geodetic System 1984) coordinates. The 

shortest path between two points on the earth surface is not a straight-line segment, as in 

Euclidean geometry, but a part of a great-circle (an orthodrome) between two vertices. Hence, 

we cannot, in general, treat vehicle polylines consisting of WGS-84 vertices as piecewise 

linear functions (both the spatial and temporal interpolations would be wrong). Therefore, we 

choose the sphere model, where the distance between two vertices is:  
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                        (45) 

 

Here R is the radius of the earth (6371 km), 𝜙𝑖, 𝜆𝑖  are latitude and longitude of point i. Great 

circle, though an approximation, because the earth is not a perfect sphere, with errors up to 

0.3%, is accurate enough for most cases. After we get distances, the path normalizer calculates 

the position with a given progress p of a path. Firstly, it locates the point to a segment between 

point i and i+1, and calculates  𝛥𝑑 , the distance between the current point and point x, 

where 𝛥𝑑 = 𝑝𝑙 − 𝑑𝑖. 𝑙 is the total length of the trip, 𝑑𝑖  is the length of the path from the start 

point to point i. To get the latitude and longitude of this point on the surface of earth, the 

bearing θ (in radians, clockwise from north) of the segment where the point locates is 

calculated first by 

                                

𝜃 = atan2[sin(𝜆𝑖+1 − 𝜆𝑖) cos 𝜑𝑖+1, cos 𝜑𝑖 sin 𝜑𝑖+1 − sin 𝜑𝑖 cos 𝜑𝑖+1 cos(𝜆𝑖+1 − 𝜆𝑖)] (46) 
                

Afterwards, the location of this point (λ, φ) can be calculated by (47), (48) and (49), where 

δ is the central angle between current point and point i. 

 

𝛿 =
𝑝𝑙

𝑅
                                                                 (47) 

 

𝜆 = 𝜆𝑖 + atan2(sin 𝜃 sin 𝛿 cos 𝜑𝑖 , cos 𝛿 − sin 𝜑𝑖 sin 𝜑𝑖+1)                         (48) 

 

𝜑 =  arcsin(sin 𝜑𝑖 cos 𝛿 + cos 𝜑𝑖 sin 𝛿 cos 𝜃)                   (49) 
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Algorithm 4 Normalize paths 

Input: points 

Output: normalized points 

sum = 0 

oldPoint = point0 

For all pointi in points   

      compute sphere distances d between oldPoint and pointi by (45) 

      totalDistance = totalDistance + d  

      distances.push(d) 

      oldPoint = pointi 

End for 

K = points.size 

D = distances.size 

For j = 0 to K 

      targetDistance = j / K * totalDistance 

   k = 0 

      dSum = 0 

      While (dSum + disctancesk) < targetSum and k < D 

              dSum = dSum + distancesk 

                      k++ 

      k-- 

      delta = targetSum – dSum 

      compute bearing b between pointk and pointk+1  by (46)  

      compute next position p from pointk by (47) (48) (49)   

      normalizedPaths.push(p) 

End for 

return normalizedPaths 

 

Algorithm 4 illustrates how the Path Normalizer calculates distances between the points of 

a trip, and how it uses the sphere model to locate a point (the key points pre-defined in 

Shape.txt by GTFS editor) onto a segment. Table 32 shows an example of normalized path. 

Obviously, the more segments of the path, the more accurate the lookup table. For instance, 

1,000 calculations can make the lookup table accurate up to 0.1%. As matter of fact, we define 

the optimal number of segments of trip i by 𝑠𝑖 ≥  
𝑙𝑖

𝑉
 . Here 𝑙𝑖 is the length of trip i, 𝑉 is the 

length of vehicle, and 𝑛𝑖, the amount of key points in trip i is 𝑠𝑖 + 1. E.g., when a trip is 11 

kilometers, its minimal segments are 1,000, and the length of each segment is 11 meters. If we 

consider that the bus length is 11 meters, results are good enough. However, for longer vehicles, 

e.g., trains, we should choose larger 𝑠𝑖.  
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Table 32 an example of normalized path for a trip 

Trip progress Location (latitude, longitude) 

0% 

0.1% 

0.2% 

… 

100% 

45.2107672, 9.1630315 

45.2106254, 9.1630712 

45.2106245, 9.16300692 

… 

45.2106843, 9.1630701 

 

Afterwards, the normalized paths are loaded, and scheduled positions are searched from 

normalized paths on client-side. Meanwhile, on server-side, Event Emitter periodically checks 

the updates on delays of each trip. If updates are detected, it selects corresponding trips at the 

current time, computes the real progress of these trips by delays, and sends the progress as 

events to the client-side. Finally, the client-side displays the new positions of vehicles by 

searching the corresponding coordinates of the progress sent by Event Emitter. The progress 

of a trip can be calculated by Algorithm 5. Here delayi is the delay prediction of trip i measured 

in seconds, t is the timestamp of now, δ is the time interval between now and the time when 

the next calculation will start. The positions of the vehicle in the next δ seconds will be 

calculated by searching points from the normalized paths. δ can be adjusted to leverage the 

timeliness of vehicle position prediction, network traffic and server load. For example, in rush 

hour we can set a higher δ (e.g., 10 seconds) in order to reduce the network traffic and let 

client-side compute the movements of next δ seconds. From our observation in Pavia, Italy, 

the maximal running trips at the same time in rush hour is 55 (8 AM). Meanwhile, the maximal 

real-time feeds received by DDM every second in rush hour is 150. In the worst case, the 

maximal updates of progress to be transmitted in the time interval δ is equal to the number of 

running trips. Therefore, only 55 progress pairs (new progress and trip id) in about 1,500 feeds 

are sent to clients every 10 seconds. Finally, the progress at each second of the next 10 seconds 

is calculated accordingly on client-side. 
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Algorithm 5 Compute trip progress with delay prediction 

Input: delayi , t,  δ  

Output: nextProgress, currentProgress 

For all tripi in trips 

       nextProgressi = currentProgessi 

       If  startTimei  < t and endTimei  > t 

             currentProgessi   = (t - startTimei) / (durationi  + delayi) 

                    nextProgressi  = (t + δ – startTimei) / (durationi  + delayi) 

             If nextProgressi  > 1  

                     nextProgressi  = 1 

             End If 

             If currentProgessi   > 1  

                     currentProgessi   = 1 

             End If 

        End If 

End for 

return nextProgress, currentProgress 

 

The public transit map of Pavia shows the real-time position of each trip in Pavia. Users can 

search delay, ETA and time table of each route on this stop. Figure 55 shows the Pavia public 

transit map, which helps stakeholders to monitor the current status of public transit network 

by comparing scheduled and current position. Additionally, the measure “delay at stop” is 

shown in real-time in the information panel when clicking a stop on the transit map. The 

collected traffic events and feeds around the selected stop are also displayed in the information 

panel. Figure 56 shows the information panel of the stop “MANZONI Guidi”, which displays 

information on routes, link of timetables, real-time delay, ETA and statistics of average delay 

on this stop in last five days. 
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Figure 55 public transit map of Pavia 

 

 

Figure 56 information panel of stop “MANZONI Guidi” 
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5.3.7 Data Sharing 

MOBANA provides cloud data sharing services (i.e., Transit Analytic Service and Transit 

Information Service). It delivers KPI updates and reports on public transit network to public 

transit agencies and municipality officers. It enables citizens to query in real-time public transit 

information by web or smart phone, and shows routes and stops, timetables, real-time positions 

of buses, delay and ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival). Figure 51 shows the information panel 

of a stop, which displays information on routes, link of timetables, real-time delay, ETA and 

statistics of average delay on this stop in last five days. Furthermore, MOBANA features web 

services for third parties to access transit analytics and transit information. Another application 

in IRMA project called “Pavia Public Transit”, used the web services published by MOBANA 

to provide bus information services for citizens.  

5.4 Performance Evaluation on MOBANA 

 In this section, we evaluate the performance of public transit data stream processing, 

scalability and the proposed feed detection classifier of MOBANA framework. For the 

evaluation of efficiency, we compared our framework to two baselines using Pavia dataset 

listed in Table 33: 1) baseline A: a batch implementation of consumers which consume data 

streams from DMS, 2) baseline B: a batch implementation of consumers without DMS (only 

use Protocol Buffer13 to store the data streams). For scalability, we performed the evaluation 

using the open public transit data of Pavia, Milan and New York with different resources. The 

three cases represents the typical data volume and TPS in different size of cities. An overview 

of datasets used for evaluation is given in Table V. Specifically, the original real-time feeds of 

vehicle delay are in JSON format, which contain timestamp, real-time delay (in second), ETA, 

corresponding stop, route, trip, etc. An example of a vehicle delay feed in Pavia is shown in 

Figure 57.  

 

Table 33 datasets used for performance evaluation in Pavia, Milan and New York 

Case #Stops #Routes #Trips #Real-time feeds 

Pavia 477 30 2,313 13,864,672 

Milan 4,889 156 138,693 102,656,885 

New York 18,159 1,338 206,112 527,816,841 

 

                                                      

13 Protocol Buffer: https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/ 
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Figure 57 example of vehicle delay feed 

 

Typically, each feed package contains multiple feeds and the average size of a feed package 

sent by DDM is 4 KB.  

5.4.1 Efficiency of Data Stream Processing  

We evaluate efficiency by testing execution time, which has two measures, namely Wait 

Time in Queue (WQ) and processing time in single server node which has 8-core CPU (AMD 

Opteron Processor 6238) and 8GB memories. We collected real data streams from LINE, with 

a data volume of 13 million. Figure 58 compares the average WQ and processing time of 

MOBANA and two baselines, where A is our proposed framework, B: the batch 

implementation using DMS, C: the batch implementation using Protocol Buffers. The line 

indicates the number of tuples each hour. In the implementation of MOBANA, two consumers 

(GTFS and RT) are deployed and each consumer uses maximal 3 CPU cores. From the results 

we can see that the average WQ and total execution time of MOBANA from 5 AM to 19 PM 

keeps lower than baselines, because: 1) the message queue decouples data consuming and 

producing, thus, the average processing time of consumers is not affected; 2) computing 

resources for data consumers are automatically allocated and balanced when data 

accumulation in message queue increases. For the baseline implementation C, by contrast, the 

average WQ is much higher in rush hour, because data were not consumed in time. 

Furthermore, we can see that using processing framework in G-CSF, a low configuration 

server is fast enough for a small-size city.  
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Figure 58 evaluating efficiency of stream data processing in terms of average execution time per tuple 

(AVG processing time + WQ) in each hour 

 

5.4.2 Scalability  

In order to test the scalability and reusability of the system in larger cities, we did a test 

using GTFS files of Milan public transit and New York City transit, and simulated real-time 

data. Since we didn’t get real-time data from public transit agencies of Milan and New York, 

we estimated the data volume of rush hour in Milan and New York instead, based on the 

maximal TPSin (i.e., 150) for 477 stops in Pavia case, i.e., TPSin is equivalent to 1,537 for 4,489 

stops in Milan, and 5,710 for 18,159 stops in New York. From a report of MTA, the public 

transit agency of New York City, the volume of real-time public transit feeds in New York per 

day is about 6 million in 2015 [157], which is quite lower than our estimation. We deployed 

MOBANA in a nine-server cluster, where runs a name server, 3 brokers, and 3 producers. For 

each server, two instances of RT consumer, and two instances of GTFS consumer were created. 

Each instance of consumer is set to use maximal 3 CPU cores. We increased the simulated 

feed stream and tested the maximal TPS with increasing number of server node from 1 to 9 

for our framework and the two baselines. The test result is shown in Figure 59, where A is our 

proposed framework, B is the batch implementation using DMS, C is the batch implementation 

using Protocol Buffer. The dot lines are the Max TPS estimated in Pavia, Milan and New York.  

 From the results we can see that MOBANA out-performs the two baselines, and only a 

three-machine low configuration cluster is enough to process real-time public transit feeds for 

Milan, a big-size city in Europe, and 5 server nodes for New York.  
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Figure 59 throughput of MOBANA and baselines with increasing number of server nodes vs. maximal 

TPS of real-time public transit feeds in Pavia, Milan and New York 

5.4 Summary 

This case study proposed MOBANA, a public transit monitoring and analysis system which 

adopts the distributed stream-based architecture of G-CSF for integrating and processing 

heterogeneous public transit data. MOBANA integrates heterogeneous data sources and, hence, 

can serve a wide range of stakeholders and cover any scheduled public transit (bus, metro, and 

tramway). Let us summarize its key points:  

1) Data sources are integrated into a standard exchangeable data format, i.e. GTFS and 

GTFS-Realtime. Additionally, MOBANA can detect events from online social media by the 

proposed classifier (KLD-Star).  

2) MOBANA combines static and real-time data for vehicle position, and, thus, drops the 

traffic of network and load on server.  

3) Thanks to such selective processing and to the architecture, which combines DSPE and 

DMS, MOBANA achieves a cost-effective performance. Actually, as we show in the case 

study and in the test on Milan and New York, a small number of low-power servers can process 

the volumes of large cities.  

4) MOBANA can be easily be adopted by a consortium of cities, thanks to the exchangeable 

reference data formats and the scalable and easy-to-configure architecture.  
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We hereby summarize the potential use of MOBANA for public transit stakeholders to 

provide value added services: 

 Municipalities and public transit agencies can use the integrated public transit data to 

analyze their service level, identify service anomalies and make quick response to the 

problems. For instance, public transit agencies can reschedule time tables, routes, or 

assign more trips for the busy routes based on the real-time KPIs;  

 Citizens can see the bus position, time tables and the estimated arrival time in real-

time on the public transit live map. They can report public transit issues simply by 

social networks; 

 Third-party organizations can use the open public transit data to develop mobility 

applications for citizens. In 2015, we have implemented a trip planner application14 

based on the GTFS, event and accessibility OSM data provided by MOBANA. The 

trip planner offers wheelchair users the accessible travel plans which avoid traffic 

issues and barriers.  

As future works, a wider data integration, which will embrace all events related to public 

transit from a range of IoT sources and mobility services (taxi systems, car sharing, bike 

sharing, and parking management systems); such integration implies an integration 

architecture and the analysis of various perspectives structural, similarity, ontology; perform 

more public transit analysis using MOBANA and data streams. Currently, MOBANA only 

aims to provide a guideline and efficient tools for such analysis, in future, we will use 

MOBANA for further public transit analysis, e.g., public transit network planning and travel 

patterns.  

 

                                                      

14 http://rlabgw0.unipv.it/ 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

This thesis proposes a General Citizen-Sourcing Framework (G-CSF) for city services to 

solve the three taxonomies of challenges in current citizen-sourcing systems in terms of 

governance process, data and system architecture. To enhance the engagement, participation 

and collaboration, a reference city feed management process is defined, which covers the 

whole feed lifecycle among all related stakeholders; to better support a scalable business-IT 

alignment, a data-driven Publisher / Subscriber architecture and is defined, which supports a 

distributed service composition and orchestration, and provides an easy-to-configure and easy-

to-deploy environment for stream data processing; to integrate heterogeneous feeds to a unique 

exchangeable format, the General City Feed Specification (GCFS) is proposed, which also 

facilitates the service configuration and data sharing for city service providers. Additionally, 

the distinctive services in processing city service requests is illustrated, namely automated feed 

detection, credibility assessment and automated feed dispatch. Two real-world case studies are 

proposed as proof of concepts, namely CITY FEED and MOBANA, where the first case is the 

complete case which follows the whole framework, and the second case focuses on the real-

time data processing and analyzing public transit performance. The two case studies prove the 

feasibility and efficiency of G-CSF.  

The key novelties of G-CSF are in the feed processing services, specifically, a) a supervised 

incremental text classifier (KLD-Star) is proposed for feed detection from OSN; b) an 

integrated credibility assessment approach is proposed to evaluate information credibility of a 

feed. The approach votes credibility based on user reputation, feed content, and the similarity 

of nearby feeds. Above approaches out-performs the conventional baselines, and make G-CSF 
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the first citizen-sourcing framework which addresses the feed detection and information 

credibility assessment.  

Future steps might include, in our vision, the feed management in indoor environment, 

where accurate indoor positioning and computer vision techniques are employed. Building 

owners and service providers will benefits from indoor issue discovering, reporting and 

management, which shifts the city scale citizen-sourcing to smaller local grids, and extends 

the use of G-CSF to indoor smart city domain, e.g., smart building and smart living. Thus, the 

framework should be more general and scalable to support different buildings, and more 

dedicated services are needed, e.g. indoor feed detection.  
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Appendix I  

General City Feed Specification 

The detailed specification of fields in GCFS entities are listed as follows: 

 

Table 34 GCFS - municipality 

Field Type Description Required? 

mun_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies a municipality. The ID is dataset 

unique, and is optional for the feeds contain data from only one 

municipality.  

Optional 

mun_name Text The full name of the municipality.  Required 

mun_timezone Text The time zone code defined in: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tz_zones 

Optional 

mun_lang Text The ISO 639-1 language code of the municipality.  Optional 

contact_id Integer It defines the contact information of the municipality. The value is 

referenced from the contact file. 

Optional 
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Table 35 GCFS - contact 

Field Type Description Required? 

contact_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies the contact information of an 

organization (municipality, city department, or contractor). The 

contact_id is dataset unique.  

Required 

address Text The postal address of the city department. Optional 

url Text The URL of website of the organization. The URL should be in 

qualified format described in: 

https://www.w3.org/Addressing/URL/4_URI_Recommentations.ht

ml 

Optional 

phone Text The voice phone number of the organization. Optional 

email Text The valid service Email of the organization. Optional 

 

Table 36 GCFS - department 

Field Type Description Required? 

dep_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies a city department. The dep_id is dataset 

unique.  

Required 

mun_id Integer It defines the municipality for the city department. The value is 

referenced from the municipality file. The mun_id is optional when 

the dataset contains only one municipality.  

Optional 

zone_id Integer It defines the zone area where the city department serves. The value 

is referenced from the zone file. The zone_id is optional when the 

department serves all the city area.  

Optional 

contact_id Integer It defines the contact information of the department. The value is 

referenced from the contact file. 

Optional 

dep_name Text The full name of the department. Required 

 

Table 37 GCFS - zone 

Field Type Description Required? 

zone_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies a zone in a city. The zone_id is dataset 

unique. Generally, a zone is a simple polygon with n different 

vertices, where n ≥ 3. The vertices are defined in zone_shapes file.  

Required 

zone_name Text The full name of the zone in a city. Required 
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Table 38 GCFS – zone_shape 

Field Type Description Required? 

zone_shape_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies a vertex in a zone polygon. The 

zone_shape_id is dataset unique. 

Required 

zone_id Integer It defines the zone for the vertex. The value is referenced from 

the zone file. 

Required 

zone_shape_lat Float The valid WGS 84 latitude value from -180 to 180.  Required 

zone_shape_lon Float The valid WGS 84 longitude value from -180 to 180. Required 

zone_shape_sequence Integer The sequence number of the zone shape along the zone 

polygon. The sequence number is non-negative integer.  

Required 

 

Table 39 GCFS – feed_type 

Field Type Description Required? 

type_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies the feed type. The type_id is dataset 

unique.  

Required 

dep_ids Text It defines the department(s) who respond to this type of feeds. 

Leave empty if all departments can respond.  

Example:  

1. Single department: “1021” 

2. Multiple departments: “1021, 1022, 1012” 

3. All departments: “” 

Optional 

type_name Text The full name of the feed type.  Required 

type_description Text The detailed feed type description. Optional 

 

Table 40 GCFS – Contractor 

Field Type Description Required? 

con_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies the contractor. The con_id is dataset 

unique. 

Required 

type_ids Text It defines the feed type(s) the contractor respond.  

Example: 

1. Single feed type: “21” 

2. Multiple feed types: “21, 22, 23” 

Required 

con_name Text The full name of the contractor.  Required 

contact_id Integer It defines the contact information of the contractor. The value is 

referenced from the contact file. 

Optional 
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Table 41 GCFS – feed 

Field Type Description Required? 

feed_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies the feed report. The feed_id is dataset 

unique. 

Required 

type_id Integer It defines the type of the feed report.  Required 

status Integer The current status of the feed. The valid values of the field are: 

0: Submitted 

1: Confirmed 

2: Open 

3: Closed 

4: Rejected 

The default value of status is 0.  

Required 

remark Text The explanation of the status change. Empty when feed status is 0.  Optional 

title Text The short description of the feed.  Required 

description Text The detailed description of the feed.  Optional 

lat Float The valid WGS 84 latitude value from -180 to 180. Required 

lon Float The valid WGS 84 latitude value from -180 to 180. Required 

created Text The created date and time of the feed request. The date and time must 

be in the format of “YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS”. 

Example: 

“2015-09-16T16:14:23” 

Required 

updated Text The last updated date and time of the feed request. It can be empty 

when status is 0. The date and time must be in the format of “YYYY-

MM-DDTHH:MM:SS”. 

Example: 

“2015-09-16T16:16:18” 

Optional 

address Text The postal address of the feed. It is an additional field when latitude 

and longitude fields are not correctly offered.  

Optional 

motivation Text The motivation expressed in the feed title or feed description. The 

field indicates the reason for submitting. The valid value of the field 

are:  

0: Not specified.  

1: Safety concerns. 

2: Ideas and improvement of city services.  

3: Concerns on accountability. 

Optional 

sentiment Integer The sentiment expressed in the feed title or feed description. The 

field indicates the potential severity and priority of the feed. The 

valid value of the field are:  

1: Neutral. The feed text (title or description) only describes the facts 

of the reported incident.  

Example: “A path hole is found at Viale Cremona 2B”.  

2: Plea. The feed text (title or description) express an urgent and 

emotional request to city departments.  

Example: “There is a path hole at Viale Cremona 2B, could you 

please fix it? Thanks!” 

3: Critical. The feed text (title or description) contains the language 

that expresses the urgency of the reported incident, or express 

Optional 
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Field Type Description Required? 

dissatisfaction in a mild manner.  

Example: “The path hole is dangerous…please fix it, thank you.” 

4: Very critical. The feed text (title or description) contains strong 

language that expresses the dissatisfaction and the urgency of the 

incident.  

Example: “Come on! Somebody fix the horrible path hole, it’s very 

dangerous!” 

The default value of this field is 1.  

credibility Integer It defines the trustworthiness of a feed report, i.e., to what extend the 

feed report can be trusted. The valid value of the field are:  

0: unknown. Need more details to decide. 

1: untrusted. The feed content is fake or irrelevant.  

2: trusted. The feed description has been proved to be true.  

The default value of this field is 0.  

Optional 

source Integer It defines the source channels where the feed is submitted. The valid 

values of the field are:  

0: Phone or hotline services.  

1: Web. 

2: App. 

3: SMS. 

4: Voice message.  

5: Email.  

6. Social Media.  

The default value of this field is 0.   

Required 

repeated Integer It defines how many similar feeds are found. The repeated feed has 

higher credibility and priority. The value is non-negative integer. The 

default value of this field is 0, which indicates no similar feeds 

detected or still waiting for the computing results.   

Required  

 

Table 42 GCFS – media 

Field Type Description Required? 

media_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies the media resource. The media_id is 

dataset unique. 

Required 

feed_id Integer It defines the feed report which contains this media resource. Required 

media_type Integer It defines the type of the media resource. The valid value of the 

field are:  

0: picture 

1: video 

2: voice message 

Required 

media_url Text The valid URL of the media resource. The URL should be in 

qualified format described in: 

https://www.w3.org/Addressing/URL/4_URI_Recommentations.

html 

Required 
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Table 43 GCFS – trouble_ticket 

Field Type Description Required?  

ticket_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies the trouble ticket. The ticket_id 

is dataset unique. 

Required 

feed_id Integer It defines the feed report which related to the trouble ticket. Required 

priority Integer It defines the priority of the trouble ticket. The valid values 

of the field are ranged from 1-4, where 1 is the lowest 

priority, and 4 is the top-priority.   

Required 

ticket_created Text The created date and time of the trouble ticket. The date and 

time must be in the format of “YYYY-MM-

DDTHH:MM:SS”. 

Example: 

“2015-09-16T17:27:14” 

Required 

ticket_updated Text The last updated date and time of the trouble ticket. The date 

and time must be in the format of “YYYY-MM-

DDTHH:MM:SS”. 

Example: 

“2015-09-16T17:27:14” 

Required 

ticket_status Integer The current status of the trouble ticket. The valid values of 

the field are: 

0: Open. When current progress of the trouble ticket p˂100 

and p≥0, the status of the trouble ticket is set to 0.  

1: Closed. When current progress of the trouble ticket 

p=100, the status of the trouble ticket is set to 1.  

The default value of status is 0. 

Required 

 

Table 44 GCFS – progress_update 

Field Type Description Required? 

progress_id Integer The ID uniquely identifies the progress update report. The 

progress_id is dataset unique. 

Required 

ticket_id Integer It defines the trouble ticket for the progress update. Required 

progress_created Text The created date and time of the progress update. The date and 

time must be in the format of “YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS”. 

Example: 

“2015-09-16T17:27:14” 

Required 

progress_note Text The description of current progress for the trouble ticket.  Optional 

progress_value Integer The estimated value of the current progress. The value is [0, 

100].  

Required 
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